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a civic economy is emerging,
one which is fundamentally
both open and social.
it's an economy which is
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with civic purpose.
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preface by nesta and
design council cabe
We are in the midst of a difficult period of transition. In
the wake of the global financial crisis, and as we become
more acutely aware of the scarcity of environmental
resources and the rising pressures of complex social issues, we need to find a more sustainable way to organise
and grow our economy.
We commissioned this book because we knew there
would be a lot to learn from the myriad of innovations that are already showing us how. The examples
presented here are characteristic of what we call the
‘civic economy’ – combining the spirit of entrepreneurship with the aspiration of civic renewal. This is already
a vibrant movement, with new ventures, networks and
behaviours changing the appearance and economies of
places across the UK.
From local food growing projects to sustainable
supermarkets, community waste-to-energy plants to cooperative telecoms services, these initiatives are having
a tangible impact on social interactions and economic
opportunities in cities, villages and towns. They are
even influencing the physical shape and appearance of
these places, changing the way they are designed, built
and used.
But in order to strengthen and grow a new civic
economy, we need to know how it works. This is even
more critical now as the Government extols the virtues
of the Big Society and the potential for more locally-led
innovation to address social issues. This book holds
lessons for government, business, local authorities and
communities in how to help these sorts of enterprises to
grow and spread.
This book is an important and timely contribution to the
debate which both NESTA and CABE – with its new home
at the Design Council – are taking forward.
We welcome your comments and views.
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foreword by
the PRIME MINISTER
The idea at the heart of the Big Society is a very simple
one: that real change can’t come from government alone.
We’re only going to make life better for everyone in this
country if everyone plays their part – if change in our
economy and our society is driven from the bottom up.
Some people have been dismissive about this. They have
claimed that there’s no appetite for this change and that
it’s all too impractical. The great thing about this book is
that it shows the type of entrepreneurship that generates
civic action and the Big Society, and what it can achieve.
It demonstrates that there is public appetite for more
civic action. The examples in these pages show people’s
real yearning to make a difference and feel more
connected to their neighbourhoods. Whether it’s the residents of Todmorden coming together to plant fruit trees
or the crowds that flock to Brixton Market, it’s clear that
when the opportunity is there to volunteer or to support
local enterprises, people grab it.
And this book blows apart the myth that civic action is
impractical; something that might make people feel good
but doesn’t make a difference. The inspiring examples in
these pages have achieved everything from supporting
local farmers to reducing carbon emissions to helping
educate children from disadvantaged backgrounds.
These are real, tangible benefits – and they show just
what a powerful difference can be made when people
come together to make life better.
I welcome this book and congratulate all the social
pioneers in its pages who have done their bit to improve
the places we live in and the lives we lead. Keep up the
good work.

The Rt Hon David Cameron MP
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1 - We are indebted to the work of Robin Murray, and his wider than usual
definition of the social economy is akin to what we call the civic economy. The
central point here is that the civic economy is not the exclusive domain of any
particular sector of the economy; instead, it bridges across the public, private
and organised third sector as well as including the public at large; Murray, R.
(2009) ‘Danger and Opportunity – Crisis and the New Social Economy.’ London:
Young Foundation & NESTA.
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INTRODUCING
THE CIVIC ECONOMY
A new way of doing is starting
to change places, communities
and enterprise across Britain and
beyond. In the aftermath of the
financial crisis and against the
context of deep environmental and
social change, a collective reflection is taking place on how to build
more sustainable routes to shared
prosperity. But in the meantime, an
increasing number and great diversity of change-makers are already
getting on with the job of re-making
local economies and places. Though
locally driven, their initiatives are
deeply rooted in global social, cultural and technological trends that
originated well before the recent
economic shocks.

market and the state. Founded upon social values and
goals, and using deeply collaborative approaches to development, production, knowledge sharing and financing, the
civic economy generates goods, services and common infrastructures in ways that neither the state nor the market
economy alone have been able to accomplish. [1]
With this book we aim to achieve three things:
• Show that the civic economy is already a real, vital and
growing part of our places, which actively contributes to
community resilience, everyday innovation and shared
prosperity.
• Outline in practical terms how different leaders in localities – that is, all those working together to improve places
and their economies, whether in the public, private or third
sector – can create the fertile ground for the civic economy
to flourish and grow.
• Demonstrate that the potential of the civic economy to
regenerate places and improve people’s lives means that localities need to get better at recognising the role of diverse
civic entrepreneurs and at understanding what enables
them to create change in a wide range of contexts.

As the political debate continues about the role and potential of the Big Society and StartUp Britain, this book brings
together a wide range of inspiring examples that begin to
illustrate what places built upon a different economy might
look like: edible public spaces, crowd-funded workspaces
for social entrepreneurs, peer-to-peer car sharing websites,
and town centre markets revitalised by a fresh approach to
igniting good ideas. The list is growing – and its potential
is huge. This is a trend that goes beyond traditional divides
between the public, private and third sectors; an attitude
that questions all aspects of supply chains and makes
them more equitable; an approach that enables citizens to
be co-producers and investors instead of just consumers;
and an opportunity to unlock and share the resources we
have more effectively. This is the civic economy.
We define the civic economy as comprising people,
ventures and behaviours that fuse innovative ways of doing
from the traditionally distinct spheres of civil society, the
Compendium for the Civic Economy
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2 - Of the many authors one could connect with this, we would highlight
(with regards to the broader economic and cultural shifts): Murray, R., CaulierGrice, J. and Mulgan, G. (2009) ‘Social Venturing.’ London: NESTA; Leadbeater, C.
(2008) ‘We-Think.’ London: Profile Books; Shirkey. C (2008) ‘Here Comes Everybody: The Power of Organizing Without Organizations.’ London: Penguin Books;
Tapscott, D. and & Williams, A.D (2006). ‘Wikinomics: How Mass Collaboration
Changes Everything.’ London: Portfolio; and (with regards to policy-making)
Goldsmith, S. (2010) ‘The Power of Social Innovation.’ San Francisco: Jossey Bass;
RSA (2010) ‘From Social Security to Social Productivity: A Vision for 2020 Public
Services – The final report of the Commission on 2020 Public Services.’ London:
Royal Society for the Arts, Commerce and Manufacturing; and (with regards to
place-making) Markusen, A. and Gadwa, A. (2010) ‘Creative Placemaking.’ Washington: National Endowment for the Arts; Barrie, D. ‘Open Source Place-Making:
A Collective Approach to the Development of Cities in an Age of 'Big Society',
Digital Media and Social Enterprise.’ (http://www.scribd.com/doc/41008414/
Open-Source-Place-making).

3 - See for example the Local Growth White Paper: HM Government (2010)
‘Local Growth: Realising Every Place’s Potential.’ London: The Stationery Office.
For a wider argument see for example, Sen, A. (1999) ‘Development as Freedom.’
Oxford, Oxford University Press.
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The civic economy and its role today
The civic economy has been part of the UK’s economic
landscape for a long time – from the Co-operative Movement to the Mutual and Friendly Societies, and from the
Mechanics’ Institutes to housing associations. In the 19th
century, it was a powerful force for good during the rapid
changes of the Industrial Revolution, creating independent institutions and coalitions that improved people’s
lives and made places more resilient.
More than a century later, the civic economy is yet
again in focus. Since the 1990s at least, the outlines of a
profound economic and cultural shift have been visible,
and chronicled by a wide range of observers. [2]
There are two fundamental drivers of this shift: firstly, a
growing recognition that we need a different economic
development model that enables genuine progress in
addressing shared economic, social and environmental
challenges; and, secondly, a fundamental transformation
in how people and organisations can communicate and
collaborate.

• A widespread trend amongst the public at large to be
directly involved in the (co-)creation of cultural and other
products either in digital or physical spaces – through the
established third sector or, just as often, in new ad-hoc
groups or networks.
The global financial crisis and its aftermath put the civic
economy and its potential further in the spotlight, as
deep vulnerabilities in the UK’s economic model as well
in the social fabric of its places were exposed. This crisis
prompts us to think anew about how to create a more
balanced economy that generates sustainable prosperity and life chances for all. [3] Equally, the impact of the
recession on public finances has prompted deeper questions about how public services can be sustained and
improved in the face of public spending constraints.

Hence we see an increasing overlap between traditionally distinct domains in the economy:
• A reforming state and public services, where the coproduction of public goods and services between users
and providers is becoming an established principle.
• An increasing number of values-driven private sector
companies moving beyond traditional corporate social
responsibility (CSR) to put social opportunities and
ecological concerns at the core of operations, alongside a
proliferation of hybrid business models that build on and
bend traditional ownership structures.
• An increasing recognition that innovative working
practices in and between organisations – based on the
use of new social network technologies, collaboration
tools and creative approaches to self-organisation, and
tapping into both global and local connections – can
create better outcomes.

Compendium for the Civic Economy
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4 - Conisbee, M et al. (2005) ‘Clone Town Britain: The Loss of Local Identity on
the Nation's High Streets.’ London: New Economics Foundation; Dermot Finch:
‘Time for a new Urban Task Force’ (HYPERLINK "http://centreforcities.typepad.
com/centre_for_cities/2010/03/time-for-a-new-urban-task-force.html"http://
centreforcities.typepad.com/centre_for_cities/2010/03/time-for-a-new-urbantask-force.html); and the members of the 1999 commission that originated the
very term ‘urban renaissance’ gave a critique on urban regeneration practice
spurred by their original work in Urban Task Force (2005) ‘Towards a Strong
Urban Renaissance.’ London: Urban Task Force.

5 - 00:/ has been involved with two of these projects: The Hub Islington (case
study 10) and the Bristol Urban Beach (mentioned as an ‘other example’ under
One Love City, case study 19).
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The civic economy and
places in the UK

The task at hand: civic entrepreneurs
and fertile ground

The civic economy has the potential to transform
how places are shaped. This is particularly important
now that much of the regeneration and place-shaping
practices of the past decade or so – often referred to as
the ‘urban renaissance’ – have run out of steam. Not only
has the property boom fizzled out, but more fundamental doubts have been raised about some of the key tenets
of that urban renaissance. Whilst few would question in
principle the benefits of a better public realm, investment in better-quality public buildings and higher design
standards for homes and workplaces, in practice many
problems remain unsolved.

We argue that all those working to improve localities
across the UK can be, and need to be, civic entrepreneurs. All of us need to play an active role in facilitating
the emergence of the type of ventures presented here,
whether they originate from within or outside established organisations. In practice, this means that those
in leadership positions in policy-making, planning and
finance need to relate actively to the emerging civic
economy, and recognise their respective roles in enabling
it to develop, connect and flourish. We call this ‘fertile
ground’: creating the conditions for this new economy
to grow.

Not all regeneration projects have genuinely looked
beyond bricks and mortar; many localities rely heavily
on public sector expenditure; town centres are overly
dependent on the consuming (and debt-laden) public;
the public are sceptical about their ability to actually
influence area change; and risk-averse, routine-driven
approaches to regeneration have resulted in a creeping homogenisation of places. As the New Economics
Foundation aptly summarised, those places left behind
by the boom have become ghost towns; but at the same
time large-scale new developments and the gradual erosion of local character have all too often created 'clone
towns'. [4]

Therefore, we urge all those working to improve places –
whether as individuals or neighbourhood groups, as local
authorities or developers, as business owners or as investors – to reflect on how the examples in this book could
be relevant in local areas – and to recognise the wealth
and potential of what is already going on.

As the impact of the recession and its aftermath continues to affect places across the UK, choices need to be
made about how localities can best support a genuine
recovery, particularly in the context of scarce resources.
The growing civic economy is integral to this – which is
why developers, landowners, architects, local authorities
and all others collaborating to improve places should pay
attention and learn from the examples presented in this
book.

This book: a reading guide
This book makes visible the potential of this civic
economy to affect the places, economies and human interactions of our everyday lives: what this civic economy
looks like in all its diversity, how these initiatives can
grow, and what makes them possible. It shows the wide
range of protagonists driving new ventures, analyses
their different characteristics and draws out lessons of
how to strengthen this potential.
We present 25 case studies – the story of their development, and the lessons they contain for planning and
policy. [5]
We distil some critical ingredients to show how each
venture has been made to work, which can serve as
inspiration for others. Moreover, the case studies are not
just stand-alone examples; we also draw together similar
stories that share this success. In a concluding chapter,
we show how different actors in localities can create
the fertile ground we need to grow the civic economy
through a range of practical recommendations.
Compendium for the Civic Economy
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CASE STUDIES

Arcola Theatre • An open house for new ideas

A lesson in renewable energy technologies at the Arcola Theatre

#01

Arcola Theatre
an open house for new ideas
London, United Kingdom

‘I was so excited when I found the Arcola, and
discovered they were looking for volunteers. I had
just moved to Hackney, and I really wanted to get
involved in the local community – to make the Big
Smoke feel a little smaller! So volunteering there was
a great way of meeting friendly locals and getting
to see some amazing free theatre. It’s a real hidden
gem, well-loved by locals and a favourite amongst
the acting community too – I served a drink to Alan
Rickman once!’
Anna Levy, former volunteer at Arcola

60%
audience from local
boroughs of Hackney
& islington

1,000
volunteers
helped arcola
theatre move
to its new site

38%
reduction
in carbon
footprint
per employee
in 2009
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Arcola Theatre • An open house for new ideas

embedding a
theatre in the
neighbourhood
2000

2003

The Arcola
Theatre is
founded in
a former
factory

2007
The arcola
Istanbul is
set up in an
old car
factory

aRCOLA ENERGY
IS ESTABLISHED

the UK's first
black drama
school is set
up in Arcola

2008

2011

first ARCOLA
production
using LED light
and hydrogen
fuel cells

The Arcola
loses its
premises anD
moves to
Ashwin Street

arcola
energy
Volunteers
from a bank
help to build
new walls

Turkish-language
production
powered solely
by renewables

Half-term children's
outdoor activities at
the Dalston Gardens
co-created by Arcola

Arcola Capoeira
street dance
workshop for
local schools

Smart meters
show energy
usage and cost
savings

Sustainability
for Schools
workshop

Green Sunday
debate with NEw
economics
Foundation and
film viewing

Youth group
brainstorming
Creative Policy in
the Bloomberg
Arts lab

Eco-cafe
where
volunteers
and locals
hang out

Sustainable
energy
technology
incubator & shop

Toilets made
with recycled
loos and sinks

Young people get
training in technical
and event planning
skills as part of
Arcola's Creative
Industries Network

The story
Acting and environmental engineering might seem an odd mix. But for
the Arcola Theatre in Dalston, it has
proven a successful recipe for upskilling young people, working with
migrant groups, creating a resilient
community asset and increasing
eco-awareness in a highly diverse
part of the London Borough of
Hackney.
When the Arcola Theatre opened in a former textile
factory in 2000, its founders, Turkish migrants Mehmet
Ergen and Leyla Nazli, were determined to make it a
place that was open for local initiatives. Realising the
tremendous diversity of the area – over 100 languages
are spoken in the vicinity of the Arcola Theatre – their
ethos was to combine a welcoming attitude to community-driven projects with theatrical innovation and
experimentation. The theatre was soon hosting a variety
of productions set up by local groups, including young
people, older residents, refugees and a host of ethnic and
religious minority groups. As a consequence, 60% of its
audiences are from the local boroughs of Hackney and
Islington.
Arcola was created on a shoestring – the founders primarily used their own credit cards and personal savings
– and the theatre has continued to run on minimal funds
even as productions have scaled up. Every Tuesday it
offers a number of ‘pay what you can’ tickets, as a way of
making theatre more accessible to the local residents. To
enable this approach, the Arcola has cultivated a network
of volunteers, more than a hundred of whom regularly
contribute their time and energy in a wide variety of
capacities.

free rein to use the theatre as testing ground and demonstration platform. The result was Arcola Energy, which
drives sustainability within the arts by providing advice
and inspiration to other theatres, as well as becoming a
commercial provider of sustainable energy solutions. In
2008, the theatre featured its first production powered
by hydrogen fuel cells and lit by LED lamps, cutting its
standard energy consumption by 60%.
Thus the organisation now consists of three mutually
interdependent parts: the theatre, the charity that runs
community and training programmes, and the energy
company – with strong linkages that enable learning
and co-development. Diversification into these different
funding streams has also increased Arcola’s resilience
in the long term; although the theatre over time has obtained funding from organisations like the Arts Council,
no single source makes up more than 15% of its revenue.
Its collaborative and innovative attitude has had other
benefits: the Arcola has for example built strong relationships with Hackney Council, which has recognised the
theatre’s role in driving local sustainability initiatives.
When, in 2010, the former factory was to be turned into
luxury flats, the council took a proactive role in brokering
a deal to find the theatre a new home.
In 2011, the new Arcola Theatre opened up in the Colourworks Factory, less than half a mile from its original site.
The move took only a couple of months and was carried
out with the help of more than 1,000 volunteers. Having
moved to a larger site, the Arcola is now able to grow,
offering bigger theatre productions as well as increasing its portfolio of partnerships and projects. It has
already set up a sustainable energy incubator that will
include elements of R&D as well as genuine small-scale
manufacturing.

In 2005 one of them made a bold suggestion. Ben Todd,
an engineer, suggested that the Arcola could add environmental sustainability to its social agenda and become
the first carbon-neutral theatre in the UK. In accordance
with the organisation’s ethos, Nazli and Ergen gave Todd
Compendium for the Civic Economy
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Arcola Theatre • An open house for new ideas

impact
Beyond becoming a substantial cultural institution with a plethora of
diverse and often high-end productions to its name and a hefty portfolio
of community and social programmes, the Arcola has become a host and
facilitator for a diverse array of local projects and enterprises. These range
from a nearby community garden and the UK’s first black drama school to
an online energy store and the Greening Theatres initiative. In 2008 it set
up a sister theatre in a former car factory in Istanbul, Turkey.

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

Space for local ideas
From the beginning, the Arcola
Theatre has had a distinct ethos of
allowing anyone with a good idea to
try to kick-start their project within
the space. The theatre both takes a
hands-off approach, allowing budding entrepreneurs to experiment
and lead projects themselves, as
well as giving hands-on support for
groups and individuals to implement their ideas. For instance,
instead of being ‘directed’ by a
programme leader, the Arcola Youth
Theatre group is encouraged to
write its own artistic policy and set
up its own productions.

20

the experience
of place

an open-ended
approach

Making sustainability
tangible

A community-focused
hybrid venture

The Arcola had an opportunity
to test the full reach of its
sustainability agenda when it
moved to its new location. The
refurbishment of the building
was an ideal pilot for pushing
innovation as well as for expressing
the organisation’s ethos, for
example, by using only a limited
amount of new material resources.
With the help of a wide range of
volunteers and experts, existing
materials were re-used, including
walls, doors and scrap metal. Even
the toilets and sinks were recycled.
Making both the ‘do it yourself’
approach and the energy savings
(e.g. through smart meters) evident
in the very fabric of the place is
crucial to conveying the values of
the organisation and its ambition
not just to be a sustainable theatre
but also, through Arcola Energy, to
drive change across the cultural
sector.

From the start, the Arcola founders
have taken an enterprising
approach to the idea of a theatre
as a local institution. By rethinking
the theatre building as not only a
space for cultural production but
also a platform open to engaging in
a wider range of innovative projects,
and by mixing income streams, they
have created a space that is not
only socially and environmentally
sustainable but also financially
sustainable. Arcola has also showed
openness to hybridising even
further, responding to local people’s
suggestions and projects, thereby
creating a truly inclusive and
participative space.

in conclusion
How can local cultural institutions reach
outside the walls of their premises and
constraints of their traditional functions?
By inclusive programming and outreach, and
also by inviting entrepreneurial outsiders
to be part of an open-ended approach. This
may see these institutions become hybrid
organisations based on the ideas, energy and
drive of local people and local opportunities.

OTHER EXAMPLES

The Watershed, Bristol, UK, 1982

junk4funk, Nottingham, UK, 2007

...is an arts venue and platform that has
focused on improving the night-time culture
of the city’s harbour front; in the iShed it has
created an incubator to enable and support
innovation and collaboration between
computing, communications and the creative industries.

...is a company that produces recycled music
instruments from everyday household
waste, and offers music and sustainability
workshops for schools, festivals and council
events.

FARO (Fábrica de Artes y Oficios) de
Oriente, Mexico City, Mexico, 2000
... is a cultural centre in one of the city’s poorest and most violent areas; it engages local
people in co-organising the security around
local events, reducing the need for police
involvement and creating a gang-free zone.
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BAISIKELI • an ethical bike salvage shop

Baisikeli founders Henrik Mortensen and Niels Bonefeld sort dumped bicycles

#02

Baisikeli
an ETHICAL BIKE SALVAGE SHOP
Copenhagen, Denmark

‘Baisikeli helps increase the mobility of both the
Danish IKEA’s co-workers and its customers, as well
as African farmers, while also freeing the streets
from dumped bikes and reducing CO2 emissions.
What’s not to like?’
Jonas Engberg, IKEA Division of Sustainability

400,000

2,200

£0

BICYCLES DUMPED IN
DENMARK every year

BICYCLES SENT TO
AFRICA SINCE 2007

charitable
funding
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BAISIKELI • an ETHICAL BIKE SALVAGE SHOP

building a self-sustaining
venture to create wealth
from waste

hq in copenhagen
functions as
warehouse,
workshop, rentals ,
offices and Shop

repaired & sold
BIKES rescued

shipped
denmark

BIKES custom built

rental income

shipped after 3 years

POTENTIAL
FUTURE
EXPORT

WORKSHOPS STAFFED BY
LOCALS AND PRODUCING
BICYCLES TO MEET LOCAL
DEMAND

sierra
leone

micro -finance
scheme set up
to allow LOCAL
PEOPLE TO
ACQUIRE BIKES

tanzania

MAKING

SELLING

re-maKING

SKILLS-SHARING

new LOCAL
bicycle industry
sparked

bikes sold locally
using micro- finance
scheme

skills used to adapt
DANISH bikes to local
needs

baisikeli staff share
skills & knowledge

The story
In the heart of Copenhagen’s
shopping district is one very
different venture: Baisikeli is a
bicycle salvage workshop, an
ethical bike rental company
and a remarkable international
development initiative based on
resource sharing, skills transfer and
micro-loans.
Baisikeli started in 2003, when cousins Niels Bonefeld
and Henrik Mortensen decided to connect Tanzania’s
urgent need for cheap transport with Denmark’s growing mountain of discarded bikes. The idea was simple:
Baisikeli would collect some of the 400,000 bicycles
scrapped in Denmark every year and send them to
Tanzania, where they would be repaired and sold at local
market prices.

and skills in fields such as bike mechanics, logistics
and administration. This is a continuous process, as all
Baisikeli’s Danish employees spend some months every
year working from Africa and exchange skills with their
African colleagues. The goal is to develop a bicycle export
industry in Africa.
To enable this, Baisikeli has started to produce custommade bikes in Denmark, thereby developing the
technical skills needed to start a bicycle industry from
scratch - as it plans to do in Tanzania and Mozambique
from 2011. The custom-made bicycles are then leased out
to companies such as IKEA Denmark, and at the end of
the lease (usually three years), the bicycles will be sent
to Africa where local technicians will re-build them into
three-wheeler hospital bikes.

Although bureaucratic hurdles blocked the cousins’
initial plan to collect bicycles from police lost property
offices, they discovered that insurance companies were
happy to be relieved of the burden of disposing those
bicycles that were left unclaimed after having been
stolen and retrieved.
After their first shipment to Tanzania in 2007, the cousins realised that relying on charitable funding would not
create a viable business model. To provide an additional
source of income, they opened a combined workshopheadquarters in the centre of Copenhagen, where they
could repair second-hand bicycles and either sell them
or hire them out to tourists.
The resulting revenue allowed Baisikeli to open a second
workshop in Sierra Leone, where sales were boosted by a
micro-loan scheme invented by a local bicycle mechanic.
The scheme allows workers to buy the second-hand
bicycles and pay for them over four to six months in
instalments taken directly from their salary. As well as
low-cost mobility, Baisikeli also provides an even more
important long-term benefit: the transfer of knowledge
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BAISIKELI • an ETHICAL BIKE SALVAGE SHOP

impact
By the end of 2010, more than 2,200 bikes had been shipped to Sierra
Leone and Tanzania. The Masanga Hospital in Sierra Leone, which hosts
one of Baisikeli’s workshops, uses its bikes to support local microenterprise as well as to transport patients and medicine. Baisikeli also
gained international recognition when it became the official bicycle
provider to international conferences such as the Copenhagen Climate
Conference (COP15) and Velo-City in 2010.

key lessons
generating
change through
networks

Social innovation
support
Baisikeli’s founders had previous
experience both as entrepreneurs
and in development work, but they
have also drawn on specialist social
enterprise and innovation networks.
One of the founders trained at
Kaospilots, the Danish school of
new business design and social
innovation. Because his Baisikeli
idea became an exam project at the
school, they were able to get support
from academic advisers and tap
into wider knowledge networks.
Additionally, the Danish Centre for
the Social Economy, an independent
support and advocacy organisation
for the social enterprise sector,
introduced them to helpful mentors.
These support networks have been
crucial in the development of the
venture’s concept.
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the experience
of place

Creating broad appeal
Having a multi-use space
(workshop/office/rental/retail) is
not just economically effective but,
more importantly, showcases the
organisation’s activities and ethic
to the public. As well as generating
income, the Copenhagen workshop
communicates the entirety of
Baisikeli’s supply chain to tourists,
residents, businesses and the
national media. The workshop
is thus integral to the business
model – and, as a bonus, enriches
the diversity of the city’s retail
environment.

re-using existing
assets

A new purpose for
waste
Giving new life to previously wasted
resources – the old bikes that
insurance companies normally have
to pay to dispose of – is Baisikeli’s
core business proposition. The
organisation has managed to join
up this supply to a demand, closing
the cycle of waste and providing
training, jobs and low-cost
mobility with a remarkably low
environmental impact.

in conclusion
How do we discover new shared wealth in
the very diverse types of waste we produce?
Whilst the UK’s improved recycling rates
indicate how national and local policy makes
a difference, the example of Baisikeli shows
how entrepreneurial ventures can spot
niches in waste flows and turn them into
self-sustaining business models that create
value across continents. Social venture
intermediaries are a crucial enabler in
unlocking such pathways.
OTHER EXAMPLES

Bike Works, Seattle, USA, 1996

Union Cycle Works, London, UK, 2010

…increases young people’s mobility by
teaching them repair skills and giving them
a second-hand bicycle, which they pay back
by doing community work; the city is aiming
to triple bike usage between 2007 and 2017.

... is a not-for-profit co-operative cycling
project housed in an old railway arch
in Deptford, which trains homeless and
unemployed people in repairing used
bicycles, thereby increasing their mobility
and employability.

First Step Trust: SMaRT, Salford, UK,
2005
…is a social enterprise garage service
that repairs or dismantles and recycles
abandoned cars, offering work placements
and employment for young people and longterm unemployed adults.
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BRIXTON VILLAGE • a sociable market re-start

Bottom right: Mapping local ventures to help build Brixton Village. Other images: The result

#03

BRIXTON VILLAGE
a sociable market re-start
london, United Kingdom

‘All along we’ve had this asset-based approach which
said “this is not running on our talent and energy,
this is running on the talent and energy of all the
people who are coming in here.” It’s a DIY culture
and we are there to act as a catalyst.’
Dougald Hine, Space Makers Agency

1 IN 5
BRIXTON
VILLAGE SHOPS
VACANT BEFORE
DECEMBER 2009

98
3
3

PROPOSALS
in 1 week
weeks to
open shops
months rent
free period

20

VACANT SHOPS
REVITALISED IN
DECEMBER 2009
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brixton village • a sociable market re-start

catalysing a new
approach to town
centre enterprise
2008

2009

2010
landowner
realises the
value of smallscale approach

high vacancy
rates & failed
redevelopment
ambitions
council brokers
contact between
land-owner &
Space makers
agency (sma)
land owners
seed-fund sma

partnership
between sma &
council leads to
mutual learning
sma social
media drive to
gather ideas
local
outreach via
pub meetings
to build local
trust
space
exploration
event to build
momentum
COMPETITION
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sweat equity
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sma starts new
venture in west
norwood

The story
An alternative approach to retail
revitalisation has succeeded where
previous regeneration attempts by
the council and landowners had
failed. Space Makers Agency, a
social enterprise, used an extensive
personal network, a clear sense of
direction and a savvy social media
approach to create a buzz of activity
and a pathway to a reborn, sociable
market place.
In December 2008, with a fifth of the 100 units in Brixton
Village standing vacant, the owners of this 1930s indoor
market in South London proposed a major redevelopment of the site. This was resisted by local people who
set up ‘Friends of Brixton Market’ to campaign for the
conservation of the market. The owners withdrew their
proposal in March 2009 and asked the local authority,
Lambeth Council, for advice. Realising the need for an
alternative to demolition, council regeneration officers suggested contacting Space Makers Agency, then
recently founded.

projects. After a month of minimal refurbishment work,
the first of these units opened on 17 December 2009. The
new ventures included vintage fashion boutiques, food
stores, lantern-makers, furniture restorers, photographers, a children’s magazine, a recycling workshop and a
community shop run by groups such as Transition Town
Brixton. In some cases up to three new businesses share
as little as 10 sq m.
Space Makers facilitated weekly events to attract footfall
and build a strong sense of direction, collective belonging
and sociability. They also worked closely with community groups and with the established shopkeepers to
increase local participation and feedback, and create a
collaborative atmosphere. The gradual build-up of trust
overcame some of the suspicion generated in the years
before. This was crucial: Space Makers’ intention was
always to be a catalyst rather than a permanent manager
of the market. After six months, shopkeepers and traders
were encouraged to take over events and projects, and
thus maintain the market as a sociable place in the town
centre.

A collective of highly motivated individuals with a track
record as social entrepreneurs, Space Makers obtained
a moderate sum of seed funding from the owners and
invested a huge amount of personal time and energy
into the project. With the explicit ambition of revitalising
the market through small businesses and community
initiative, the collective launched a social media drive
to attract a wide range of people and ideas to what they
termed ‘the UK’s biggest slack space project’.
Prompted by a blog, Twitter, Facebook and word of
mouth, more than 350 people turned up to the initial
‘Space Exploration’ event in November 2009 to discuss new possibilities for the site. Space Makers gave
interested people a week to come up with proposals for
taking over a unit on an initial three-month rent-free
lease. Within that week, Space Makers received 98 proposals, and selected 30, of which half were for short-term
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brixton village • a sociable market re-start

impact
A year into the project, all 20 units are still occupied, seven of them by ventures originated
in November 2009. Having shown the potential of a different approach to the landowners
and the council, Space Makers have slowly withdrawn from the project and allowed it to
become self-sustaining. A new local initiative, the Brick Box, has taken over one unit as an
arts hub from where it continues the weekly events with the market traders. Over time
Space Makers have built a genuine two-way learning relationship with Lambeth Council,
already leading to a next project to revitalise vacant town centre spaces elsewhere.

A

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

re-using existing
assets

participation
beyond
consultation

Asset-holding civic
entrepreneurs

Recognising the
potential

An invitation to
co-produce

Throughout the project Space
Makers ‘hosted’ the revitalisation
process. They were given significant
freedom by both the landowners
and Lambeth Council, whose
previous proposals, based on
demolition and redevelopment,
had failed for lack of local support
and trust. As networked and
energetic outsiders with a clear
sense of purpose, Space Makers
took a hands-on role, formulating
an alternative perspective for
change that enabled them to create
a coalition with local people and
others with good ideas. Intensive
outreach work, based on informal
discussions online and regular
open meetings in a nearby pub,
was crucial to building trust and
debating ideas widely. Tenants and
other locals have been able to use
these forums to suggest ideas for
collaborative events, performances
and stalls.

Space Makers’ approach was
based on recognising the potential
of a space that was slated for
redevelopment. Space Makers
created a platform for activity and
action to uncover what was possible
and to get people working towards
a shared purpose without a defined
or designed state of ‘completion’.
Because of its tiny shop units and
the fact that it was highly valued in
the local community, the covered
market could be brought to life
through small enterprise and at
relatively low cost, where a new
development would have struggled
to provide the small units that
enable micro-businesses.

Space Makers did not just offer
an initial three-month rent-free
lease to potential shopkeepers.
More fundamentally they offered
the possibility of being part of a
movement to change the way the
economy – and retail, in particular
– works. Potential entrepreneurs
were invited to be part of the
project in a way that set it apart
from the mainstream ‘regeneration’
discourse. This was attractive to
Brixton’s diverse communities,
especially as a festival-like setting
for creativity, food sharing and
political debate complemented the
shops. Continuous re-investment
in this collective effort (through
events, media articles, etc) was
a core pillar under the project’s
success.
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in conclusion
How do we open up fertile ground for small
entrepreneurial ventures in our town centres?
Where traditional regeneration approaches
have often led to scaling and cloning, Brixton
Village shows us an alternative: enabling diverse
forms of entrepreneurship through activating
social networks and a shared re-imagination
of the possible. Crucially, a productive relation
between private owners, the public sector and
those offering this new perspective for change
was at the heart of the venture.
OTHER EXAMPLES

MeanWhile London: Opportunity
Docks, London, UK, 2010

High Town Art For All, Luton, UK,
2010

...was a competition to find 'meanwhile' uses
for three sites in London's Royal Docks in
the London Borough of Newham, next to a
Olympic Games 2012 venue; image shows
the Industri[us] project by a multidisciplinary
team of Fluid and partners.

...was an artists’ collective that took over
three vacant shops, facilitated by the Meanwhile Project, to use as studios, workshops
and spaces for exhibitions, poetry evenings,
and training sessions for local businesses.

Landshare, UK, 2009
…is a web-based platform connecting more
than 57,000 people who have vacant land
to share with people who want land for
cultivating food.
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bromley by bow centre • a platform for neighbourhood well-being

Top: Entrance to the Health Centre. Bottom left: Summer fayre in the public gardens created on a wasteland. Bottom right: Crèche day in the Church Hall, 1980s

#04

bromley by bow
centre
a platform for neighbourhood well-being
London, United Kingdom

‘Our business model is perhaps a bit unusual. Most
business consultants would advise you to pick one or
two things and specialise in them. But in an area like
this, people’s needs aren’t particularly specialised, so
that doesn’t work for us. So instead we offer a holistic
range of services for the people in Bromley by Bow.’
Susie Dye, Programmes Development Officer, Bromley by Bow Centre

12

people in
church
congregation
in 1984

2,000
weekly users of
centre in 2010

28

successful social
enterprises
catalysed since
2005 generating
new
over
jobs

200
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bromley by bow centre • a platform for neighbourhood well-being

building a holistic place
for health, skills, jobs
and new initiatives
.......

1950
01

HALL
built in
1800S

.......

1980

1985

1990

1995

02

new
minister
ARRIVES

church
built in
1957

CHURCH &
HALL OPEN
for USE BY
local people

2000

03

04

HEALTH
CENTRE
OPENs

CAFE AND
EXTENSION
OPENs

2005

2010

05

ENTERPRISE
BARN
OPENs

02

01

04
03

05

extension:
cafe, community
space, pottery &
stone carving
workshops and
office space

enterprise barn:
affordable space
for social
enterprise
start-ups

hall:
used for social
activites and
workshops

public gardens:
created and
maintained by
local volunteers

surgery:
Reception space
used as informal
community space
and gallery

reception:
health, housing,
education &
social services
share space

church space:
religious worship,
creche & theatre /
performing arts

The story
Creating a culture that encourages
people to come forward with ideas
has helped turn an underused
church and its ancillary premises
into a hugely popular local asset.
A new minister decided to open
the hall up for community use, and
created a base for a wide range of
initiatives. Incrementally, this has
grown into a revolutionary organisation.
The Bromley by Bow United Reform Church in East
London had a congregation of just 12 people and almost
no funds when the Rev Andrew Mawson arrived in 1984.
Faced with a near empty church in a low-income neighbourhood, the minister and his congregation decided to
open up the church hall to the community, primarily in
response to informal conversations with local residents
who needed space for a range of purposes.

team around him who helped to drive further growth.
The Bromley by Bow Centre was established as an independent registered charity in 1994.
The tragic death of a local resident who slipped through
the gaps in local health and social services provision
prompted the team to consider the role that a genuinely
community-embedded organisation could play in improving people’s lives. In 1997, they set up an integrated
health centre on the derelict land surrounding the
church. This covered multiple aspects of health and wellbeing by combining a public park with a GP practice that
is deeply integrated into the social enterprise, a families
project, a social landlords’ office and other local services.
Mawson has since moved on, co-founding the Community Action Network to promote the role of entrepreneurship in building communities, and creating the
Water City Festival as part of a wider vision to reconnect
East London neighbourhoods to the waterways in the
area. Meanwhile, the centre has continued to evolve and
flourish. As the scale of community activities has grown,
in-house social enterprises have been set up to help fund
them.

Amongst the first users were a carpentry workshop,
a woman who needed somewhere to build a boat and a
dance teacher. The range of activities soon expanded to
include various community services and small enterprises. The hall was offered free of charge to projects that
helped address local needs; artists who wanted studio
space could pay in kind by offering workshops to local
people.
In this beginning phase, what was crucial was not raising
money but rather building purpose together with a wider
group of users and re-embedding the asset in the community as a trusted and useful resource.
Plans to start a nursery led to a total refurbishment
of the 200-seat church. The new space comprised a
40-seat sanctuary, the nursery, a gallery, a theatre space
and a flexible community room. While regular worship
continued, an increasing variety of secular projects in
and outside the church premises drew in a considerable
group of volunteers, and Mawson was able to gather a
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bromley by bow centre • a platform for neighbourhood well-being

impact
The Bromley by Bow Centre is widely recognised as an exemplar of how
community centres can transform separate services into a cherished place
in the neighbourhood. Many initial projects have developed into independent
(social) enterprises, including a nursery and artists’ studios. The centre has
also brought in grant funding from the private and public sectors and from
the National Lottery, for enterprising projects with a focus on supporting and
investing in excluded people. For example, mental health service users help to
maintain the green spaces. Annual turnover now exceeds £4 million, and there
are more than 100 staff members, the majority of whom are local. The centre
hosts more than 2,000 people every week and has become the third largest
provider of adult education and training in the borough of Tower Hamlets.

A

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

Asset-holding civic
entrepreneurs
In the initial phase, the minister’s attitude was crucial: he was
prepared to offer the asset he
controlled for anything that seemed
a valuable idea. Free from the obligation to maximise revenue, instead
of asking for rent, he asked people
to work together and co-produce
their concepts for local benefit. This
built the most important currency
needed: trust. Mawson could do this
because he had the local support
and organisational authority to
assess the risks and opportunities,
and give permission locally, instead
of at an abstract bureaucratic level.
This created fertile ground for a
host of initiatives and gradually attracted a team of people who grew
the centre’s activities.
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re-using existing
assets

People make a place
The centre built on existing assets:
an underused building was brought
to life by local people’s ideas and
skills. With the blessing of the
congregation, the church premises
were re-imagined as a multi-use
space with both secular and
multi-faith events. This became an
on-going invitation for people to
use it for their ideas, maximising
the use value of the building. A
broader agenda for change thus
emerged organically from the initial
engagements with local people.
Development decisions were made
as opportunities emerged, instead
of through a plan-led approach. The
centre is now led by a professional
team but still maintains its strong
local roots, close relationships and
ever-evolving approach.

the experience of
place

Inclusion and
well-being
As the centre expanded, a space
was created that communicates to
users that they are highly valued.
A single architect worked with the
centre to ensure that each phase
integrated with the whole. The
design focuses on inviting people in,
and on multi-functionality. A space
for worship has been maintained
as a smaller but integral element
of the site; the garden and café are
open to all, and health and housing
services share the same reception
space – which is no institutional
waiting room but a place where
locals can meet informally. Together
with a gallery and events space,
and a self-maintained green space
with allotments, this has helped the
centre emanate a holistic sense of
well-being.

in conclusion
How do we move from a public service model
that focuses on providing for peoples’ needs to
one that embraces their strengths and liberates
their skills, ideas, energy and drive? A key step
is to move from single-function public services
to places for integrated neighbourhood delivery.
The Bromley by Bow Centre also shows that
this is how we should view physical assets,
recognising that their use value depends on the
frontline staff breathing life into them.

OTHER EXAMPLES

The Park Local Opportunity Centre,
Bristol, UK, 2000

Central Surrey Health, Epsom, UK,
2006

…is a community hub that grew out of a
former secondary school and now offers a
variety of services, activities and business
opportunities to the local community.

...is one of the first employee co-owned social
enterprises within the NHS, spun out of the
local Primary Care Trust. It is a not-for-profit
organisation that provides community
nursing and therapy services to the people of
central Surrey.

The Hill, Abergavenny, UK, 2009
…is a coalition of third and public sector
organisations that responded to the closure
of a local tertiary college. After extensive
community activism, they managed to
retain the site for community use, providing
innovative educational services for young
and old.
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brooklyn superhero supply co. • a tutoring centre on the high street

Shop front of the Brooklyn Superhero Supply Co. featuring a choice of capes and magic potions

#05

brooklyn
superhero
supply co.
a tutoring centre on the high street
New York, UNited States

‘We may operate behind a store that sells gravity by
the pound, superhero capes or pirate peg legs, but
we’re serious about student writing.’
826 National

2,077

800

90

students served
in 2009 / 2010

volunteers

books
published
in 2009/2010
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brooklyn superhero supply co. • a tutoring centre on the high street

lowering the
thresholds to learning
and volunteering
in-house
publishing of
children's
creative work

05
community of
local writers
working in
publishing

06

office &
press
05

03

writer

tutoring
space

03
secret doorway
behind bookcase
leads to reading
& tutoring space

06

children's books
and magazines
are printed

04
03

local writers
as mentors to
local children

shop

writer

student

02

04

stories
are sold
in shop

student

the shop is a
'front' for the
organisation and
also contributes
financial support

07

tutoring space
provides learning
environment for
local children

01
stories written
by children are
printed & sold
in the shop

07

02

01

distinctive
facade invites
curiosity

The story
The Brooklyn Superhero Supply Co.
in New York City is a small shop
selling all types of superhero gear
from photon shooters to invisibility
potions. However, hidden behind a
trick bookshelf is 826NYC, part of
a network of non-profit organisations supporting young people with
their writing skills. The place creates a magic experience integrated
in the everyday of a shopping street
in Brooklyn, and extends a highly
original invitation to participate –
both to potential volunteers and to
youngsters.
The Brooklyn Superhero Supply Co. is modelled on
the Pirate Supply Store in San Francisco, which was
established in 2002. The concept was the outcome of
pure serendipity. Dave Eggers was looking for a venue
to house the fledgling tutoring centre that he wanted
to create. He saw this as a place where the many local
writers he knew – most of whom worked flexible hours
– could spend some of their spare time to fulfil a need of
which he had become increasingly aware: for one-onone tutoring for children who struggle in school. They
found an attractive space on 826 Valencia Street that his
small publishing company and the tutoring centre could
share, but were told the address was exclusively zoned
for retail. Instead of looking for a new site, they decided
to make the front of the building into a pirate’s shop that
would appeal to their target audience of 6-to-18-yearolds.

connect the tutoring centre with the community: its
culture of creativity and adventure helped to attract curious locals as potential volunteers, and children for whom
this place was clearly different than school or other
places associated with ‘being helped’.
The pirate store front also proved to be a success as it
added a vital stream of revenue to the non-profit organisation. When 826NYC was opened in 2004 as the second
‘826’ venture, it was purposely built with the Brooklyn
Superhero Supply Co. as a front. Other 826 chapters have
since opened in six other US cities, each with a unique
store front (examples include the Greater Boston Bigfoot
Research Institute, Los Angeles’ Echo Park Time Travel
Mart, the Greenwood Space Travel Supply Company in
Seattle, and the Liberty Street Robot Supply and Repair in
Ann Arbor). All of the chapters are located in communities with socially and economically diverse populations;
their locations include high streets, shopping malls and
residential areas. As the concept spread, the umbrella
organisation 826 National was established in order to
support chapters and facilitate knowledge exchange
between them.
826NYC relies on more than 800 volunteers to provide a
wide variety of free programmes and services, including
after-school drop-in tutoring and fieldtrips that end with
students taking away their own published book. Many
of the volunteers have professional writing experience;
others are simply fascinated by the store, and offer their
time role-playing as superhero assistants in the shop.
826NYC’s work also extends into local schools, where
support is offered to teachers in the form of in-class
tutoring assistance and help with special projects.

Initially, this highly unusual proposition had to overcome
some understandable suspicion from parents, teachers and children. When a friend of Eggers, the educator
Nínive Calegari, got involved she managed to connect
the writers’ community to that of teachers and parents.
Soon, it showed that the magic and whimsy worked to
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impact
There are currently eight 826 chapters in cities across the USA. Together they
provide almost 24,000 students a year with tutoring, thanks to more than
5,000 volunteers. More than 850 publishing projects are produced annually
with contributions from students between the eight chapters. Several US
educator groups are currently hoping to become part of the 826 network,
and there have been inquiries from groups in Canada and Mexico. Across the
Atlantic, several tutoring centres in the UK and Ireland have been inspired by
the work of 826 National.

A

key lessons
the experience of
place

generating
change through
networks

participation
beyond
consultation

An atmosphere of
magic potential

Collective capacity to
grow

Co-producing tangible
products

The store fronts of 826 chapters
are a central aspect of their
success: they establish an ambient
culture of non-institutional
fun and creative achievement.
Students’ writings figure among
the products on sale in the shops,
which provide the organisation
with welcome revenue, though
their real advantage is in creating
a very original interface with the
public. They reduce barriers to
participation by removing the
stigma often associated with
tutoring spaces and have become a
kind of community venture where
people can ‘wander in’ and join
in the magic. This supports the
volunteer recruitment process,
and produces an environment
that engenders creativity and high
quality engagement.

Local educators and community
workers are the ones who initiate
the setting-up of 826 chapters.
Responding to different conditions,
chapters have opened in various
neighbourhood settings. Often,
they are based on existing tutoring
organisations looking for new
directions, which means that they
can connect to local expertise while
also drawing upon the knowledge,
experience and fundraising
capacities of 826 National. The
umbrella organisation helps with
strategic concept development,
creates collective fundraising
capacity and encourages exchange
between the chapters.

826 does not just ask the children
and young people what they
would like to do but offers them
a wide range of opportunities and
guidance, as writers and publishers
sit shoulder-to-shoulder with the
young people. Moreover, it focuses
on making outcomes tangible:
students’ work is published in
newspapers, magazines, and
books, some of them sponsored
by well-known authors. 826NYC’s
outreach programmes have also
been a substantial success. Beyond
allowing the organisation to reach
a high number of children, they
also help to forge alliances with
teachers, thereby establishing
a platform for collaboration
between the tutoring centre and its
community.
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in conclusion
The Brooklyn Superhero Supply Co. shows
how a magic intervention can cut right
across formal land-use restrictions and,
through surprise and delight, can achieve
unique outcomes. It reveals that if we
embed mutual teaching and learning at
the heart of our places, the town, village
or urban neighbourhood can become the
school rather than be separated from it.

OTHER EXAMPLES

Hoxton Street Monster Supplies,
London, UK, 2010
...is the eerie store front for the Ministry of
Stories, a teaching centre co-founded by author Nick Hornby, inspired by 826 Valencia.

Hackney Pirates, London, UK, 2010

Fighting Words, Dublin, Ireland, 2008

…is an out-of-school educational hub
that started by offering week-long creative
workshops during the summer vacation.

…is a creative writing centre set up by novelist Roddy Doyle, inspired by 826 Valencia
but without a shop. The centre contains one
big, playful open-plan space with revolving
bookshelves inviting in students of all ages
for free tutoring.
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fab lab MANCHESTER • a 21 century manufacturing workshop
st

Eddie Kirkby from Fab Lab and Australian rugby player Matt King examine the prototype for a light-weight beach cricket bat

#06

fab lab
MANCHESTER
st

a 21 century manufacturing workshop
Manchester, United Kingdom

‘The main aim is for people to have the power to
solve their own problems, rather than have to go to a
shop and get something that is only 50% suitable for
their need.’
Eddie Kirkby, Operations Support Manager, The Manufacturing Institute

£35,000 1,800 5
15

patents

set-up cost of equipment

new
products
developed

visitors in first
9 months
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fab lab MANCHESTER • a 21 century manufacturing workshop
st

growing a global network
of local innovation and
production spaces
2002

2005
outreach
in local
area

mit
launches
first lab
in boston

amersfoort
utrecht
groninigen
arnhem
the hague
amsterdam
MANCHESTER
LUZERN
barcelona

MADRID

2011
loose
protocol /
open brand
of fab lab
franchise

mit and
partners
integrated
into fab lab
network

network
continues
to grow
globally

viral
growth in
popularity
fuels
growth in
network
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'fu-fu' pounder
that harnesses
solar power to
make electricity
to cook food

fab-fi; a wi-fi
network made
from recycled
AID EQUIPMENT

milk quality
testing device

electronic sheEPTRACKING DEVICE

fab lab house
that produces
more energy
than it consumes

cardboard
shredder and
milk carton
recycler

The story
Fab Lab Manchester is a place
where everyone can get engaged in
product design and development. A
modern-day manufacturing workshop with equipment that ranges
from a 3D printer to a computerised
embroidery machine, it reverses the
traditional approach to producing
consumer goods by empowering
communities, students, individuals
and SMEs to do it themselves.
The first Fab Lab (short for fabrication laboratory) was
established as a community outreach programme by Neil
Gerschenfeld at the Massachusetts Institute for Technology (MIT) in 2002. The simplicity of the idea – though
enabled by sophisticated technology – tapped into an
emerging cultural trend of self-production; it had instant
appeal. Initially, a group of universities that worked
together with MIT showed interest in adopting the idea;
soon, a wide range of non-academic organisations also
saw its potential. There are now close to 50 Fab Labs
across the world.

The Fab Lab encourages the creation of everyday objects
as well as the development of new ideas. It offers equipment for anything from wood-cutting to the production
of circuit-boards and 3D models. It is open to businesses
as well as members of the public, thereby creating space
for both professionals and for an amateur economy.
Fridays and Saturdays are ‘Open Lab’ days, when noncommercial users – families, individuals, students and
schools – can use the facilities free of charge. Users who
might not have showed up independently are encouraged to do so through community outreach programmes
set up in collaboration with educational institutions and
other social entrepreneurs (such as the nearby MadLab).
The rest of the week, the laboratory is reserved for commercial users who can rent out the entire Lab, thereby
ensuring confidentiality for product development whilst
cross-subsidising the Open Labs.
The Fab Lab actively advocates collaborative learning.
Online platforms facilitate the exchange of knowledge
and experience between Fab Lab users across the world,
while within each Lab people are encouraged to document their work for future reference and to teach others
how to handle equipment. Individuals are provided with
advice on patenting their inventions; and they can also
book the Lab for further product development.

Manchester was the first UK city to host a Fab Lab. It
was set up by the Manufacturing Institute, a charity that
works to advance manufacturing in the North-West
of England. Its trustees saw the Fab Lab as a way of
sparking renewed interest in manufacturing as a viable
and attractive activity, and to promote Manchester as an
innovative city. Manchester City Council also saw the potential of the proposition, as did Manchester Knowledge
Capital, a university-backed innovation network, and
the Manchester Innovation Investment Fund. The latter
agreed to provide 15 months of start-up funding. Fab Lab
Manchester opened in March 2010, on the ground floor of
the ‘Chips Building’, in a high-profile regeneration area.
The space was zoned for commercial activities; agreeing
a flexible (two-year) lease and getting the space ready for
occupation took less than two months.
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fab lab MANCHESTER • a 21 century manufacturing workshop
st

impact
In its first nine months Fab Lab Manchester received more than 1,800 visits and
spawned a wealth of inventions including an MP3-toothbrush, a beach cricket
bat and a baby’s bottle that changes colour when the milk reaches the right
temperature. But all types of production are welcome, and many users make and
take home everyday objects such as furniture, ornaments or board games. Much
more than a pure R&D and fabrication workshop, the Fab Lab has also started to
function as a leisure destination. Older people who bring their grandchildren to
the Lab for recreation can stay there to work or read the paper; students hang out
with their peers – and there have even been cases where young couples have met
for a date at the Fab Lab.

A

key lessons
participation
beyond
consultation

the experience
of place

generating
change through
networks

An invitation to DIY

A ‘play’ aesthetic

Global and local links

The Fab Lab taps into the same
culture that created MySpace and
YouTube: people with the desire
to develop and create their own
ideas and products, and share them
with others. By offering a physical
platform to enable this, Fab Lab
challenges negative perceptions of
manufacturing as ‘outmoded’ or of
product development as a highly
technical process, inaccessible to the
general public.

Thanks to powerful backers and
landowners willing to experiment,
Fab Lab Manchester could
push the boundaries of what is
commonly understood as mixed
use, offering a new type of activity
to a regenerated community by
occupying regular retail premises.
The physical space communicates
this purpose through an inviting
aesthetic that combines a ‘play
ethic’ with high-tech opportunities.
Combining the work/research
area with a social and informal
meeting space helps to break down
barriers to participation while also
encouraging an informal exchange
of ideas and know-how.

The Fab Lab is a strong brand but
one that can easily be appropriated
and adapted across the world.
Although all Fab Labs have to sign
up to a ‘Fab Charter’, there are no
formal requirements to joining
the network. The original MIT Fab
Lab supports aspiring initiatives
by recommending equipment and
connecting them to existing Labs to
facilitate shared learning. Locally, a
crucial enabling factor for the Fab
Lab Manchester was the brokering
role of the Manufacturing Institute
and the City Council, which both
saw an opportunity to add to their
ambitions for the manufacturing
sector and the city.
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in conclusion
If so many agree that our society needs to
make things again, how do we embed this in
the everyday life of our places? By developing
the new living libraries that offer access
to know-how, inspiration and the tools for
physical as well as digital creation. What
Fab Lab suggests is that these new learning
and doing institutions form a new class of
essential neighbourhood social infrastructure,
plugged into global networks but adopted and
adapted through local collaboration.
OTHER EXAMPLES

London Hackspace, London, UK, 2010

TechShop, San Francisco, USA, 2006

MadLab, Manchester, UK, 2009

…is a community-run ‘hackerspace’ where
people can come to share tools and knowledge. It is open to members 24 hours a day,
has a swap shop for unwanted electronic
equipment and holds regular free open
evenings and workshops.

...is a workspace where, for a monthly fee,
individuals and SMEs alike can use an
array of advanced equipment to produce
anything from robots to cooling-systems.

…is a workspace where creative people
can get together to collaborate on projects
as well as present and discuss their ideas; it
collaborates on events with Fab Lab.
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Fintry Development Trust • a community-private energy partnership

A local orchestra plays at the inauguration of the Earlsburn wind farm, before local residents put their signatures on their wind turbine

#07

Fintry
Development
Trust
a community-private energy partnership
fintry, United Kingdom

‘If, a number of years down the line, we have solved
all the energy issues of the village, then who knows
what could happen?’
Gordon Cowtan, co-founder, Fintry Development Trust

£140,000

21

£600

funds distributed in the
first year after wind
turbine completion

micro
renewables
projects
enabled

savings per
household
participating
in free insulation
scheme
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Fintry Development Trust • a community-private energy partnership

realising the benefits of
a partnership approach

energy & heating
upgrade for local
sports club and
community hall

free energy survey
and home
insulation for over
half of local homes

free household
micro - renewables
advice

car-sharing
club with
voucher system

creation of
community
orchard and
allotments

hosting of
regional
renewable
energy fair

aspiration:
acquisition of
local pub & other
community assets

the Fintry
Development
Trust model

other community
benefit models
throughout the
uk and what they
have achieved

Cefn Croes Wind Farm
Community Trust
new playground ,
community transport,
local heritage &
woodland restoration,
school equipment

Vectis Wind Farm Local
Energy Organisation
green energy rate,
rebate for local
residents

Energy4All
share offers for
co-op with minority
stake in wind farm,
fully co-operatively
owned wind farms

Burton Wold
Community Fund
interest-free loans for
energy savings projects,
library book purchases,
energy savings,
information point

Strathdearn Community Benefit
Fund & Charitable Trust
further education and training,
grants to young people,
events for senior citizens,
new sports facilities

The story
In 2008, the village of Fintry, in
Stirlingshire, saw the first fruits of
an unusual wind energy partnership. Rather than taking a not-inmy-back-yard view of the proposed
Earlsburn wind farm development
in the Fintry Hills, the village had
asked the developer to build one
more turbine and allow the community to buy it over time, financed by
the sales of the energy it produced.
A wide range of local projects has
already been financed through this
locally generated income. As such,
Fintry is part of a growing group of
partnerships between companies
and communities showing how
cross-sector collaboration can work
in practice.
Though less than 15 miles north of Glasgow, Fintry is not
on the main gas network, instead relying on expensive
oil, electricity and solid fuels for heating and cooking.
This led to very high bills and exposure to price volatility,
causing fuel poverty and uncertainty – and leading some
of the local residents to search for alternatives. When
the developer Falck Renewables lodged its proposal for
the nearby 14 turbine wind farm with the community
council, they immediately spotted an opportunity for a
joint venture.

not just for those who could afford to buy shares. After
protracted negotiations, Falck agreed, allowing the Fintry
Development Trust to buy the 15th turbine over a 15-year
period. The electricity the turbine provides is sold to the
National Grid and any profits left once the mortgage
and maintenance payments have been made, go to the
village. As a result, the communally run sports club and
more than half of Fintry’s homes have benefited from a
free survey and insulation project paid from profits made
so far and run by the Energy Agency, a regional not-forprofit organisation. This has had palpable effects on the
household budgets of those taking part, saving them on
average £600 per year.
Also, while most of the villagers had not been very
involved in the early negotiations with Falck – they were
generally happy to let the initiators and community
council take the lead – they have since taken to the
idea of energy saving, which has led to further financial
benefits. The trust now supports an adviser on domesticlevel heat and energy generation, leading to 21 microenergy schemes so far.
The trust has also started a car club as an experiment,
giving all residents tradable vouchers to encourage
ride-sharing. Furthermore, it is looking into creating
a community allotment and orchard, and branching
into other ventures that could create economic or
social returns. In 2009, Fintry held its first renewable
energy fair, inviting people and organisations from
across Scotland to join the discussion and exchange
experiences and know-how.

Falck had already deployed community share offer deals
elsewhere in Britain through the co-operative energy
company Energy4All. Fintry, however, was proposing
something more unusual and, in the residents’ eyes,
more democratic: a community asset, managed by a local
trust, which could generate benefits for the entire village,
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Fintry Development Trust • a community-private energy partnership

impact
Within a year, the wind energy partnership generated a £140,000 return for the village, and once
the mortgage on the turbine is paid off, annual profits are estimated to rise to £400,000-£500,000
for the rest of its 25-year lifespan. The insulation project alone has saved the 800-strong
community at least £90,000 a year, as well as reducing CO2 emissions by 464 tons a year.
Through the fair and informal contacts, the village now also advises other communities on
similar projects, and the success of this and other ventures has led the on-shore wind energy
industry to create a community benefit protocol to encourage such collaborative practice.

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

participation
beyond
consultation

A community-private
partnership

Co-producing local
benefits

Regulatory hurdles to
self-provision

The crucial elements of this
partnership were a group of proactive villagers – a mix of long-term
residents and newcomers – and
the developers. Initially it was the
community council, despite having
few formal powers and only a small
budget, that formed the platform
that could connect the two parties.
Realising it needed local support
for the proposal, Falck Renewables
responded to the community’s
requests, which had been clearly
articulated before the planning
stage. Support from the community council and the local MSP was
also instrumental in this process.
Beyond this, the role of the public
sector has been limited. Nimbyism has been minimal – helped by
the fact that the wind farm is four
miles away but also by proactive
communication and leadership on
the issue.

It is becoming increasingly clear
that wind farms may not be acceptable to localities unless proceeds
and benefits are also shared locally
– but how this happens is shaped by
local negotiations as well as the role
of national organisations such as
Energy4All. A wide range of benefit
models now exists across the UK,
from co-operative-owned wind
farms to schemes that encourage
households to take an equity stake
in projects in return for yearly
returns, and trusts that distribute
funds to local projects and groups.
In the case of Fintry, the early experiences with the Development Trust
have also given the community
confidence and capacity to apply
for grant funding to complement
locally generated income for some
of their activities, based on a shared
direction of travel defined by the
wind farm project.

Whilst the village clearly benefits
from reduced energy use and
shared income, it has not yet
achieved its ambition to become
self-reliant through a local
energy services company. It had
hoped that, through bulk-buying
energy and reselling it locally, it
could finance a collective microgeneration infrastructure but
complying with existing regulations
would have made such a local
utilities venture too expensive.
Instead, the trust employed a
dedicated energy adviser who has
enabled more than 20 domesticscale projects in the village, ranging
from heat pumps to biomass
heating systems.

56

recognising
where value lies

in conclusion
How can private development proposals
benefit local people in a way that genuinely
builds community prosperity over the long
term? The assertive approach of Fintry’s
residents created a mutually beneficial
outcome; it shows how community-private
partnerships can create shared assets for
common use, increasing the community’s
financial literacy as well as strengthening its
economic and environmental resilience.

OTHER EXAMPLES

Baywind Energy Co-operative,
Cumbria, UK, 1996

Ballen / Brundby Straw-fired District
Heating, Samsø, Denmark, 2004

…is an industrial and provident society that
has funded the building of six wind turbines
by selling shares to local people, who have
to date enjoyed a 7% annual return on their
investment.

...is the only 100% consumer-owned heating
plant on the island which over 7 years has
succeeded in relying solely on renewable
energy sources.

Ecotricity, Stroud, UK, 2005
...is a green energy company that invests a
large part of its earnings in building new
wind turbines across the UK; in seven years, it
has put nearly £50 million into wind energy
and other renewables.
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The George and Dragon - a community-owned pub/shop/library

The sign above the entrance to what is now much more than a local pub

#08

The George and
Dragon
a community-owned pub / shop / library
Hudswell, United Kingdom

‘When we decided to take over the George and
Dragon, it wasn’t just a question of getting our pub
back and maintaining the status quo. It was about
new and bigger aspirations for the village as a whole,
about better shared facilities, and a wish to create a
space where people can carry out new projects and
activities.’
Martin Booth, co-founder, Hudswell Co-operative

82

30

of the village’s
200 residents
as investors

years since the
village last had
a grocery shop

3x3
size of the
little shop in
metres
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The George and Dragon • a community- owned pub/shop/library

co-investing
in the heart
of the village
AUGUST 2008
THE GEORGE
& DRAGON
OFFICIALLY
CLOSES

JULY 2009
VILLAGE HALL
MEETING IS
HELD ABOUT
THE FUTURE
OF THE PUB

OCTOBER 2009
the local
OFFER TO TAKE
OVER THE PUB
IS ACCEPTED

FEBRUARY 2010

JUNE 2010

HUDSWELL
CO-OP GETS THE
KEYS TO THE
PUB

DECEMBER 2010

THE GEORGE &
DRAGON
OFFICIALLY
RE-OPENS after
refurbishment

THE LITTLE
SHOP OPENS

the george &
dragon pub
first floor
space
planned
for B&B

small
village
library

the
little
shop

VILLAGERS GROW
VEGETABLES ON
ADJACENT
ALLOTMENTS

VILLAGE events
including BBQ &
FOLK DANCING ON
THE PUB PATIO

KIDS SCARECROW
COMPETITION IN THE
PUB GARDENS

TOURISTS USING THE
FREE WI-FI TO FIND
THEIR WAY

WEEKLY BOOK CLUB
in dining room &
library

new hiking trail
BUILT BY LOCAL
VOLUNTEERS

grocery & package
drop-off point
staffed by
volunteers

The story
When the recession forced the
George and Dragon public house in
Hudswell to close down in 2008, the
North Yorkshire village lost not only
its only pub but the very heart of its
social life. However, through forming a co-operative to take over the
old pub, residents created a vibrant
community hub – with allotments, a
library and the village’s first grocery
in more than 30 years.
In early 2009, after the George and Dragon pub had
lain empty for six months, there seemed to be little
interest from potential buyers. Inspired by a seminar on
community shares, local resident Martin Booth called
together a group of villagers to discuss the potential for
taking over the pub themselves. In July, a town meeting
in the village hall attracted 45 residents, who showed
strong enthusiasm and support for the project.
The Hudswell Community Pub co-operative was set up
and made a formal offer to buy the George and Dragon
at the advertised price of £209,950. However, it took time
– and pressure from the local media, spurred on by the
villagers – to persuade the owner, who was from outside
the region, to accept this offer.
Over the following six months, the co-op set out to
raise the £220,000 needed to buy the pub. To keep it a
community affair, the co-op rules stipulate that at least
40% of investors have to reside in the parish. However,
the villagers also knew they were unlikely to raise
enough capital within the parish alone, and therefore
leveraged local media, the internet and word of mouth
to create awareness of their project. By February 2010,
the co-op had 169 members, of whom 79 were locals;
other members were mostly friends and relatives of local
residents but also regular visitors or sympathisers from
throughout the region. But the investment prospectus
also showed this was not to be seen as charitable giving:
members are estimated to make an annual return of

between 3.5% and 5% on their investment. In total, it
raised almost a quarter of a million pounds through
investments and grants, and built a strong network of
people with direct interest in the success of the project.
On 17 February 2010, the co-op was given the keys to the
building, and over the following 14 weeks the members
worked together to refurbish the pub. However, changes
to the building did not stop when the pub officially
re-opened, under new tenants, in June 2010. Instead,
the villagers have incrementally added functions to the
property, which now features community allotments
that supply the pub and shop with fresh produce, an
internet café, a small library which works with the
county council, and a beer garden. They also opened ‘The
Little Shop’, which claims to be the smallest communityowned shop in the UK, located in a 3m x 3m annexe
that also serves as a parcel drop-off point. The much
increased range of functions has led to increased footfall
at the pub, which has been good for turnover and for the
viability of the venture – which, without costly mortgage
commitments, is less vulnerable to outside factors than
the previous owner was. Equally, the increased sense of
co-ownership means that the pub is now visited much
more frequently, for example as a venue for members’
family events.
Almost a year after re-opening, the George and Dragon
continues to be in development; there are currently plans
to open a small B&B on the first floor. Almost half of the
villagers have put money in the co-operative, which has
had to start a waiting list for potential investors from
outside.
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The George and Dragon • a community- owned pub/shop/library

impact
The opening of the George and Dragon and the Little Shop has given
the Hudswell community a revitalised social meeting place as well as
their first shop in decades. With both entities dedicated to sourcing
produce and products locally, the initiative has worked as a catalyst for
increased local trading, leading to a strengthened local economy as well
as environmental benefits, as they have reduced the number of trips to
neighbouring towns.

key lessons
generating
change through
networks

The role of external
expertise
The Hudswell co-operative has
been proactive in seeking advice
and expertise from the very onset.
It became part of the governmentsupported Community Shares
pilot and had representatives from
Co-operative and Mutual Solutions,
Pub is the Hub and the Plunkett
Foundation on its advisory board.
They also liaised with the Development Trusts Association, Rural
Action North Yorkshire, the Old
Crown in Heskett Newmarket (the
UK’s first co-operatively owned pub)
and the county and district councils
throughout the process. This has
enabled the co-op to develop a solid
business plan, obtain investment
and more easily apply for grants
and funding.
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re-using existing
assets

an open-ended
approach

Doubling up resources

Building on success

The Hudswell residents have
been especially innovative in
their approach to rethinking and
re-utilising existing community
assets, even beyond the community
shares approach. By incorporating
the Little Shop into the existing
building and making it work as an
extension of the pub kitchen, the
co-op was able to reduce not only
rental overheads but also labour
costs, as the pub staff effectively
double as shopkeepers during the
evenings. This allows the shop to
stay open beyond the hours it is
staffed by volunteers.

Whilst the Hudswell co-operative
was originally formed to revive the
George and Dragon pub, it soon
developed a broader vision. The new
allotments, library, internet access
and the Little Shop all became part
of the proposed project, and the
plans to add a B&B and open-air
spaces for community functions
were developed in response to
suggestions from local people. Such
proposals are subject to the board’s
assessment of their potential
community value, as well as the
tenants’ evaluation of the business
proposition, thereby ensuring that
the initiatives are both financially
and socially sustainable.

in conclusion
How do we not just maintain but also
expand the quality of service provision in
villages and neighbourhoods? The takeover
of the George and Dragon shows how, backed
by innovative finance tools, a community
can imagine, fund and run a wider range of
facilities for common use. Crucially, this can
only happen by devising smart combinations
of functions and roles within one place – the
essence of a true community hub.

OTHER EXAMPLES

Yarpole Community Shop and Post
Office, Herefordshire, UK, 2004

Berrynarbor Community Post Office,
Berrynarbor, UK, 2004

Topsham Ales Co-operative, Devon,
UK, 2010

…is a co-operative-owned enterprise that
was first set up in a leased Portacabin in the
backyard of a local pub; in 2009 it moved to
a local church, and a gallery and café were
added.

…is a community-owned shop and post
office, which is run by local residents who
established a co-op to save their post office
from closing.

... is a co-operative micro-brewery that
operates out of the backyard of a Topsham
hotel. Its first ale was produced in January
2011 and is now sold to various pubs around
Exeter.
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household energy services • a local energy savings network

A local volunteer discusses kitchen appliances as part of the detailed household survey

#09

Household
Energy Services
a local energy savings network
Bishop's Castle, United Kingdom

‘We’ve got one particular volunteer, an amazing
woman who set out to survey her whole street. She
did a couple of people and they were really pleased,
so they told some of their friends, and that soon
grew to create a little community, as word about the
scheme spread from home to home.’
Rachel Francis, Household Energy Services

1 in 4
households in
bishop's castle
have taken survey

17%
average carbon
emission reductions
resulting from
survey
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household energy services • a local energy savings network

generating a virtuous
cycle of advice, savings
and word of mouth

the fertile ground for
hes : an active community
organisation that has
already pioneered the
uk's first bio-diesel pump
hes advises
organisations
that adopt
the mode in
other areas

bio

recommendation
to neighbours

4 ways to
sign up

door-to-door

via website

word of mouth

help to
implement
changes

FOLLOW UP ADVICE, eg:
testING the technology,
practical advice and
RECOMMENDATIONS for
local suppliers

HES shop in town

home survey

INSULATION

SOLAR

energy report
modifications suggested to
reduce energy use; saving co2
and money FROM SMART METERS
TO RENEWABLES INSTALLATIONS

SMART METER

HES volunteer visits for tea, a
chat and to do a survey...

engineer input
specialist advice
tailored to each
household

The story
In Bishop's Castle in Shropshire,
one in four households have had a
personalised energy survey done.
Driven by volunteers, this initiative
uses local trusted networks to generate significant household energy
reductions in the town – and in the
wider region.

Although HES is based primarily on volunteer labour, it
still has staff and maintenance costs, which have mainly
been covered through grants and donations. In 2010 HES
was a joint winner of NESTA’s £1,000,000 Big Green Challenge prize, which has helped it to expand the initiative
into a social enterprise available to other communities.
In the coming years, HES plans to implement a membership scheme, in which initial surveys will remain free but
members will benefit from discounts and professional
advice.

Household Energy Services (HES) is a unique peer-to-peer
advice service that has translated the complex policy
challenge of climate change into a credible, low-cost
pathway to everyday lifestyle adjustments. The surveys
grew out of the Wasteless Society, an entrepreneurial
community group active since the 1990s, which had
already pioneered an anaerobic digesting project and
a biodiesel pump using recycled vegetable oil. In 2004
they conducted a survey that revealed that the village’s
carbon footprint was well above the UK average, and that
most carbon emissions resulted from the way people
heated their homes and moved about. This led the
society to start offering free home surveys, in order to
provide people with customised advice on reducing their
energy use.
To deal with the increased demand for energy surveys,
the Wasteless Society set up Light Foot Enterprise, a
community interest company (CIC) with a small number
of paid staff. The actual surveys are carried out by
volunteers, who are given six hours training and sent out
to collect data on household structure, energy use and
transport behaviour. This information is sent to a professional energy surveyor, who produces a tailored report
with recommendations on reducing the household’s
energy use, through cost-free behavioural changes such
as remembering to turn off the lights, or through bigger
investments such as installing solar panels. The report
also provides information on available grants and invites
householders to contact HES for further technical advice
or recommendations for trusted energy solutions providers. HES also lends out devices such as smart energy
meters that people can test in their homes.
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household energy services • a local energy savings network

impact
To date, more than 1,500 HES surveys have been conducted, resulting in
significant carbon emission reductions and tangible financial benefits
resulting from energy savings. Savings in carbon emissions from
regular household and transport activities average 17%. The scheme has
spread beyond Bishop's Castle, to five other areas in Wales and England;
the organisation grows by working with local environmental and
community organisations that approach HES to replicate the service.

A

key lessons
participation
beyond
consultation

generating
change through
networks

User-led services

Mass localism

HES has established a no-nonsense
model where local volunteers – fellow householders and energy users
– give advice in layman’s terms
and explain how energy reduction
can affect day-to-day household
expenditure. Whilst the post-survey
professional report includes recommendations for long-term investments, it deliberately also suggests
simple behavioural changes, making
it easy for all to benefit from a survey. This user-led model socialises
and makes tangible a project that
might otherwise be seen as difficult,
intrusive, bureaucratic or profitdriven. In addition, volunteers can,
if they wish, profit from an extended
training programme leading to
formal accreditation in what may
well become a growth market.

The HES initiative has primarily
relied on two types of networks:
local volunteers who use the
power of word of mouth, trusted
relations and even knocking
on doors; and national support
organisations such as NESTA.
NESTA’s Big Green Challenge, a
national initiative designed to
stimulate and support communityled responses to climate change,
provided development support and
external funding, thereby enabling
the project to grow to scale. In
contrast, despite the initiative’s
evident positive impact on core
policy objectives, the local authority
has had no major role in HES’s
growth, demonstrating the need for
a diversity of support pathways that
can link people to resources outside
their own locality.
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an open-ended
approach

Tackling next
challenges
From their origins within the
Wasteless Society to their current
growth, HES and its parent company
Light Foot Enterprise, have taken
a practical approach to tackling
environmental challenges on an
incremental basis. Rather than
creating an overarching strategy,
the approach is based on step-bystep experimentation, collaborative
data gathering and low-barrier
local discussions. A next initiative,
Farm Carbon, further develops
the ambitions of the organisation
by bringing farmers and carbon
reduction experts together to make
the energy use of agricultural
operations more intelligible and
sustainable.

in conclusion
What tangible steps can people take to save
energy and carbon across a community?
Household Energy Services shows that a
deliberate approach to the social dynamics of
behaviour change is crucial for building the
civic economy. This generates meaningful
shifts – with real local benefits – in a way that
top-down policy and large-scale investment
in new physical infrastructure alone cannot
achieve.

OTHER EXAMPLES

The Green Valleys, Brecon
Beacons, UK, 2008
…is a community interest company that has
harnessed local expertise to develop renewable energy schemes and support communities to reduce their carbon emissions,
primarily through hydro-electric power.

ONZO, London, UK, 2007
…is a for-profit company that grew out of
The Hub Islington (see case study 10), which
helps households to reduce their carbon
emissions through in-house energy displays
and smart meter systems.

Summerfield Eco Village,
Birmingham, UK, 2004
…was a deprived inner-city neighbourhood
where a housing association-led partnership
enabled an eco retrofit and energy awareness project; residents are now ambassadors
for the scheme and give advice in other
neighbourhoods.
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the hub islington • a home for change-makers

Scenes from The Hub Islington and (Bottom right) from The Hub King's Cross, the second Hub to open in London

#10

The Hub
Islington
a home for change-makers
london, United Kingdom

‘The path of any young business owes so much to the
input of people you find yourself sitting next to, and
at The Hub we sit next to amazing people. Before too
long, people start to see what they would be capable
of doing working together. Then they do it.’
Luke Nicholson, Hub member and founder of More Associates and
CarbonCulture.

28
HUBS
ACROSS THE
WORLD IN 6
YEARS

72%

6,000

of HUB islington
MEMBERS SAY THEY
HAVE COLLABORATED
ON PROJECTS

SOCIAL PIONEERS IN
SOCIAL
MOVEMENT

1
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the hub islington • a home for change-makers

creating fertile
ground for the social
pioneers of tomorrow
2001
future hub
members help
create & host the
un alternative
summit in soweto

2003
the hub
founded

2005
first members
co-design &
co-develop
spatial concept

kitchen:
the social
heart of
the hub

2007
first hub
opens in
islington

2009

second
generation
opens: 6 hubs
worldwide

third
generation
opens: 12 hubs
worldwide

2011
there are
now 28 hubs
across 6
continents

energy use
minimised
through high
occupancy

hot-desking
encourages
sociability

interior layout
co-developed
by members
grows sense of
belonging

sharing of ideas,
concepts and
knowledge helps
start- ups to
succeed

hackable interior
encourages
members to adapt
and contribute to
the space

social
tables
designed by
members

the host:
connecting a
community of
practice through
daily interaction

ethically sourced
materials &
member- built
library
communicate hub
ethos

adjustable &
sociable furniture
encourages
peer-to-peer
interaction

membership tariff
based on time not
space allows for
high utilisation
rate

adaptable space
helps transform
space for multiple
functions / diverse
programme of use

The story
Incubating good ideas is about more
than just the provision of cheap
desks. From its beginnings on a
warehouse floor in North London,
The Hub has become a global community for social entrepreneurs,
a network of 28 spaces worldwide
and a model for exchanging ideas,
know-how and a shared sense of
purpose.
The Hub grew from a series of events organised by a
group of socially engaged college graduates based in
London. The first was the Soweto Mountain of Hope, a
temporary community hub in the margins of the 2002
United Nations World Summit on Sustainable Development in South Africa, which was hailed by the then UN
Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, as the ‘real summit’.
Perceiving how a widespread lack of access, scale and
resources was holding back budding social pioneers, they
had the ambition to create a permanent platform for
these change-makers to work, meet, exchange ideas and
knowledge, and communicate their ideas and ventures
to the world.

this community with a shared sense of purpose. Furthermore, with a physical space purposefully designed to
accommodate a wide range of events and meetings,
a sociable atmosphere was established.
The Hub also depends on investments in the social
process: a deliberate ‘hosting’ strategy was developed
to facilitate knowledge exchange, and this has become
a central element as The Hub has expanded far beyond
Islington. Every Hub has at least one host permanently
present in the space, to welcome newcomers, manage
everyday business and help members connect to one
another. In addition, this is increasingly complemented
by active peer-to-peer learning programmes and the
development of social impact investment tools.
Sophisticated design strategies for the space and its
furniture maximise sociability, adaptability and diversity
of working modes, whilst simultaneously communicating The Hub’s social and environmental ethics, backed
up through social media and online knowledge-sharing
tools, and the building of a global network. This has
allowed an expansion model whereby Hubs across the
world can respond to local needs whilst retaining the
principles and qualities of the model.

Opened in 2004, The Hub Islington in London was the
prototype of this home and ‘sharing economy’. It built a
hybrid business model that borrowed time-based tariffs
from the mobile phone industry: instead of renting ‘a
desk’, members book access to The Hub for, say, 50 or
100 hours per month. This enables more intensive use of
space, ensuring financial viability as well as encouraging
communication.
Crucially, The Hub was built not just as a workspace
solution but a place that encourages deep affinity, coownership and the sense of being part of a movement
– a subtle but significant shift from ‘selling a space’ to
customers to ‘giving space’ for a community of practice.
Collaboration on concept development, co-design and
even the refitting of the warehouse space helped build
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the hub islington • a home for change-makers

impact
Across the Hub network, thousands of new ventures have been started,
realised, connected with seed-funding and introduced to prospective
partners and clients. Moreover, the vast majority of members say The
Hub has helped to improve their work-life as social entrepreneurs
and enabled them to secure sales and to collaborate with like-minded
people. On average, each Hub member takes on an extra 2.5 employees
within 12 months of joining. Also, the environmental cost of the space
is greatly reduced by its intensive usage, with an average workspace
of 4.5 sq m as opposed to the 15 sq m standard across the affordable
workspace sector.

A

key lessons
financial
co-investment

the experience
of place

A vested community

The role of hosting

Hubs have relied on a remarkable
diversity in initial investment
sources. Hub founders have used
volunteer time and donated materials to lower the capital cost, and
devised micro-bond schemes that
allow a large number of potential
supporters to invest small amounts
of money. This approach means
many Hubs can remain independent of public sector support, with
operational costs covered by membership fees. A shared characteristic
of these diverse finance methods
is that they rely on the building of
trust within dense social networks
that are motivated by The Hub’s
mission.

Whilst the physical architecture of
a Hub is important to communicate
its ethics and to set the right
conditions for use, the Hub model
goes beyond physical space. The
hosts are a crucial part of the
community that The Hub seeks
to create: they facilitate a shared
knowledge infrastructure by
actively connecting members to
other entrepreneurs, helping to link
up emerging ideas, and facilitating
peer-to-peer support and access to
additional investment. They also
manage the place and organise
events in a way that maintains a
strong shared ethos, thus creating
the fertile ground for innovation
and collaboration.
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generating
change through
networks

Local adoption and
adaptation
Entrepreneurs across the world can
adopt and adapt the Hub model
with practical support from a core
Hub team. Certain elements, such
as the mission, key components of
the space and the ‘hosting’ model,
are a part of the shared concept
but the kind of space, local network
and focus of activities can vary
significantly in response to local
conditions. Whilst this has enabled
a rapid growth of the Hub model,
the challenge is to generate the
resources to support this process
and create a strong shared network
of know-how and experience.

in conclusion
How do we grow the fertile ground for the
next generation of change-makers? This is
about more than the careful design of space
alone: it is about hosting open networks
and building peer-to-peer communities of
practice. Initiatives such as The Hub, enabled
by innovative finance and co-investment, can
ignite and speed up the new social ventures
that are crucial to the civic economy. They
form the type of business infrastructure
needed for a re-balanced local economy.
OTHER EXAMPLES

OpenSpace, Manchester, UK,
2008
…is a co-operative co-working project
that offers cheap, flexible office space for
freelancers, ethical businesses and social enterprises in an open work environment that
facilitates interaction and collaboration.

Hub Culture, worldwide, 2002
…is a social network service (unrelated to
The Hub) that has set up permanent and
temporary membership-based workspaces
in 15 cities, offering a variety of professional
services and flexible meeting spaces.

Centre for Social Innovation,
Toronto, Canada, 2003
…is a social enterprise pioneering collaborative workspaces in the city, inspired
by the open-source movement, which offers
flexible, shared spaces for social innovators.
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hørsholm waste-to -energy • a neighbourhood clean-tech incinerator

Children play ball in their yard next to the Hørsholm plant

#11

Hørsholm
Waste-to-Energy
a neighbourhood clean-tech incinerator
Hørsholm, Denmark

‘Living next-door to a waste incinerator was never
a problem for us. It was clean and silent, and, to be
honest, we hardly ever noticed it. Except, of course,
when the heating bill arrived.’
Camilla Reimann, former Hørsholm resident

93%
60%
33%

waste diverted
from landfills
recycled
incinerated

30%

80%
local heat generated
for 10,000 homes through
waste - to - energy plant
& network

cheaper
heating bills
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Hørsholm waste-to -energy • a neighbourhood clean-tech incinerator

re-imagining a waste
installation as local
civic infrastructure

enterprise
& industry

highway
repairs

civic
pride

local
school

clean
technology

local
homes

combined
heat and
power

district
heating

educational
programmes

compost

refuse from
10,000 homes

33%
incinerated

1%
hazardous
waste

6%
landfill
60%
recycled

co-ownership by
5 municipalities

co-governance:
5 elected mayors
maintain active
role on board of
directors

good design:
architecture used
to communicate
the internal
process & foster
civic pride

closing the loop:
electricity for
local community
and material for
maintaining roads

awareness:
educational and
other outreach
programmes
maintain public
awareness & trust

financial reward:
heating bills
reduced by up to
30%, raising
house values

shared mentality:
plant seen as
beneficial rather
than simply an
infrastructural
necessity

tangible gain:
organic waste
composted and
distributed to
households as
fertiliser

The story
Each year, the UK sends 350 million
tons of waste to landfill. This equals
five tons per capita and represents
a significant cost to taxpayers. With
recent EU legislation prohibiting
the creation of new landfills, other
options for waste processing will be
required, but incineration, one of
the most obvious alternatives, has
attracted widespread opposition in
Britain. In one Danish town, however, a more positive approach has
turned waste into a resource.
In Hørsholm, collaboration between local authorities,
business and the community has meant that non-recyclable materials that might otherwise be sent to landfill
are being treated at an incinerator in the very heart
of the town. The inter-municipal waste management
company, Nordforbrænding, receives all the household
and industrial waste in the five municipalities that
co-own it. Its incinerator waste-to-energy plant then
generates electricity and heats 10,000 homes through a
district heating system, reducing the residents’ heating
bills by 30%.

Particular attention was also paid to the plant’s architecture, so that it could be embedded in a residential
neighbourhood. Instead of aiming to ‘hide’ the facility
in an industrial estate, this civic infrastructure has been
designed to be an object of civic pride.
In 1997, Denmark became the first country in Europe
to make it illegal to take waste suitable for incineration
to landfills. Today, there are 29 waste-to-energy plants
across the country, 21 of which are co-owned by adjacent
local authorities, with the others belonging to private
energy companies; 10 more incinerators are in the
pipeline. Many plants have, like Hørsholm, opted to create landmark pieces of architecture, often incorporating
large areas of glass to convey transparency and designed
by leading international architects.
Throughout Denmark there is a shared public awareness
of the need to deal with waste responsibly. In addition
to waste incineration, Nordforbrænding is engaged in
managing recycling stations, collecting hazardous waste,
managing a landfill and facilitating collaboration on
waste reduction in the participating municipalities. In
this respect, the Hørsholm plant is more than just a single facility, as it is part of an integrated local waste and
energy management system. A local dimension to this
– that is, the siting of facilities in or near the neighbourhoods they serve – is inevitable, and the way in which the
particular benefits of waste-to-energy have been realised
and communicated has been integral to ensuring this is
locally accepted and welcomed.

Since Nordforbrænding was established in 1969, it has
increasingly focused on efficient use of the heat the
incinerator generates. Encouraged in particular by the
energy crises of the 1970s, a combined heat and power
system was established as the plant expanded. Residents
actively support and trust its presence because they
see it not as an unavoidable utility provider, but as a
community not-for-profit asset that generates direct
local benefits – homes connected to the district heating
system tend to have a higher value because of the energy
cost savings generated through the plant. An important
precondition for this was the obligation on Nordforbrænding to use the best available technology, which
has minimised nuisance in relation to smell, smoke and
noise and allowed it to maintain high levels of trust.
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Hørsholm waste-to -energy • a neighbourhood clean-tech incinerator

impact
Hørsholm now sends only special categories of waste (less than 6%
of the total) to landfill: 60% is recycled, 33% incinerated and 1% is
hazardous waste that goes for special treatment. The local waste-toenergy plant generates 80% of Hørsholm’s heat and 20% of its electricity.
People living close to an incinerator generally enjoy heating bills 30%
lower than the national average. Several waste-to-energy plants are
currently being planned, and many municipalities across the country
are working on extending the existing district heating grid to connect
even more households to this cheap heating source. Together with high
recycling rates, this process significantly benefits carbon reduction by
substituting for fossil energy sources. Moreover, the landfill charge to
Denmark’s households is amongst the lowest in the EU.

key lessons
participation
beyond
consultation

re-using existing
assets

recognising
where value lies

Sharing the benefits

Waste as resource

Maintaining trust

The success of the Hørsholm wasteto-energy plant can be largely
attributed to the direct benefits
that local residents see in the form
of tangible electricity and heating
bill savings. This creates a high
degree of community co-ownership
over what is technically ‘just’ a
public-private clean-tech infrastructure. The Hørsholm incinerator is
connected with the community
through its physical infrastructure
and through its governance: the
mayors of the five participating
municipalities form the board of
directors.

Fundamentally, the Hørsholm
approach recognises waste as an
asset. This improves the status of
waste-handling facilities – rather
than this being a ‘locally unwanted
land use’ it is instead regarded as a
productive civic infrastructure that
can be integrated in the everyday
fabric of neighbourhoods. This is
communicated through the physical
design and aesthetics of the plant,
as visual manifestation of a trusted
system.

Whilst in Denmark there has
long been a high level of trust
in waste incineration, local
factors such as governance and
community benefits are crucial in
maintaining it. Nordforbrænding
also works actively to engage
schools, organisations and
individuals through education – for
example, free tours customised
to suit individual needs are
offered to anyone interested. By
understanding the entirety of the
waste cycle, people gain a stronger
sense of responsibility, thereby
engendering a commitment to
waste-to-energy as part of the
process. After all, in the long run
this model is only sustainable if it is
understood and trusted.
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in conclusion
How do we make it desirable to build the
local utility infrastructure that we need?
Local utilities will be welcome in people’s
back yard if we imagine, build, govern and
communicate them as vital elements of
local neighbourhoods that generate direct
and tangible benefits to people – lowering
the cost of living and making places more
resilient in the face of environmental
change.

OTHER EXAMPLES

Richmond Hill Energy-fromWaste Plant, Isle of Man, 2004
…is a strikingly designed facility owned by
the private waste management company
SITA, which produces 10% of the island’s
electricity by processing all its waste.

Islington Business Waste
Recycling Project, London,
UK, 2009
...was an award-winning project by the
Islington Chamber of Commerce to increase
recycling and reuse rates by offering free,
independent assistance to businesses and
third sector organisations in the borough;
its services have since been mainstreamed.

Torrs Hydro, New Mills, UK,
2008
…is a community-owned and funded
hydropower scheme, the profits from which
are reinvested into the community.
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incredible edible todmorden • a movement grown in public space

Tending the strawberries and other plants growing in a mini-garden made from an old dinghy in the Todmorden High School grounds

#12

Incredible Edible
Todmorden
a movement grown in public space
Todmorden, United Kingdom

‘You just need to understand how we all tick. And
we’re all the same. We’re bored to death and cynical
about strategies and policies and rhetoric. But what
we like is action, we like to get involved in things
and we like things to point at.’
Pam Warhurst, co-founder, Incredible Edible Todmorden

600
fruit trees
planted
per
2.5 residents

1

40

33%

growing sites
in the town
centre

residents take
part in iet
activities
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incredible edible todmorden • a movement grown in public space

building a shared
language around
behaviour change
an open
invitation
to the wider
community

a coalition
of likeminded
community
leaders

'open door' community
presence as cafe = low
barrier to entry

partnerships with local
groups (police, schools etc)
open up spaces & support

telling
stories
through
organised
events

events organising socialising the
activity

seeding the
movement
edible
public
realm

growing
graveyard

growing
on the
station
platform

edible planting
available to the
general public

in-bloom
team day

local
food

everyday
experience
strong community pride and
co-working to maintain &
nurture green spaces

new uses and
appreciation for
existing spaces

The story
Imagine waiting at the train station
for your commute home, feeling
peckish, and simply grabbing a piece
of fruit from a tree right off the side
of the platform. Implausible? Not in
the Lancashire town of Todmorden.
For nearly three years the town’s
residents, young and old, have been
busy taking over car parks, grass
verges, graveyards, pavements
and schoolyards and turning them
into edible landscapes. Few places
have made the shift to a local food
system more tangible and enjoyable.
The efforts are led by a loose coalition of residents who
have challenged established notions of what physical
changes people can create in the public realm. After an
initial ‘guerrilla-gardening’ appropriation of open spaces
for food growing, the initiators started approaching both
public sector and private landowners for permission to
plant on their underused grounds. Examples include
Northern Rail, the fire and police stations, the local social
housing landlord and a church that has allowed crops to
be planted on the graveyard. Since 2009, Incredible Edible
Todmorden (IET) has worked with Calderdale Council
to make it easier for individuals and groups to plant
on council-owned land. In a step with both symbolic
and practical value, the council reduced the licence
processing fee from £107 to £10 and smoothed other
procedures. However, IET does not aim to obtain public
funding for its regular planting activities, looking only for
collaboration.

and preparation of produce. The local health centre
has started an ‘apothecary garden’, and one housing
association has launched its own Edible Pennine
initiative, offering tenants a free starter pack with seeds
and advice.
The scheme is a virtuous cycle: the improvements in
the physical environment make residents proud of their
town, which in turn has generated further support for
resident-led public realm initiatives. The market for
locally produced food has grown, and Nimbyism has
been reduced, as the scheme’s benefits are both tangible
and collectively owned. There have been no incidents
of garden vandalism, and raised beds adjacent to pubs
have been astonishingly free of cigarette butts and glass
shards.
However, the mission of Incredible Edible Todmorden
goes beyond public space alone; rather, the highly visible
public realm activities are a way of getting a greater
number of people engaged in changing their daily
behaviours, in order to grow a movement to build a more
sustainable local economy. The organisation therefore
also advocates local food production and consumption
through initiatives such as the ‘Every Egg Matters’
campaign, food festivals and communal beekeeping. In
addition, it has secured funding for a Food Hub, which
will also serve as an educational centre.

No formal membership is required to start growing, but
Todmorden residents are encouraged to farm wherever
and whenever they can. All the town’s schools and
several public and private bodies are engaged in the
campaign. Schools now grow food in raised beds and
polytunnels and involve students in the harvesting
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incredible edible todmorden • a movement grown in public space

impact
The number of food growing sites within Todmorden town centre
is increasing; more than 600 fruit trees have been planted, and the
IET ‘Egg Map’ identifies 50 local egg producers. Six Incredible Edible
campaigns have been launched in other towns and Granada in
Spain became the first Incredible Edible town beyond the UK. As a
consequence of the increased tourism its campaign has generated,
IET has been able to hire two paid part-time ‘food inspirers’ as
educators and tourist guides. Beyond this, the IET campaign has also
generated a shared sense of pride and enthusiasm in Todmorden,
connecting diverse people to a long-term movement through the
common language of food.

A

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

participation
beyond
consultation

The storytellers

An open invitation

A core group of initiators started by
planting ‘propaganda gardens’ on
prominent sites in the town centre,
relying on what they themselves
call ‘storytelling’ to generate awareness, support and behaviour shifts
amongst local people. Their narrative about the problems of the global
food system and its environmental
and health impact underpinned all
their initial efforts – and has been
made accessible and welcoming
through the practical approach
taken. This twin strategy – direct
action and communicating purpose
– created a wider social network and
generated access to the media and
local authorities.

IET encourages anyone to plant
at any time and place, and to
participate in whichever manner
they want. It invites people to
be part of a movement without
the trappings of becoming part
of an organisation, thus growing
change through a groundswell of
initiatives instead of a top-down
strategy. IET does help people
become more skilled at planting
and tending crops, enabling wider
participation. This action-led
approach has meant IET needed
little external financial support to
become successful. Formal strategic
planning responded to the initiative
instead of driving it: in response to
widely acknowledged success, local
licensing rules were changed to
lower a barrier for participation.
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re-using existing
assets

Bringing public space
back to life
Fundamentally, the IET project
recognises that many public
spaces or spaces owned by service
providers are underutilised, and
that local people can improve
them through relatively small
interventions. The scheme is
low-cost, as it is based on the
exploitation of derelict land, and
most community gardens have
been built using recycled materials.

in conclusion
How to interpret the ‘public’ in public realm in
a way that activates people to co-produce the
spaces they use every day? Incredible Edible
Todmorden shows what happens if we open
up the public domain to the smallest scale of
investment. Crucially, starting with visible,
low-threshold interventions builds a shared
language of change as a pathway for future
steps – the fertile ground we need for wider
behaviour change, new civic entrepreneurialism
and participative citizenship.
OTHER EXAMPLES

Middlesbrough Town Meal,
Middlesbrough, UK, 2006

Nomadisch Grün, Berlin,
Germany, 2009

Growing Communities,
London, UK, 1993

…is a free annual event where local residents
gather in public spaces to experience homegrown and home-cooked food provided by
local growing communities and individuals.

…is a ‘nomadic’ gardening project that
temporarily transforms unused spaces such
as building sites, car parks and warehouse
roofs into urban farmland and green meeting places.

...is a social enterprise that harnesses
collective buying power to link communities
straight to small-scale sustainable farms
around London via a fruit-and-veg box
scheme and a local farmers market, as well
as producing food at a series of organic
market gardens.
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jayride • a peer-to -peer ride sharing website

The Jayride integrated mobile sharing platform

#13

Jayride
a peer-to -peer ride sharing website
New Zealand

‘I am driving back to my home state to see my
parents for Christmas. Anyone who has an
interesting story to tell can come along free of charge
(it’s a long way). I have a crappy small car, but it does
the job.’
User advertisement on Jayride, 22 December 2010

5,000
members

80,000

9,000

rides shared since 2007

average number
of rides available
online
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jayride • a peer-to -peer ride sharing website

unlocking shared
access to the resources
we already have
2001

2007

GERMAN
"MITFAHRGELEGENHEIT"
website
LAUNCHES

2008

founder
inspired by
german
precedent;
creates
HITCH.CO.NZ

2010

DEMAND
OUTSTRIPS
HITCH
WEBSITE
CAPACITY

1 journey

WEBSITE
re-LAUNCHED
AS JAYRIDE

JAYRIDE founders
embark on
promotional tour
across new zealand;
site & blog gain local
media attention

peerto-peer
journey
sharing

3 spare seats!

+

thousands of journeys
every day highlight a
latent capacity

jayride

+

increasing oil prices
& environmental
awareness

economic gain

+

meet:
local
people
gain:
local
trust

save:
money
& fuel

5,000
MEMBERS
across the
country

gradual
behaviour
change

a platform to
share not just
cars but journeys

social gain

jayride
australia
launches

2011

environmental gain

+
reduce:
traffic
& c02

The story
Among the many car and bicycle
sharing schemes that are cropping
up globally, Jayride stands out as a
genuine peer-to-peer model. Unlike
most hire schemes, which offer
their own fleets of cars or bikes,
Jayride focuses on making better
use of existing resources: the cars
that people already own.

awareness of ride-sharing as a social activity; when
the website was re-launched in 2008, for example, the
founders travelled across New Zealand purely through
ride sharing, and blogged about their experiences.

Taking inspiration from a similar model in Germany,
Auckland entrepreneur Rod Bishop created hitch.co.nz
in 2007. It quickly became New Zealand’s biggest ridesharing website, and within two years, demand vastly
outstripped the simple website’s capacity. Bishop teamed
up with Ross Lin, a senior developer for an online trading
site, and together, they revamped and re-launched the
website as Jayride in 2008.
The new web platform facilitates the sharing of rides
either on a one-off or a regular basis. While each car in
a conventional car share replaces an average of four to
eight vehicles, Jayride further reduces the number of car
miles travelled, by enabling multiple users to share the
same trip, and helps people save money on fuel.
The website has a simple and easily comprehensible
interface based on Google Maps, which offers a quick
overview of available rides at various rates. The individuals or companies with cars have the flexibility to set a
charge or offer the ride for free; they can even set a price
and keep the profits themselves, thus offering car
owners an additional income from assets they already
have. Jayride itself makes no charges for usage – its
income comes from advertising.
User profiles and feedback systems encourage trust
between individuals, overcoming an obstacle often seen
to have impeded large-scale car-pooling. The appeal
of Jayride is further enhanced by how it generates
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jayride • a peer-to -peer ride sharing website

impact
By April 2011 Jayride had more than 5,000 members who have shared
more than 80,000 rides, and is expanding abroad. The scheme’s
contribution to New Zealand’s current transport and environmental
challenges is increasingly being acknowledged by local authorities
across the country. In particular, it is credited with integrating the
existing phenomenon of ride sharing with social media, thereby
increasing its appeal and convenience.

A

key lessons
participation
beyond
consultation

generating
change through
networks

A platform for
co-production

Expansion through
adoption

Jayride uses a simple web interface
that is easy to navigate. This lowers
barriers to participation in terms of
technological capability and allows
a wide range of people to use the
scheme. The website facilitates the
creation of personal relationships
crucial to peer-to-peer services and
allows users to barter and negotiate
rides on their own terms. By
addressing the space between mass
collectivism and individuals’ wishes
for convenience and flexibility,
Jayride provides a small-scale but
growing alternative to mainstream
public and private sector transport
solutions.

Jayride is expanding abroad, to
Australia, the UK and Ireland.
As a generic platform, the same
infrastructure can facilitate local
interactions worldwide, allowing
the model to be easily scaled up
beyond its original geographical
boundaries, while still being highly
tailored to local populations and
relying on local social networks.
Beyond its main website, Jayride
also takes advantage of social
media platforms such as Facebook
and Twitter. By featuring interesting
rides or impulsive last-minute
vacation plans on these sites,
Jayride succeeds in building interest
around the company as more than
just a utilitarian service: sharing
rides is presented as an appealing
social experience as well as a
practical option.
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re-using
existing assets

Use not ownership
Jayride is part of a growing trend
that sees resources for daily use –
whether a workplace or a means
of transport – not as question
of ownership or fixed rental
agreement but as a challenge of
organising highly flexible access.
In this case both the user and
the provider consist of the public
at large; the role of the platform
infrastructure is that it solves two
market failures, namely lack of
information and the absence of
a contractual base for strangers
to agree on shared occasional or
repeated use. As such, despite being
a very light-touch and low-cost
sharing software, it fundamentally
enables the reorganisation of a
shared good – mobility – which
plays a huge role in many people’s
quality of daily life.

in conclusion
What are the smart sustainable transport
infrastructures that help us move away from
‘building more’ and ‘buying more’? Unlocking
and sharing the resources we already have is a
crucial dimension – with an increase in access
instead of ownership as the key objective. Jayride
is one amongst many examples that show how
by using new social web applications we can
manage demand, save resources and build not
just a new transport paradigm but also a new
understanding of shared wealth.
OTHER EXAMPLES

RelayRides, Boston, USA, 2010

Airbnb, worldwide, 2008

NeighborGoods, USA, 2010

…is a pioneering neighbour-to-neighbour
car sharing service that provides insurance
and technology to enable people to lend
their private vehicles.

…is a San Francisco-based online platform
that connects people who have rooms to
spare with people who are looking for a
place to stay. Like Jayride, users negotiate
the rents between themselves.

…is an online platform that facilitates free
peer-to-peer lending, borrowing and renting
of all types of items.
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Livity • a young people's hang- out and communications agency

Young people prepare the next issue of Livity's Live magazine

#14

Livity
a young people's hang-out and communications agency
London, United Kingdom

‘A friend of mine told me he was working for Live and
that he was interviewing famous people like Trey
Songz and I wanted that too, so I went along, met
with Chantelle Fiddy, who was a mentor there at the
time, and then I started working on the magazine.
What’s brilliant is that for everyone there’s someone
you click with here, because there’s such a diversity
of people and characters and opportunity and
experiences – and that helps you find out what you
want to do and what you are best at.’
Sian Anderson, 20, now a freelance PR writer for musicians including DJ
Swerve and Ed Sheeran, a consultant for Livity and Island Records, and a DJ on
Rinse FM; she started working on Live magazine at 15.

1,000

100

6,075,456

young people
per year
contribute to
live magazine

young people not in
education, employment
or training helped
into work each year

views of the world's
first interactive drama
series sponsored by
childline
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Livity • a young people's hang- out and communications agency

building on
the passion of
young people
2001

2004

Livity founded

first clients:
o2, Teenage
Cancer Trust,
and Lambeth
Council

2005

Live Magazine
becomes
stand-alone
social
enterprise

young people
can come & go
as they want

young people mostly
learn about Livity
through Live
Magazine distribution

Dubplate
Drama
launches: an
interactive
multiplatform
drama series,
now an
international
franchise

2007

Music4Good
launches as
apprenticeship scheme
for the music
industry
collaborating
with Sony
Music

2011

Spinebreakers,
the first
online book
community for
teenagers,
launched with
Penguin books

co-founder
appointed
Social
Enterprise
Ambassador by
Cabinet Office

young people
co-develop
campaigns,
products and
communications
material

office layout
encourages
interaction
between Livity
staff and young
people working
on Live Magazine

mentor role
shared between
full-time
mentors and
other Livity staff
young people are involved
in writing, photography,
film-making, events and
audio-visual production

client mainstream
marketing budgets
used to fund
social outcomes
for young people

campaigns
generate positive
behaviour change

young people
learn about wide
variety of
professional
roles and
entrepreneurial
opportunities

skills and
confidence
improved through
daily peer-to-peer
workfloor
interaction

young people
approached
through their
strengths not
just their needs

social value
ventures
launched to
benefit young
people

perception change
amongst large
companies about
young people

young people do
supported
placements within
partner companies

The story
One of the most popular hang-outs
for 12-to-21-year-olds in Brixton
is, of all things, a communications
agency. At Livity, they can get involved in a highly professional
magazine and in a wide range of
marketing and awareness campaigns. With its open-door policy
and collaborative work and mentoring approach, Livity has found a
way to build skills and confidence
and transformed life opportunities
for a large range of young people in
Lambeth and beyond.
Sam Conniff and Michelle Clothier started Livity in 2001
with the intention of transforming their commercial and
marketing experience into a force for good. Realising that
‘brands’ and ‘marketing’ had enduring appeal but also an
increasingly bad name, they decided to see if it were possible to marry business and social responsibility through
a different type of campaigning. In particular, they hoped
to persuade their clients that CSR budgets were not the
only way for companies to show wider commitment.
Livity’s formula was simple: instead of using focus
groups and surveys to find out what made the under-21s
tick, the agency would invite them into its everyday office environment. This would give Livity a unique insight
into youth culture, whilst the young people who dropped
into the office would be rewarded through engagement
with a wide range of professional activities, practical
skills training, and mentoring.
At first the proposition was not easy to sell to corporates, but Livity’s insistence on working on mainstream
campaigns, funded from marketing budgets rather than
CSR budgets, has paid off. Collaborative campaigns with
Penguin books to persuade young people to read more
(through launching the first online teenage book community, Spinebreakers), and an in-house apprenticeship

programme for ex-offenders at Google show that such
new partnership types are feasible within big businesses.
The other crucial sell was to the young people themselves. Fortunately, one of Livity’s first clients was
Lambeth Council, which wanted to improve its communications and outreach to young people. Livity began
by inviting four members of a local youth centre into
the office to work on the concept. This resulted in the
publication of Live, a free magazine handed out on the
streets of Brixton and elsewhere in the borough. Young
people started to phone in to see if they could take part;
many just showed up at the agency’s door. No one was
ever turned away. It was noticeable that around this
time the graffiti on Livity’s town centre office premises
reduced considerably.
Helped by the open and supportive attitude from Lambeth Council, Live magazine would soon take on a life of
its own, growing far beyond a small ‘community’ youth
magazine into a professional venture; over the course
of a year as many as 1,000 young people contribute to
it – on many days there are more than 30 of them in Livity’s office, easily outnumbering paid staff. Live has now
grown far beyond Lambeth; it was integrated with its
Home Office sponsored spin-off, Live East, and is increasingly independent from public sector funding through
advertising income. Despite this scale increase, Livity is
focused on maintaining the core benefits of the Livity
formula: having young people – including ex-offenders
and ‘neets’ – in the heart of the office, interacting with
clients, and changing perceptions and beliefs on both
sides on an everyday basis.
Also, Livity is reflecting on its business model and how it
serves its objectives: it is currently a for-profit company
that redirects 25% of its profits via an independent trust
into bursaries and grants to help disadvantaged young
people find employment. In the future, Livity hopes to
bring everything under the umbrella of a single social
enterprise, with an equal emphasis on the social and
economic targets at the core of the business.
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Livity • a young people's hang- out and communications agency

impact
Livity can point to definite success amongst the young people who turn up regularly – over
100 of them in the last year alone have found work, some in the media industry, as film
producers, writers and journalists. Thus Livity and Live contribute to Lambeth’s objectives
for training, employment and enterprise, as well as for engagement. Meanwhile, success
on the ground attests to the impact of Livity’s approach. For example, a campaign for the
National Blood Service featuring singer Sabrina Washington led to a marked increase in
young blood donors from a BME background.

key lessons
participation
beyond
consultation

an open-ended
approach

recognising
where value lies

The office floor as
leveller

A platform for civic
start-ups

Communicating social
impact

The key to Livity’s success is that
it provides an open door to young
people – not just to hang out but
to actively participate in the daily
routine of Livity’s campaigns and
projects. They are at the heart of
Live magazine and work closely
with the staff producing new ideas,
approaches and products – in areas
from concept development to
graphic design and market research.
This co-creation approach means
they are treated – and also actively
mentored – as professionals and
equals on the work floor, building
self-esteem, purpose and skills
through active doing not teaching.
Though this can make the office
a hectic place, it also gives it a
crucial dynamism and feeling of
involvement.

From its solid core ethos and
activities, Livity has become an
open platform for new ventures. In
addition to Live, it has generated
a music business apprenticeship
scheme, Music4Good, and somewhereto, a project that offers 16-to25-year-olds access to spaces for
activities they are passionate about
within the arts, culture and sports.
The emphasis on face-to-face
interaction in the office means that
Livity itself may not easily grow
beyond the 20-odd paid staff in its
Brixton premises but such start-ups
could spin out or be adapted by
partners elsewhere. The experience
with Live East, whose Whitechapel
offices had to close after core
funding was withdrawn and the
two magazines merged, shows that
this can be difficult – especially
because the everyday office culture
at the Brixton office is crucial to the
concept.

Livity has invested heavily in its
mentoring programme, with a
full-time careers adviser, pastoral
mentor and mentorship roles across
all other staff. Though the agency’s
success has been widely recognised
both in news stories and in awards
– and is evident in the stories of
its young people finding good jobs
and starting up their own ventures
– Livity is aware of the need to be
even more explicit about the social
benefit it creates. It is therefore
developing what it calls ‘Kidflow’ – a
way of accounting more precisely
for the number of young people
they reach and what impacts they
have, including the small and subtle
positive stories that occur daily in
the office, but are hard to record in
numbers.
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in conclusion
How do we build new ways of working with
those young people who are hard to reach or
not in education, employment or training?
Livity shows that if we want to change
widely held negative perceptions – amongst
companies and the public and also amongst
young people themselves – we need to invite
them into the heart of our workplaces and
see these as platforms for widening horizons
and youth entrepreneurship.

OTHER EXAMPLES

Knowle West Media Centre, Bristol,
UK, 2002

Castlemilk Youth Complex, Glasgow,
UK, 1994

...grew out of an arts and health photography project in an area that is vibrant but
suffers from deprivation; a social enterprise,
KWMC produces and supports high-quality
media arts, working in particular with local
young people.

…is an independent organisation founded
and governed by young people from the
area, which uses arts and media as a
platform to provide a range of skills and
personal development services and opportunities.

10thousandgirl, Australia, 2010
...is a campaign and social business that
aims to improve the financial literacy of
young Australian women through fun and
accessible life planning and personal finance
programmes; it is also creating a microfinance fund to help women across the globe
start their own business.
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museum of east anglian life • a museum turned social enterprise

Traveller Ivy Buckley makes wooden flowers at Museum of East Anglian Life's yearly Gypsy arts festival

#15

Museum of East
Anglian Life
a museum turned social enterprise
Stowmarket, United Kingdom

‘I didn’t say, in 2005, that we were going to become a
social enterprise. It just evolved in that way. We now
see the museum as the village green, intrinsically
linked to the social calendar of the town. It’s a place
where you do business, where you meet people,
where you welcome strangers, all those things. It is
about opening people’s eyes to the whole tapestry of
life in the community.’
Tony Butler, Director, Museum of East Anglian Life

50,000 150
40
3.5

volunteer hours / year

hours / resident

30%

people provided
with accredited
training since 2006

increase
in visitor
numbers

people helped
into full-time
work since 2006
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museum of east anglian life • a museum turned social enterprise

opening up a local museum
as public space and
entrepreneurial engine
2004

2006

2005

meal acquires
abbott's hall
and adjacent
gardens

new director is
appointed to
the museum at a
time of low
visitor numbers

2007
first gypsy arts
festival is held
and bonfire
night attracts
3,000 people

supermarket
carpark

2009

meal sets up
abbott's hall
enterprises and
starts new work
-based learning
programmes

2012

first good life
event is held;
visitors are
invited to
compost, growtheir-own & cook

abbott's hall
planned to open
as multi-use
civic space

town
centre

planned new
entrance
directly into
town square

current
entrance

fish
pond

museum
buildings
& stores

public access to
wetland meadows
with riverside &
woodland walks

workshops,
painting courses,
training
programme &
other activities

planned picnic
and hang-out
areas with
free wi-fi

abbott's
hall

abbott's hall
barn: picnic
events & farmers
market area

abbott's hall
farm shop, flower
shop & vegetable
box scheme hq

community
bistro and cafe
gardens where
with free access
for town residents volunteers grow
produce for own
consumption or
sale in barn shop

walled gardens
restored and
maintained by
volunteers

The story
Whereas many local history museums may struggle to be more than
a ‘cabinet of curiosities’, an institutional reorganisation turned the
Museum of East Anglian Life into a
genuine ‘civic museum’ – a social
enterprise and a new public space.
Instead of struggling with low public
funding and dwindling visitor numbers, the museum has established
itself as a vibrant place in the town,
as well as being a viable part of its
economy and skills-training infrastructure.

In 2007, MEAL set up Abbot’s Hall Enterprises, a social enterprise that took over former New Deal for Communities
programmes to provide training and therapeutic care services for young people, disabled adults, ex-offenders and
long-term unemployed people. Most services provided
are based on the museum’s heritage work, and participants consequently contribute to its collections through
the work they do, such as costume-making, horticulture,
animal-keeping and building maintenance. Many of the
products these programmes generate, such as baskets,
flower arrangements and vegetables, are sold on in the
Abbot’s Hall Farm Shop. In 2010, MEAL won a public
contract for Stowmarket floral display, not only bringing
in income but also strengthening local pride.
MEAL has thus created a civic extension to the town
centre’s economy and public realm, re-defining what
a museum can mean to a place and its people – building their capabilities and livelihoods, sustaining social
networks, and providing a tangible form of localism.

The Museum of East Anglian Life (MEAL) was established
as a traditional local history museum in 1967. On a
75-acre site at the edge of Stowmarket town centre, in
Suffolk, it portrayed the area’s social history through its
re-erected historical buildings and an extensive collection of paintings and objects. However, in 2004, when
Tony Butler arrived as director, visitor numbers were in
decline. Inspired by the Coin Street Community Builders
in London, Butler initiated a major transformation of
the site and the museum’s organisational structure. His
ambition was ‘to make the museum a place in which
individuals are both beneficiaries and co-creators of their
own space – where they can reflect on life and think
about the world differently’.
A first move was simply to open up the museum grounds
for community use by creating public picnic spaces and
setting up a café in its premises. This was followed by a
series of cultural initiatives, including musical and theatre events, a beer festival, a traditional music day and a
Gypsy arts festival. Town residents became accustomed
to seeing the museum as a place to hang out, be inspired
and have a good time.
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museum of east anglian life • a museum turned social enterprise

impact
Since 2006, MEAL has helped 40 individuals find jobs and 150 people have received
accredited training. Building on this, in 2011 the museum will start a three-year Skills
for the Future Scheme in partnership with other organisations, providing placements
and courses in heritage skills. Additionally, each year, approximately 50,000 volunteer
hours are provided, equivalent to nearly half a day per Stowmarket resident. More than
100 volunteers, many of them from disadvantaged backgrounds, take an active part in
decision-making and project working groups. The museum has doubled its turnover and
increased the number of visitors by 30%. Due to diversification in income streams, grant
support from the local council has decreased from 50% of the budget to about a third.

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

re-using existing
assets

an open ended
approach

Asset-holding civic
entrepreneurs

Generating momentum
through new uses

Building a local action
coalition

Crucially, the new director realised
that the biggest threat to the museum’s survival was not low visitor
numbers per se, but its underutilisation as a community resource.
Inspired by other social ventures, he
worked with local people and service providers to integrate the museum into the social and physical
fabric of the town – with a particular
focus on vulnerable groups who
have skills, ideas and needs but who
do not profit fully from local cultural
institutions.

The physical changes required to
open up the site to the community
were relatively minor. Rather than
embarking on an expensive building
project, the museum generated
momentum through increased
activity, rethinking what could be
done with the existing space to
attract people. It provided facilities
for everyday use and hosted locally
rooted activities, including an independently run café, several picnic
areas, a farm shop and cultural
events. People can now engage with
the museum without having to
pay for entry. These changes have
helped to embed the museum in the
community whilst also linking it to
local people’s jobs and wider livelihoods. As more people are aware of
the museum’s existence, this has led
to a substantial increase in visitor
number.

Through events and vocational
training, the museum has
strengthened its ties with the area.
It has also engaged a wide range of
people in its volunteering schemes
and in co-producing content for
the museum; more than 60% of
volunteers are on work schemes or
therapeutic care and resettlement
programmes. Having built up a
plethora of partnerships across the
public, private and third sectors,
MEAL is able to engage in a variety
of activities without having to
acquire specific skills in-house. This
allows museum staff to continue
focusing on cultural heritage whilst
contributing significantly to the
creation of new capabilities, jobs
and experiences.
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in conclusion
How do we shift the role of local cultural
organisations towards an ever more active
social and economic role in our places? The
Museum of East Anglian Life shows how,
by opening up their physical assets and
organisational infrastructure, they can use
the core strength of their cultural offer as a
welcoming platform for participation. This
creates not just a richer public realm but
also builds skills, jobs and a shared sense of
belonging.
OTHER EXAMPLES

Horniman Museum, London,
UK, 2002

Green Estate, Sheffield, UK,
2004

Le Jardin Aux Habitants, Paris,
France, 2002

…is an anthropology and natural history
museum that trains and employs local
people in museum collection management,
which allows the museum to reach out and
collaborate with otherwise hard-to-reach
communities.

…started out as an environment and
heritage project in a deprived inner-city
neighbourhood, and evolved into a
social enterprise providing business and
employment opportunities in green-space
maintenance.

…is an allotment strip to the side of the
Palais de Tokyo contemporary art museum;
maintained by a gardening association and
open to the public, it changes the dynamic
between the museum and the street.
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Neil Sutherland Architects • an integrated timber building practice

Timber wall panels in the Makar workshop. The sheep's wool shown to the right is used to insulate the panels before going on site

#16

Neil Sutherland
Architects
an integrated timber building practice
inverness, United Kingdom

‘In Scotland we have had to re-learn the value and
possibilities of the resources we have here in our
landscape. Neil Sutherland Architects stand out
amongst a great range of people and practices now
working together to broaden the skills and evidence
base of what we can produce in Scotland.’
Peter Wilson, The Wood Studio, Forest Products Research Institute, Edinburgh
Napier University

primary
construction
materials
sourced from

50

mile
radius

average
apprenticeships

2x

length of
uk standard

81.5%

average
transport
emissions
savings through
local sourcing
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Neil Sutherland Architects • an integrated timber building practice

building a grounded approach to
work, innovation and sustainability

sourcing of timber
within 50 miles of
inverness through
local networks

integrated
design studio &
construction
workshop

design of housing, office
and cultural projects in
sync with the Highlands
climate and landscape
deep understanding of
characteristics of local
wood species enables
continuous innovation and
optimising of trusses,
frames & panels

better skilled
workforce engaged in
meaningful work &
everyday innovation

higher-value
forestry products
with lower
transport miles

nsa
design
studio

collaborative
relationships with
local suppliers based
on shared values and
mutual learning
long-term investment
into apprenticeships to
build highly skilled
workforce

ambition to
become micro
developer

advice to forestry
sector to enhance its
linkages with
construction & wood
product sectors and
promote ecologically
sound forestry
management

nsa
workshop
(makar)

better knowledge
and evidence base
around locally
available materials

NSA's own portable
sawmill to cut and
season wood

ecological
restoration and
landscape sensitive
architecture; new
construction better
adjusted to the
highland climate

collaboration with
universities in
wood construction
products research
and teaching of
regionally specific
architectural
technology

The story
When Neil Sutherland started an
architecture practice in the Scottish
Highlands, he realised that the local
construction industry was unable
to support his triple ambition of
building with locally sourced, nontoxic, ecologically high-performance
wood. He decided to take matters
into his own hands. Twenty years
on, Neil Sutherland Architects (NSA)
is a unique, vertically integrated
architecture, construction and
research practice, and Sutherland
himself part of a growing innovation
network in the Scottish wood sector, deeply rooted in the Highland
landscape whilst engaging with the
challenges of contemporary house
building.
Innovation is not the word he prefers to use – instead, he
speaks about familiarisation, emphasising that creativity
and product improvement happens in the everyday
refinement of products through a meaningful and
integrated work process. The journey to his practice is
exemplary for this. Having quit school early and worked
in engineering apprenticeships before embarking on
architecture, Sutherland spent an exchange period at the
Illinois Institute of Technology – learning directly from
the heirs of the famous Bauhaus tradition of integrated
but forward-looking craftsmanship. Back in Scotland,
he first worked on an environmental restoration project
in the western Highlands before setting up his practice
in Inverness. His approach to architecture and building,
therefore, is decidedly hands-on.
Acquiring a mobile sawmill and setting up an integrated
construction company – Makar – within the practice

made sense from this point of view. With a collaborative
team that includes experienced joiners, NSA / Makar
can carry out practical research into making structural
beam and panel systems that are beautifully detailed,
more energy efficient and quick to build. Integral to this
is investment in the workforce – initially Sutherland
employed German carpenters-in-training, as the local
workforce lacked the necessary skills, but now the
practice has a very productive relationship with the Scottish government’s apprenticeship scheme. On average,
apprentices – a remarkable proportion of whom are in
their late 20s or early 30s, rather than school-leavers –
stay for four years. This is much longer than required by
the government scheme but necessary to acquire a broad
range of skills across the production chain. Many of them
end up with jobs at Makar.
Diverse collaborative networks have always been central
to the practice – local social networks and word of
mouth, for example, are crucial to obtaining good-quality
Douglas fir from the region to reduce transport cost;
most of his primary materials come from within 50 miles
from Inverness. Increasingly, Sutherland is also linking
into wider networks of research, innovation and reform.
He works with the Wood Studio at Edinburgh Napier
University on the development of innovative timber
products, processes and systems, integrating best practice from around the world to support a more purposeful,
competitive and dynamic industry. Sutherland is also an
adviser to the regional Forest Forum – with the aim of
getting people in the forestry, construction, and product
development to work and learn more closely together.
He is also scaling up practice-led research workshops,
with EU funding, to develop a next generation of frame
and panel systems to increase his capacity for off-site
construction, standards and performance testing, and
cost reduction. In the next few years, he wants to move
from being able to build five homes a year to about 20.
Sutherland’s research and consultancy work is also leading him into planning reform and landscape architecture,
as part of an ambition to build pathways for placemaking that are truly in sync with the local landscape,
climate and ecology, and that reduce impact on utilities
and infrastructure.
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Neil Sutherland Architects • an integrated timber building practice

impact
NSA has built a diverse output of private homes as well as office projects, shops, a fishing
lodge and an education centre. Between them, the design studio and the integrated
construction practice now employ about 20 people. According to Peter Wilson of the Wood
Studio at Edinburgh Napier University, NSA has contributed to a much better understanding of
local forestry products since the early 2000s. Whilst the volume housebuilding sector has not
yet adopted a wholesale shift in approach, more and more small developers and contractors
are shifting their orientation towards innovative, high-value local materials and products.

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

Investing in local value
The key to the development of NSA
has been an effort to create the
local relationships needed to work
productively in the area. Apart from
convincing local planners that his
approach was not only viable but
valuable, Sutherland has invested
time in looking for local collaborators. By being explicit about his
quality ambition, work ethos and
values, he created a network of
local businesses that are not just
suppliers but also engage in mutual
learning and product development –
such as for better large triple-glazed
windows. Similarly, his deep investment in long-term apprenticeships
is essentially a way to grow his own
workforce and create fertile ground
for the practice to flourish.
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re-using existing
assets

generating change
through networks

Recognising latent
opportunities

A re-emerging
innovation field

NSA’s approach is rooted in a
realisation that local building
materials were unnecessarily
overlooked by the volume
housebuilding industry in Scotland.
In the post-war period, timberframed homes were increasingly
produced using imported wood,
leading to ingrained perceptions
that local timber was not suitable
for use in the construction
industry. Moreover, a segmented
approach to research into design,
construction and materials had led
to a de-skilling of the workforce
and a lack of innovation in both the
construction and forestry sectors.
NSA’s research and practice is part
of a broader shift to broadening the
skills and evidence base to reverse
this trend and rebuild awareness
both in the industry itself and across
the education and research sector.

Whereas Sutherland’s practice
is deeply rooted in the realities
of the local landscape, he is part
of an expanding group of design
practices, research institutions
and sector innovation networks
that together are building a new
awareness of the role of local raw
materials in the area’s innovation
economy. Other Scottish architects,
such as Dualchas and Rural Studio,
both on the Isle of Skye, are also
working with Edinburgh’s Wood
Studio on projects taking the local
landscape, climate and available
resources as a starting point. The
Wood Studio itself is part of the
Forest Products Research Institute,
which works with the Scottish
Forestry Commission, Scottish
Enterprise and other universities
to diversify and innovate in the
sector. Together these organisations
are transforming perceptions
of the Scottish wood sector,
demonstrating its potential as an
innovative, high-value industry.

in conclusion
How do we maintain and strengthen a
broader shared understanding of what it
takes to be creative on the everyday workfloor,
right across the different sections of our
economy? The example of Neil Sutherland
Architects shows that those firms who put
meaningful work and workforce investment
first can build an enterprise economy that is
sustainable and innovative in the full sense
of both words – and how local and regional
collaborations are integral to achieving this.
OTHER EXAMPLES

The ABLE (Andrew Barker Lepton
Employment) Project, Wakefield, UK,
2002
...was initiated by the Green Business
Network; this ‘Cardboard to Caviar’ project is
an inland fish farm centred around a closedloop waste and material cycle, which also is
an education and social employment centre.

Delabole Slate Company Ltd,
Cornwall, UK, 1999
...is a quarrying and manufacturing
company that makes bespoke products for
the building and home improvement trade
from the oldest slate mine in England; its
product and process innovation focus on
waste minimisation.

Gripple, Sheffield, UK, 1986
...is an employee-owned company making
specialist wire and tensioner products for
agricultural and industrial use; its valuesdriven approach and business success has
led two of its supplier companies to adopt
employee-ownership arrangements.
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nottingham university hospitals • sustainable food procurement

Cattle grazing along the M1 near Nottingham

#17

Nottingham
University
hospitals
sustainable food procurement
Nottingham, United Kingdom

‘We worked especially hard to convince local food
suppliers that the hospital is not some kind of
mythical organisation’
John Hughes, Catering Manager, Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust

95%
100%

locally
sourced meat
locally
sourced milk

150,000

£0

saved food miles / year

additional
cost to nhs
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nottingham university hospitals • sustainable food procurement

changing public sector
procurement to achieve
better outcomes

standard nhs
food offer

using existing
legislation

more nutritious food

excessive food miles due
to global supply chain

FACE-TO-FACE visits to
farmers

rejuvenation of local
farm economy

welcome !

DECLINING LOCAL
BUSINESSes & farms

'OPEN HOUSE' EVENTS - inviting
farmers into the hospital

SEASONAL MENUS have
inspired staff

standard nhs
working procedure

LOCAL PRODUCE PReferenced
by including environmental
cost in tender criteria

significant
carbon savings

issues

tactics

outcomes

The story
It isn’t just the legislation that
matters – it’s the way that committed individuals make it work
and bring it to life by their personal
engagement. Adopting protocols set
out in 2003 in the UK government’s
Public Sector Food Procurement Initiative, the catering team at the city
campus of Nottingham University
Hospitals NHS Trust (NUH) decided
to see whether they could reduce
food miles by increasingly sourcing
food locally.

trust’s Good Corporate Citizen Initiative, which had confirmed the importance of sustainability principles in 2002
without prescribing how they should be delivered in its
hospitals. Thus, the initiative won the essential backing
of the trust’s board.

Catering manager John Hughes initiated the changes by
modifying contract specifications in accordance with the
recommendations from the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) and using them to
their full potential. This meant including environmental
requirements in the tenders instead of purely asking for
the cheapest product.
Crucially, the catering team went beyond Defra’s minimum requirements by engaging with local food-producers on a face-to-face basis. After all, reducing
bureaucratic hurdles alone does not change the
much-held perception that hospitals are impossible to
penetrate for small businesses. Apart from an ‘open day’,
where suppliers could meet the team and get a better
understanding of the trust’s food needs, the catering team also went out to local farms and spoke with
farmers in the area. This helped disperse the myth that
the NHS accreditation was unattainable for small food
producers. By helping local suppliers to receive such
accreditation, the team became civic entrepreneurs in
their own right.
Personal commitment and passion set the culture for a
different approach. This was further enabled by the NUH
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impact
As a consequence of the Sustainable Food Procurement Initiative, the
hospital is now fully supplied with milk from a farm in the region, and
95% of its meat is sourced through a local abattoir that aggregates the
supply streams from small meat suppliers in the East Midlands. On
standardised calculations, this has helped the hospital save 150,000
food miles per year; the quality of the produce has greatly improved,
even as costs have stayed the same. At the same time, the initiative has
helped sustain local agricultural production and saved at least one pig
farm from closing.

A

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

Embedded civic
entrepreneurs
The NUH catering team, working
within Defra guidelines, invested in
engagement with local farmers, going the extra mile to reduce barriers.
According to John Hughes, face-toface contact between food producers and the hospital led farmers
to realise ‘that the hospital is not
some kind of mythical organisation
and that our requirements are no
higher than supermarkets’. The
project follows existing regulation
so the catering team are reluctant
to make claims to radicalism – but
it has built the networks for a civic
economy through a pioneering
outreach approach. Although the
same Defra guidelines have not
led to change in other trusts, the
NUH initiative proves what can be
achieved.
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participation
beyond
consultation

recognising
where value lies

Shared culture change

Changing the metrics

Internally, the NUH initiative
necessitated a culture change
within the catering team, who had
to become increasingly flexible and
use their professional creativity
to accommodate seasonality, and
together create new practices.
Such changes were, however,
communicated as a positive
challenge by the catering manager,
rather than a dreary obstacle. The
restructuring of the process did
not have any negative financial
consequences for the NUH and no
extra funding or infrastructure was
required.

Including environmental metrics
(lowering food miles and carbon
footprint) in tender requirements
was an important condition for the
success of the project; this created
a level playing field between big
established providers and smaller
local business. This deliberate
steering on public value outcomes
was based on a shared recognition
of a different way of creating value,
which helped to enable a relatively
smooth organisational shift.

in conclusion
If we agree that more sustainable supply
chains are integral to a truly civic economy,
how can large public organisations play their
part? The NUH Sustainable Food Procurement
Initiative shows where ‘scale efficiencies’ need
to give way to devolving leadership within
larger systems. This is essential to unleash
the capacity of individuals and small teams to
make a difference – breathing life into existing
regulation for the benefit of the local economy
and its use of resources.
OTHER EXAMPLES

Raploch Urban Regeneration
Company, Stirling, UK, 2004

Whole Life Costing & CO2 Tool,
Fife, UK, 2009

…is an estate regeneration project that
has achieved a high degree of community
benefits through smart contract specification within EU legal requirements, requiring
contractors to employ a large ratio of young
jobseekers and long-term unemployed
adults, most of whom will be local residents.

…is a public procurement toolkit developed
by Fife Council and Forum for the Future to
understand the total cost and impact of a
product over the entire contract period from
its purchase through to its disposal.

O2 Eco Rating, UK, 2010
…is a mobile phone sustainability rating
system developed by the communications
company O2 for internal use but which
customers can now use to make more
informed decisions about the environmental
credentials of phones.
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olinda psychiatric hospital • a closed institution opened up

The Jodok restaurant, run by the Olinda Co-operative and the main point of entrance to the grounds of the former psychiatric hospital

#18

Olinda
Psychiatric
Hospital
a closed institution opened up
Milan, Italy

‘Olinda has created unprecedented links between
care and support for the weaker segments of the
population and the cultural opportunities for the
social enjoyment of the city as a whole.’
Tommaso Vitale, Associate Professor, Sciences Po Paris

35,000
visitors for olinda’s
first summer festival

90%
income from
production
activities in
fabbrica di olinda

220
volunteers
a lo n g s i d e 2 9
staff members
across
social
enterprises
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olinda psychiatric hospital • a closed institution opened up

transforming a hospital into
a neighbourhood resource
1990s

1992

1995

hospital
faced with
closure

1996

olinda
association
founded

2-month summer
festival held on
the grounds,
attracting over
35,000 visitors

2000

olinda factory
social
co-operative
formed

First festival Jointly
promoted by 33
groups and Partly
staffed by in-patients

well- known local
priest launches
the idea of a big
festival in olinda
first
vocational
training
starts

1998

psychiatric
hospital
closed

All former in-patients
found a place to live
in public housing.
Olinda still monitors
their well-being

community
symbolically
removes part of
hospital walls

festival

workshop
visiting psychiatrist
proposes gradual
re-integration of
patients into society

hostel

restaurant

Establishment of carpentry
workshop, restaurant, youth
hostel, cafe & multi-media
service; Employs Olinda
in-patients and disadvantaged
workers referred from mental
health services
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The Olinda grounds
are incrementally
opened up to the
general public

a
m cr
o m is
en i s
t

2011

olinda grounds
are part of the
neighbourhood
public space

The story
The relation between large institutions and their neighbourhoods is
often ambiguous, as the presence of
the former may not always benefit
the latter. However, when institutional reform prompted change at
the Olinda Psychiatric Hospital in
Milan, the surrounding low-income
suburb also profited. A previously
stigmatised, closed institution was
transformed into a new public space
for former patients as well as for the
wider metropolitan area.

In 1998, the association created the Fabbrica di Olinda,
a social co-operative staffed by patients and other local
people normally excluded from the labour market. The
co-operative included a carpentry workshop, a restaurant, a youth hostel, a café and a multimedia service.
These activities ensured a continued stream of revenue,
even as the hospital’s core funding stopped. The hospital
closed as planned in 2000, but the Olinda association
and the co-operative continue to ensure that former
in-patients are safely and appropriately housed, while
also providing them with opportunities for wider social
engagement. The grounds remain a vibrant public place
in the neighbourhood despite pressures from real estate
development interests, and an on-going struggle to raise
funds for necessary capital investment.

In 1992, with the hospital scheduled for closure within
the decade, a visiting psychiatrist proposed the gradual
reintroduction of patients into society at large, and eventually the health professionals set up the Associazone
Olinda to provide vocational training for patients. Battling local authority scepticism, a core group of
entrepreneurial innovators – creative professionals, artists, health professionals, technicians, academics, market
entrepreneurs and social workers – gradually opened up
the closed site and turned it into a multi-purpose space.
Its physical environment was made more welcoming and
integrated into the neighbourhood.
A crucial step was Olinda‘s first summer festival in the
hospital grounds, in 1996. Organised in collaboration
with patients, the festival lasted over two months,
attracted more than 35,000 visitors from across the region, and included the symbolic tearing down of a piece
of the wall around the psychiatric wards. The success
of the event worked to break down significant barriers
(both physical and perceptual) between the hospital
and a local community that had initially been wary of
the project. The festival also helped to engage the wider
public in the hospital’s problems and engender public
debates about its future, thereby becoming a mobilising
event for action.
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impact
Today, the former hospital site continues to host the Olinda association
and the co-operative, which have increasingly diversified into the cultural
sector while still employing former patients. The grounds are also used
as public space for the local community. In the years after its official
closure as a hospital, Olinda has grown to employ 29 staff members
and also works with 50 permanent and 170 occasional volunteers. Since
2000, most of the turnover (90% in the co-op) revolves around Olinda’s
production activities. This has effectively reduced Olinda’s dependency on
volatile public funding and increased its financial resilience, allowing it to
continue as a third sector organisation.

A

key lessons
participation
beyond
consultation

generating change
through networks

an open ended
approach

Engaging patients and
the wider public

The role of external
innovators

Entrepreneurial
diversification

The Olinda case shows the benefits
of engaging in economic activities
within mental health institutions.
Instead of being perceived as
passive victims, in-patients were
seen as resourceful individuals.
This enabled them to contribute
constructively while also improving
their own well-being and ultimately
supporting them to re-enter society
at large. As a co-produced civic institution, Olinda became a convivial
public space and festival site open
local residents, irrespective of their
backgrounds, which transformed
perceptions of the hospital in the
community. Residents started
to use Olinda’s open spaces for
community activities and used the
co-op’s services to improve their
livelihoods.

Many changes at Olinda were
initiated by a psychiatrist from
Rome, who belonged to the ‘deinstitutionalisation movement’.
He brought with him not only
valuable ideas and strategies but
also vital relationships, acquired
from his previous experience
in transforming psychiatric
institutions and starting up social
entrepreneurships within the
sector. As a networked outsider, he
was able to deal with the institution
in a new way and to build a broader
action coalition that broke through
the conservatism of Milan’s mental
health policy. He was also able
to draw on funding and support
organisations outside the city,
including regional and EU-wide
programmes.

Rather than following a detailed
strategic plan, Olinda evolved a
variety of social and economic
activities in response to local
needs and opportunities. This
entrepreneurial diversification
has ensured a relatively steady
stream of income, even as
individual sources continue to
be contingent. Decision-making
structures aim to be open and
democratic, for example by
involving both employees and
volunteers. This creates scope for
critical self-evaluation, learning
and evolutionary development of
activities.
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in conclusion
How do we reconfigure large-scale public
institutions so that they genuinely improve
the neighbourhoods that host them? The story
of Olinda shows that a crisis moment – such
as the threat of closure – can be a catalyst for
joining up the purpose of an organisation with
that of the wider locality. Such collaborations
only happen if we maintain the openness of
mind and organisational porosity to embrace
the type of unlikely combinations that create
gains for all.
OTHER EXAMPLES

Solihull Mind, Knowle, UK, 1995
…undertook an ‘ecotherapy’ project that
has transformed a derelict fly-tipping site
into an organic garden, football field and
boules court, with the help of local people
experiencing mental distress.

Arc (Arts for Recovery in the
Community), Stockport, UK,
1998
…is a community centre and social
enterprise that incorporates art and design
studios and a gallery to help people with
mental health problems to be socially
integrated in the community.

Favela Adventures, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, 2008
…is a community-operated tourism enterprise that has reduced the stigma associated
with the slum area of Rocinha by inviting city
dwellers and tourists to events and interactive tours run by local people.
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one love city • a crowd -sourced public event

Night-time scene from One Love City during the Outgames 2009

#19

One Love City
a crowd-sourced public event
Copenhagen, Denmark

‘I wish it had stayed, because it was so refreshing
with an open space smack in the middle of the city,
where you could just hang out by the water and
listen to music. I didn’t climb around or actively use
the space, like other people did, I just liked hanging
around it. For some reason, good people seemed to
flock there.’
Nola Grace Gaardmand, Copenhagener

20,000

50%

36

visitors in ten days

of installation
made from
recycled
materials

community & cultural
organisations
curated
one love city
together
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one love city • a crowd -sourced public event

bringing public space
to life through open
curation
SUMMER 2008
royal danish
library
offers its
square for
usage during
the outgames
lgbt event

summer 2009
aarhus
accepts
invitation by
outgames to
create event
on kierkegaard square

kulturhus
aarhus takes
on the project
& asks local
film-maker to
curate it

curator gathers
eclectic coalition
of artists,
businesses and
community groups
to co-create one
love city

ONE LOVE CITY
installations
by 20 artists

one love city space and
event programme
constructed through
crowd-sourcing and
kept flexible to
encourage spontaneous
contributions

royal
danish
library

temporary
public diving
board

recycled shipping
container used as
gallery by day
and makeshift
hotel by night

miniature
playground
for kids

food tasting
event by aarhus
master chefs

food & drink by
aarhusian cafes
and bars

wood salvaged
from discarded
school gym
floorboards in
aarhus

'proud! ' secondhand books and
'fund' local
artisan produced
design items

kong gulerod
organic & locally
sourced fruit &
veg market

stage with gigs
programmed by
local shops, and
'open slots' for
impromptu events

40 professionals,
students and
friends perform
the world's biggest
synchronised swim

The story
Grand but empty public squares and
free but intimidating art galleries
are an issue in many contemporary
cities. But for 10 days in the summer
of 2009, one of Copenhagen’s biggest
new squares was transformed into a
lively cultural marketplace, a platform for participation and a social
meeting space. One Love City was
the result of a collaborative effort
between the public sector, private
businesses and a broad coalition of
community organisations.
The miniature city was assembled on Søren Kierkegaard
Square, a large open space in front of the new and
imposing Royal Danish Library. Curated in connection
with the World Outgames, an international lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) event held in
Copenhagen in 2009, One Love City was co-funded
and co-produced by local art, design and architecture
communities, as well as members of the city’s LGBT
community, local businesses, the Kulturhus Aarhus and
the Royal Danish Library. This coalition provided the
cultural stewardship to transform the new square into a
sociable space where an open-ended cultural programme
could be tested and experimented with, and that could
bridge across the diverse social groups in the city.

advocated an eclectic and open-ended approach as a way
of curating ‘life, rather than just another boring queer
art exhibition’. As a result, the cultural programme was
deliberately open to the impromptu contributions of
artists, visitors and locals; the space became an evolving
playground and a civic platform inviting people continuously to co-produce new experiences.
One Love City became the central meeting place for
Copenhageners during the Outgames; shops, bars and
lounge areas helped to draw people in from the streets,
thereby reducing the division between the Outgames’
mainly LGBT participants, the art communities and the
general public.
The event was only intended to exist for 10 days, so its
creators wanted it to have as small an environmental
footprint as possible. Inspired by the Burning Man festival’s ‘Leave No Trace’ principle, the designers created an
adventure playground-inspired installation made from at
least 50% recycled materials including pallets, containers, scaffolding and wooden boards from old school gym
floors.

Cities across the world had been invited to inhabit
Copenhagen’s squares for the duration of the Outgames,
an invitation the mayor of Aarhus personally accepted
on behalf of his city. The independent, council-funded
organisation Kulturhus Aarhus agreed to take on the fundraising and curating role, and from the very beginning
it was agreed that local businesses had to be included in
the collaboration alongside representatives of the LGBT
community, artists and architects. This broad coalition
was coordinated by film-maker Morten Lundgaard, who
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impact
Beyond generating healthy revenue for the local businesses involved, One Love City was successful
because it facilitated shared learning: for many of the cultural and public institutions involved it
proved a catalyst for rethinking their own cultural and public space strategies. The Royal Danish Library
subsequently developed innovative engagement programmes to diversify the use of the library and
change how it invites people in; its first annual ‘Back to School’ party for university students attracted
more than 2,000 students. The project also led organisations in Aarhus to connect and engage in longterm partnerships and projects. This has included the on-going urban transformation of the four-hectare
Freight Yard Area into a cultural quarter. According to Pia Buchardt, director of Kulturhus Aarhus, ‘One
Love City was a networking building project that created a platform for future collaborations around
urban development in Aarhus, and allowed us to rethink and expand our notion of urbanism’.

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

an open ended
approach

the experience
of place

Networked civic
entrepreneurs

Bringing public space
to life

Celebrating makeshift
culture

A large civic coalition adopted and
promoted the project, under the
brokering role of a respected cultural
organisation. However, instead of
seeing it as an in-house ‘project
management’ task, the Kulturhus
Aarhus hired a highly networked
curator to bring together and steer
the diverse contributors. By involving many different groups in the
co-production of One Love City, the
coordinator was able to let them
generate a diversity of activities
loosely held together under an umbrella theme but open to initiatives
from people outside the primary
programme.

Whilst Søren Kirkegaard Square
was the outcome of a high-profile
public redevelopment project, it was
recognised that a plan-led approach
would not be sufficient to make it
a success. Hence Kulturhus Aarhus
decided to focus primarily on creating an open-ended social platform
where different approaches to
activating the public realm could
be tested. Attracting footfall was
crucial – people could then, when
it suited them, engage with and
participate in the cultural offer. One
Love City therefore featured shops,
casual hang-out spaces, nooks,
playgrounds and bars, in addition to
galleries and a performance stage.
This worked to reduce barriers to
participation, as the city reduced
the sense of intimidation often
associated with arts spaces.

One Love City articulated the
environmental and social aspirations behind the project – as well
as its organising logic – through the
‘open platform’ physical structure
of the installation. This was enabled
by the Royal Danish Library, which
had given the organisers substantial
and unprecedented freedoms to
experiment with the space on a
temporary basis. The design created
a ‘junk playground’ where the
public were invited to participate
and explore – a contrast with the
high-spec design of the Square
itself. The quirky use of recycled
materials helped convey a playful
makeshift ethos – including, for
instance, gallery spaces that were
converted into clubs in the evening
and impromptu hotels by night.
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in conclusion
How to fulfil the promise of public space
as a platform for shared experiences that
bridge across social divides? One Love City
shows one way of doing this: by configuring
events not as spectacle but as collaborative
platforms connecting a wide range of
contributors and participants. Such events
allow us to experiment and test ways to
answer an important challenge: animating
the spaces we already have instead of always
relying on new capital investment.
OTHER EXAMPLES

Urban Beach, Bristol, UK, 2007
…was a public-private collaborative project
where an underused car park between the
city centre and a low-income neighbourhood was transformed into a public beach
for six weeks.

The Image Mill, Quebec City,
Canada, 2008

Wick Curiosity Shop, London,
UK, 2008

…is a periodic event supported by Quebec
City Council, where films and images from
the city’s history are projected onto the
600m x 30m façade of a large grain silo in
the harbour.

...is an ever-expanding collection of local
produce, memorabilia, oral history, songs
and stories from or about Hackney Wick in
East London, initiated by the artist collective
Public Works with Hilary Powell. It includes
an online record and an evolving range of
events.
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Jon Coffe doing a shift as a cashier at The People's Supermarket

#20

The People’s
Supermarket
a social venture supermarket
London, United Kingdom

‘It’s a very diverse neighbourhood, and I guess
everyone shops differently. But with The People’s
Supermarket we don’t just have a shop; we have a
place where we can come together as a community
to talk about food and deal more responsibly with its
supply. I’ve met young people here who didn’t know
how to peel a potato but now they can come and
learn to cook in The People’s Kitchen.’
Suki Jobson, The People’s Supermarket member and kitchen volunteer

1,000
members
after one year

60%

of membership
from local area

10%

discount on
groceries for
members
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The People’s Supermarket • a social venture supermarket

creating a hybrid value
local shop
2009

2010

initiated

member
volunteer
time

2011

opened

member
co-governance

charity support
(apprenticeship
programmes)

donated
materials

growing

skills & time
donation

small-scale
public subsidy

interest-free
loans

mixedmode
inputs

social
return

sustainable &
locally sourced
food

affordable &
high-quality
groceries

local say over
re-investing of
profits

building skills

minimising food
waste

building local
social capital
via volunteering
and events

platform for
other ventures

The story
In a central London neighbourhood
with a diverse population of both
low-income groups and high earners, a recession-hit budget chain
grocers was replaced by The People’s
Supermarket, a grocery owned and
managed by members but open to
all, and committed to selling goodquality, locally sourced products at
an affordable price. In return for a
small fee (£25 a year) and four hours
of volunteering a month, members
get a 10% discount.
The People’s Supermarket was the initiative of a group
of social entrepreneurs with a track record in community-driven regeneration, sustainability, food-related
innovation and grocery retailing. Aiming to reduce food
poverty and health inequality by providing affordable
food to low-income communities, they created an industrial and provident society, a community benefit company that allows for diverse investments from members.
The volunteering model, together with the maximum
use of recycled fixtures and the minimisation of waste,
enables the venture to match and even undercut large
competitors on some product lines, without having to
rely on low-quality or volume brand suppliers.

from receivers, a range of corporates and the community.
The remainder was a mixture of interest-free loans,
charity grants, sweat equity and minimal public sector
subsidy – creating a hybrid venture that aims to be a
commercial success but uses its profits entirely to benefit
the community. Integral to this was a branding strategy
that, according to its founders, aimed to establish The
People’s Supermarket as ‘communal, affordable and
democratic without appearing too virtuous or elitist’; all
branding and labels were designed so that they could be
produced in-house.
The shop itself is diversifying: it runs cookery classes; a
lunchtime take-away service has started in response to
local demand and in order to reduce food waste; and the
shop now ‘hosts’ a florist who was forced out of nearby
retail premises after a rent increase. Members have gone
on ‘crop rescue missions’ to farms to collect produce disregarded by larger supermarkets because of size requirements. The venture is also to launch a home-delivery
service by bicycle, supported by philanthropic funding.
The venture will create a diverse social return on
investment – up-skilling local people, benefiting their
household budgets, retaining profits within the area and
providing a space where low-income and other residents
can mix in the everyday business of volunteering and
shopping.

A one-member one-vote system means that all members
have a say in daily operations. They also get to vote on
which products are stocked, which means that Coca-Cola
and Cadbury’s chocolate can be found alongside independently sourced organic and biodynamic foods. The
People’s Supermarket does however attempt to source
products from local and small-scale providers where
possible – for instance, some of its salads come from a
nearby community garden, tended by volunteers.
The forging of strong networks with companies and
residents enabled more than half of the start-up cost to
be covered by donated services and materials – sourced
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The People’s Supermarket • a social venture supermarket

impact
Nearly one year after its launch, The People’s Supermarket is breaking even
and its membership has been growing steadily. Some of the volunteers –
around 60% of whom are local – have started apprenticeship programmes
that will enable them to take on increasing responsibilities, often starting
from a low skills base. The People’s Supermarket now has two full-time
employees supported by a welfare-to-work programme, answering to a
store manager who is fully funded by a charitable foundation.

A

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

participation
beyond
consultation

generating change
through networks

Indirect local authority
support

A collaborative
product

Adaptation not
replication

Beyond the initiators themselves,
two factors that helped the start-up
of The People’s Supermarket in
this location (previous attempts to
establish the project on other sites
had failed) were the facilitating
role of Camden Council and the
supportive ethos of the landowner.
Although the council provided only
a relatively small direct subsidy,
its officers played a crucial role
in brokering the agreement by
strongly supporting the proposition
– recognising that it contributed to
their regeneration policy objectives.
The landowner, a charitable trust,
recognised the valuable community
aims of the project, though its decision was in the end a commercial
one, based on the project’s business
case.

The local engagement model was
not one of typical community
participation, since occupancy
of the premises depended on
confidential negotiations over
the lease. This made extensive
engagement in advance of
occupation of the premises difficult.
However, once the location had
been secured and the concept was
introduced into the community, its
benefits were clearly articulated to
local people. In this case, having
a participative product (through
volunteering and co-governance)
was more important than a
participative process.

The People’s Supermarket wants to
grow – but as a genuinely localist
concept, not as a roll-out franchise.
It is therefore about to issue
community shares to existing and
future members. The founders are
committed to helping others across
the UK create similar ventures,
but based upon entrepreneurial
adaptation of the model to meet
local needs and opportunities. This,
they feel, is crucial to the quality of
the local business case, and to the
local experience crucial to making
the concept a success.
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in conclusion
How can we strengthen a local sense of
belonging in our high streets? The People’s
Supermarket shows how new hybrid ventures
can retain wealth in local neighbourhoods and
re-imagine the grocery shop as a place where
people do not just buy for their daily needs but
also enjoy an active stake and daily interaction.
Creating such long-term social returns requires
not just a new generation of civic enterprise
but also a greater availability of mixed mode
investment sources.
OTHER EXAMPLES

The Bear Co-op, Todmorden,
UK, 1980

Park Slope Food Coop, New
York, USA, 1973

Green Valley Grocer,
Slaithwaite, UK, 2009

…is a health food co-operative shop and
café, which encourages food growers to sell
directly from the shop, and uses produce
from Incredible Edible Todmorden gardens
(see case study 12) in its café.

…is a members-only supermarket
co-operative; in exchange for voluntary
work once every month, members receive
20%-40% discounts on their groceries.

…is a community-owned co-operative in
West Yorkshire that took over a grocer’s
shop when the previous owners retired; its
refurbishment was funded through a community share offer, volunteering and in-kind
donations from other businesses.
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rutland telecom • a community internet provider

Top: Rutland Telecom founder David Lewis presents the interchange to the BBC. Bottom: A close-up of the interchange

#21

Rutland
Telecom
a community internet provider
Lyddington, United Kingdom

‘For rural areas – if they are connected at all – the
average [broadband speed] is 3 megabits per second.
Will you put up with that? The people of Rutland
didn’t! The result is that Britain’s smallest county has
the best broadband. I find this story so inspiring.’
Neelie Kroes, Vice President of the European Commission and European
Digital Agenda Commissioner

17
8.61

Mb / second
broadband
speed in
rutland
mb / second
average speed
across the uk

£37,000 25%
start-up capital
raised from
local residents
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rutland telecom • a community internet provider

building the
pathway to local
utilities provision

01

02

03

04

05

shared awareness of
local dissatisfaction
through informal
discussions over time

future entrepreneur
has awareness of
technological /
regulatory possibilities

entrepreneur
organises meeting in
village hall inviting
local people and
providing champagne

10 months of repeated
public meetings and
informal conversations;
finally 40
pre-registrations
obtained as well as
starting capital

role of third-party
influencers to
'translate' tech-talk
into language that
villagers understand
and trust

£10k

06

07

08

09

support from Parish
Council; planning
permission obtained

battles with large-scale
provider over technical
& contractual
obligations towards
start-up venture

last-minute fundraising
for additional capital
brings in £10,000 in a
single week

technical trials and
public opening

morcott

10

uppingham

local
exchange
bisbrooke

seaton
'street
cabinet'

lyddington
200
homes

harringworth

The story
If the major utilities companies
don’t deliver, an alternative is
possible: in the rural village of
Lyddington in Leicestershire, a
partnership between technologically savvy entrepreneurs and the
wider community created a broadband infrastructure with average
internet speeds far surpassing those
of many cities.
Over the past decade, the reluctance of telecoms companies to install next generation broadband networks
in sparsely populated areas with insufficient customerbases has caused a growing digital divide between rural
and urban Britain. However, thanks to an ingenious
community self-provision enterprise, the residents of
Lyddington enjoy incredible internet speeds.

It helped that the village already had a loose group
of residents accustomed to working together and an
active village hall, and that the initiative was generally
perceived as a project for the benefit of the whole community. As a consequence, several people volunteered
their time and resources to help the company on its way,
bringing in potential investors and subscribers. Those
who invested did so not just to get better broadband and
a financial return but also to support a positive village
project. The parish council was also positive, and planning permission was swiftly obtained.
A series of hurdles in the technical and contractual relation with BT were overcome through reference to Ofcom
rules and the persistence and know-how of the founders.
The relations built up in the village ensured that a lastminute £10,000 rise in the set-up cost could be dealt with
within a week. After several months of trials, the network
was officially opened in April 2010 and provides more
than 25% of local residents with high-speed internet.

Rutland Telecom was conceived in 2007 by David Lewis
and Mark Melluish, who both had experience in the
telecoms sector and knew how to use existing legislation
to gain access to BT’s broadband infrastructure. Using
new, but readily available, technology, the firm set up
a ‘street cabinet’ in Lyddington, which works as a mini
telephone exchange. This enables Rutland Telecom to
provide the village’s 200 homes with high-speed internet
access through existing lines.
After many conversations with residents working from
home, families wishing to shop online and retired
people active in UK-wide voluntary work, David Lewis
called a meeting in the village hall in June 2008 to assess
support for his idea. A minimum of 40 pre-registrations
was required (equivalent to a fifth of the households in
the village) as well as start-up capital. Over the next 10
months, through a range of formal and informal meetings and helped by influential people in the village communicating the project to other residents, the necessary
registrations were obtained and finance raised.
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rutland telecom • a community internet provider

impact
Rutland Telecom is now the fastest internet service provider in the
region. Internet speeds are the highest for any rural village in the UK
and higher than most major cities. Rutland Telecom has expanded
outside Lyddington and is now available to more than half the residents
in Rutland, through locally differentiated funding strategies. In some
villages, there have been single large investors; in others, capital was
raised through a surcharge on the subscription rates. The company is
also trying to help similar start-ups across the country and has been
approached by more than 200 rural communities interested in setting
up their own internet service provider. Following the government’s
decision to encourage private sector and community-based internet
service providers, especially in rural areas, there are plans to develop
similar projects as pilots across the UK.

A

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

financial
co-investment

recognising
where value lies

A local action coalition

Local investors

Enabling the small

Rutland Telecom shows how small
communities can be self-reliant and
create infrastructure at the most
appropriate scale: technologically
savvy and highly networked residents working together were able
to spot the opportunity and unlock
initial support and subsequent
investment in the kind of venture
that is normally the domain of large
companies or the public sector. The
original proposition required extensive engagement with residents to
overcome scepticism about the local
provision of what looks like mass
infrastructure. The existing social
networks and trust provided fertile
ground for the protagonists to
succeed largely independent from
public sector involvement.

The finance for the initial
investment was provided by
local people. When banks proved
unwilling to provide loans for the
new venture, the founders turned
to the community. All the £37,000
start-up funding was provided by
11 local residents who have a nonvoting equity stake and enjoy a 10%
return on their investments. In the
case of Rutland, the geographical
scale of the community was
small enough so that no online
fundraising platform was needed
for this: it happened through
informal face-to-face contact.

A key hurdle for Rutland
Telecom was its need for detailed
information about which addresses
in a locality are connected to which
street cabinet. This data was crucial
to work out the cost of supplying
areas with new fibre-optic networks,
but were held by the large existing
provider. Under existing regulatory
rules, this information has to be
available to all parties on an equal
basis; only after Rutland Telecom
applied significant pressure, Ofcom
stepped into the dispute to enforce
this level playing field to the benefit
of smaller players.
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in conclusion
How do we create pathways and interfaces
for citizens to invest directly in the daily
infrastructures they need? In a time when
core infrastructure provision is almost
invariably seen as a large-scale challenge,
Rutland Telecom shows that marrying
decentralised technology to a smaller grain of
investment can unlock distributed resources
for shared projects that benefit the public
domain – but also that this may require a
regulatory and culture shift.
OTHER EXAMPLES

The Phone Co-op, Chipping
Norton, UK, 1998

The High Line, New York, USA,
2009

OpenIDEO, Palo Alto, USA /
London, UK, 2010

…is the UK’s only telephone co-op; it has
15,000 customers, half of whom are members. Profits are given back to members as
dividends or used to fund other environmentally friendly co-operative projects.

...is a linear park on a disused railway
elevated in Manhattan’s West Side; though
operated as a public park by the City of New
York, it is largely funded by the Friends of the
High Line, a community-based non-profit
group that raises money for the project.

...is an online global innovation challenge community founded by the design
consultancy IDEO; it crowd-sources ideas for
complex social issues from open communities of creative thinkers, through time-limited
challenge projects sponsored by public and
private partners.
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southwark circle • a neighbourhood social support network

An informal gathering of Southwark Circle members

#22

Southwark
Circle
a neighbourhood social support network
London, United Kingdom

‘I’m glad that the group of people who have formed
Southwark Circle can make a contribution themselves,
everyone must feel that they value themselves more.
Other organisations, it’s as if you’ve been given
something which is good. But Southwark Circle is
more like you’re doing things with other people
because you choose to.’
Carol, Southwark Circle member

£3

700

250

savings for
every pound
invested,
according to
early evaluation

members in
southwark
circle

people over
50 involved in
18-month
co-design process
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southwark circle • a neighbourhood social support network

generating a
peer-to-peer exchange
for everyday services

joining
the circle

member
& helper

southwark
circle

types of
exchange

by
phone

in
person

online
sign-up

financial
exchange

time
exchange

social
exchange

members
purchase
helper
time

helpers
give time,
and then
bank it

helpers &
members
encouraged
to meet

hugh

outcomes
fiona

calls the helpline

sarah

banks
time

purchases
helper time

earns
a wage

hugh teaches music

hugh gains computer literacy

anna
earns
credits

carries shopping
home for fiona

swaps
credits

anna swaps credits
for music lessons

hugh, anna, Fiona &
sarah meet for coffee

The story
Not all aspects of quality of life and
well-being depend on ‘big’ issues
such as health or income. Getting an
electrical appliance fixed, learning
how to use Skype or picking up the
shopping and meeting someone
with similar interests make a big
difference. The trick is to bring these
wants and needs together with the
capabilities in the community, and
to make it possible for someone
who helps with some things to
themselves receive help with other
needs. That is what Southwark
Circle was designed to do: fulfilling
everyday needs through a social
support network and in the process
reducing social isolation in an
inner-London borough.
Southwark Circle was the result of a unique partnership
between the service design practice Participle, Southwark
Council, the Department for Work and Pensions, and Sky
that started in September 2007. In order to understand
better the community’s needs and aspirations, it was developed with the active co-design of more than 250 older
people and their families over the course of 18 months,
before being launched in May 2009 as a community interest company. News of the launch was spread via local
newspapers, word of mouth, and by a temporary stall set
up in front of a supermarket to create awareness of the
scheme outside existing social networks.

and to buy tokens giving access to the active network
of CRB-checked ‘Neighbourhood Helpers’. Helpers may
be Circle members who also volunteer, or non-members
who are paid the London living wage for their time. Each
token is equivalent to about an hour’s work and the help
provided ranges from gardening and cleaning to computer lessons and general advice. The scheme thereby
caters to otherwise unmet needs of the community,
adding to the public service offer and strengthening local
social networks. Members who are struggling with small
everyday problems can get them fixed without having to
pay large sums to commercial providers or turn to relatives or social services. Helpers can choose to be either
voluntary or paid, which enables retired or unemployed
people as well as active professionals to use their skills in
a productive and appreciated manner.
The monthly member calendar is composed of many
events that are suggested or hosted by members and
helpers. It also features discounts on products and
services. The calendar is a ‘continuation of life’ for many
members, offering opportunities to meet people, learn
new skills and share their interests. Helpers are also
encouraged to socialise whilst working and many have
already created long-lasting professional relationships
and friendships.
Southwark Circle has been designed as a social enterprise that can be fully self-sufficient by its third year
as it reaches its target of 2,000 members. At this point,
Southwark Council will withdraw its funding and the
Circle will be financed solely through membership fees,
bookings and private donations. In its first year, it beat
growth targets by 15%; it continues to grow both in the
borough and across the country as an innovative model.

For £10 per year, Southwark residents over the age of
50 can join the Circle, which is mediated via telephone
and internet. Membership offers the opportunity to
contribute to, and participate in, a lively social calendar,
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southwark circle • a neighbourhood social support network

impact
After a year, Southwark Circle has 700 members, and has been
growing faster than expected. Although the financial benefits are still
to be proven, early evidence suggests that for every pound invested,
Southwark Council will save three pounds. This is achieved by reducing
the day-to-day services that the council has to provide, through helping
residents gain employment and by improving members’ well-being,
thereby reducing GP visits. Now that early success is becoming evident,
Southwark Circle’s infrastructure and organisational structure can be
replicated in other areas. New schemes have already started in Suffolk
and Hammersmith & Fulham. The model allows for customisation in
accordance with local needs and resources. In Suffolk, for example, the
scheme has been designed to incorporate car sharing possibilities, as
there is a great need for transport solutions in this rural area.

A

key lessons
participation
beyond
consultation

User-led service design
One of the primary factors behind
the Circle’s success is the fact that
it was created with local residents.
This has allowed the scheme to
provide services that are tailored
to local needs and has ultimately
helped boost the project’s popularity and usage. Many services are,
moreover, provided by people from
the neighbourhood: about a third of
the helpers are also members, thus
creating a user co-production model.
The quality of the user interface is
crucial for this model to succeed.
In this case that has been achieved
through the co-development of an
easy-access, low-barriers platform
combining online and offline communication.
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generating
change through
networks

re-using
existing assets

Connected
entrepreneurs

Unleashing people’s
strengths

Southwark Circle was initiated
by Participle’s internationally
recognised social innovation
experts, who were able to organise
significant support from across
the public sector both locally
and nationally. Their reputation
encouraged Southwark Council to
participate in the project even when
its benefits were yet unproven, and
despite its reliance on qualitative
metrics and evaluation types
beyond those normally employed
in the public sector. Equally, their
involvement has enabled relatively
rapid scaling beyond the original
pilot towards a series of other
locations.

Fundamentally, Southwark Circle
is based on the premise that many
of the everyday social needs in an
urban neighbourhood could be
met by the time, skills and energy
of others nearby. The fact that
this does not normally happen
could be perceived as a gap in the
market which the venture aims
to fill through an easy-access
network that brings both together.
The Circle strengthens a sense of
neighbourhood interdependency by
both enabling and celebrating the
favours that people can offer each
other, in a way that prevents people
from becoming more dependent on
mainstream services.

in conclusion
How do we create platforms and institutions
that help people support each other, and
become more self-reliant through mutual
interdependence? Southwark Circle focuses
on what people can offer one another and
unlocks frequently ignored resources for often
unmet needs. This investment is essential
across our neighbourhoods: it allows us to
strengthen the unseen virtual and social
networks that will enable our physical places
to prosper and be more resilient.
OTHER EXAMPLES

The Good Gym, London, UK,
2008
...grew out of its founders’ frustration with
the lack of social purpose in regular fitness
clubs and was launched at Social Innovation Camp; it pairs ‘runners’ with tasks for
isolated less-mobile people in their area,
making volunteering easy and fun, and
connecting people.

School of Everything, UK, 2006
…is an online platform that is reversing the
top-down approach to learning by enabling
would-be learners in any topic to connect
with would-be teachers in their local area.

Timber Wharf Time Bank,
London, UK, 2009
…is a free online skills exchange network
in Hackney, where local residents can help
others in return for ‘time credit’ that they can
swap to receive help from others.
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studio hergebruik • a meanwhile studio for re-use designers

Inside Studio Hergebruik, the re-occupied ground floor of a vacant 1960s office block

#23

Studio
Hergebruik
a meanwhile studio for re-use designers
Rotterdam, the netherlands

‘It’s a place that inspires and challenges people
so they can get from nice ideas to real projects. It
helped me connect to manufacturing companies that
I would have found difficult to get access to, and it
gave me an international platform to work with other
designers working with ‘trash’ ... it’s a real spider in a
web of possibilities.’
Esther Derkx, a designer specialising in re-using discarded crockery and PVC
mesh material

20,000

80

€0

visitors & 125
workshops in 2010
after building was
empty for 7 years

designers in
the network

public
subsidy
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studio hergebruik • a meanwhile studio for re-use designers

showing, connecting,
enabling & financing a next
generation of designers

showroom
for start-up
designers

international
knowledge
network

shared
workshop and
event space

seed investment
in new ventures
and ideas

behind these
curtains made
from recycled
mesh-advertising
canvas is an openplan workshop &
co-working space

ceiling left as
found upon
re-occupation
of the building

additional
exhibition
& event
space
upstairs

public
workshops
take place on
the pavement
in summer
ground floor
showroom &
event space

recycled products
including vases
made from broken
ceramics & chairs
from car tyres

chandelier made
lamp made from
discarded laboratory from multiple
discarded
test bottles
chandeliers

second-hand
crockery with new
decoration

table made of
recovered wood
from demolished
Rotterdam houses

furniture made
from recycled
books

The story
Studio Hergebruik (Re-use Studio) is
a meeting place, a knowledge centre
and a platform for creativity in the
growing re-use economy. It displays
and sells work by product designers and artists from all creative
disciplines that focus on re-use and
recycling of materials or concepts.
Numerous functions are combined;
besides a shop, documentation
centre, exhibition space, gallery
and conference room, it also offers
workspaces for educational activities.
The Re-use Studio was started in the Netherlands in 2005
by Jan de Haas, a retired entrepreneur, after an informal
conversation with the owners of an empty 1960s office
building opposite Rotterdam’s City Hall. Aware that the
growing community of designers and artists working
with recycled materials needed better access to the
market, he suggested he could find a use for at least part
of the building, which had been empty for more than
six years. A space in the centre of the city would enable
designers to make their presence known, sell their products, and develop ideas and creations further.

higher education institutions. The studio offers facilities
for prototyping and product development, and all areas
are open to the public. One of its most important goals is
to inspire people – both designers and the general public
– and to bring them together around a platform from
which to exchange knowledge. The studio therefore also
organises lectures and masterclasses, and offers internships, educational workshops and exhibition spaces to
Dutch and international art academies, universities and
art schools, as well as team-building events for companies. Its main income streams are the sale of products
and educational activities; these enable the studio to
invest seed capital in the work of starting designers.
The building’s lease is based on an ‘anti-squatting’
licence through which landlords rent out property at low
rates while they decide what to do with it in the longer
term. In practice, this helps to provide low-rent solutions to many budding businesses. Other tenants in the
building include an architecture practice that specialises
in reusing materials, thereby creating a mini-cluster of
like-minded people.

The Re-use Studio now occupies a large part of the
ground and first floors of the building. Realising that the
slack property market in the city provided few alternatives, the landowners gave De Haas the space for two
years, without a formal business plan or contract, and at
a nominal rent.
From an empty ground floor, the Re-use Studio has
become an active part of the city’s innovation, education and retail offer, supporting around 80 designers in
different ways, and working with many secondary and
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studio hergebruik • a meanwhile studio for re-use designers

impact
Although ‘meanwhile’ projects are widely used throughout the Netherlands as antisquatting measure, the practice had not previously been seen as a deliberate regeneration
strategy. This changed with the success of Studio Hergebruik and other temporary ventures
in empty ground floors, which had visible impact in a city that suffers from a weak property
market. In 2008 the City of Rotterdam created a policy encouraging such collaborations by
relaxing zoning regulations and other rules for landowners opening up vacant buildings
for creative uses, thus lowering the regulatory threshold for re-occupation. Publicly owned
assets are also used to this end. The policy of open-endedness based on bottom-up creativity
has become more and more embedded as an economic development mechanism.

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

re-using existing
assets

Networking a budding
sector

Rethinking waste and
vacancy

The founder’s personal contacts
spanned the creative and the property sector, enabling him to connect
needs and opportunities on both
sides. With no pressure to ‘deliver’ a
ready-made concept, he developed
a venture that could evolve, without
submitting a formal business plan.
His main aim was to support the
fledgling re-make community by
helping them share experiences and
know-how, and support each other’s
design and production processes.
Selling products was at first a
secondary element, but grew into
a main income stream as it gave
them access to the market. Thus the
Studio generates direct economic as
well as creative benefit for its members; its education activities and its
ability to provide small-scale capital
investments further strengthens the
ability of the designers to scale up
their activities.

The proposition is geared around
the idea that the re-use of materials
and spaces is not just an environmental imperative but also a
creative challenge that can reach
a surprisingly wide audience.
Moreover, whilst Rotterdam’s many
empty buildings had for a long
time been seen as indicative of the
city’s economic problems, they are
now increasingly recognised as an
opportunity for start-up entrepreneurs, distinguishing the city from
other parts of the Netherlands
where business space can be harder
to find. The easy availability of
space at low rents and with flexible contracts has contributed to
Rotterdam’s reputation for creative
entrepreneurship.

152 | Key Lessons and Impact

the experience
of place

Telling the story
The Studio is a deliberately
multifunctional space, with a clear
message to the public: ReUse –
ReThink – ReSearch – ReConsider
– ReMake. It portrays itself both as
a movement with a purpose and
as a proposition that appeals to a
discerning community of designers
and ethical consumers. The doubleheight Modernist space and the
intensity of the experience work
together to create what De Haas
calls a ‘buzz’ and a ‘playground’ –
where quality is key to convince the
public that this is not a marginal
community of do-gooders but an
attractive way of living and doing.

in conclusion
How do we create a new purpose for vacant
spaces and sites that have lost their original
use? Ironically, ‘meanwhile’ projects are most
valuable if we recognise that they need to
be part of a more permanent strategic policy
approach that supports the full diversity of
talent in our cities to emerge and flourish.
Thus ‘meanwhile’ experiments help us
understand what fertile ground for the future
civic economy looks like.

OTHER EXAMPLES

L’Hub, Milan, Italy, 2009

Worn Again, London, UK, 2005

…is a collective craft space where the public
can learn about and experiment with textiles
and handcrafts, supported by design and
upcycling workshops led by artisans.

…is an eco-fashion company that works
with companies to upcycle discarded
materials into clothes and accessories, and
provides consultancy to large firms on dealing with excess fabric.

The Chocolate Factory, London,
UK, 1996
…is a hub for more than 200 artists and
creative practitioners, housed in a former
confectionery factory, offering studios and
exhibition spaces and business support.
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tcho • a participative ‘downtown’ chocolate manufacturer

Customers outside the recently expanded TCHO tasting room at the San Francisco factory

#24

TCHO
a participative ‘downtown’ chocolate manufacturer
San Francisco, UNited States

‘The presence of TCHO in Downtown San Francisco
is beneficial on several levels. The quality and
ethics of TCHO chocolates support San Francisco’s
leadership in culinary arts and sustainability. And
its products extend a little bit of the San Francisco
experience to customers wherever it is consumed.’
Laurie Armstrong, San Francisco Convention and Tourism Bureau

2,800

3

10,000

square metre
downtown factory

FLAVOR LABS
ESTABLISHED
IN 3 supplier
countries

members of online
tasters circle
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tcho • a participative ‘downtown’ chocolate manufacturer

organising a
collaborative food
production chain
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

4 YEARS OF
BETA-TESTING
GROWs A STRONG
PRODUCT &
PRE-LAUNCH
05 COMMUNITY

2011

DOWNTOWN
LOCATION EMBEDS
PRODUCTION INTO
THE LIFE OF THE CITY

DOWNTOWN
FACTORY

consumers

micro-investors
INITIAL INVESTment
by friends & family
who ALSO TEST THE
PRODUCT. A LARGE
NUMBER OF SMALL
INVESTORs enables
independence from
impatient VENTURE
CAPITAL funding

07
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The story
A civic economy approach to manufacturing starts with changing how
raw material inputs are sourced,
but reaches all the way to shift the
relation between the consumer and
production process. From an innercity food production facility with an
open door to the public, San Francisco chocolate manufacturer TCHO
has done both, thereby changing the
entire production chain of its business. Furthermore, the company
sees this approach as part of its very
DNA, rather than a CSR add-on.
TCHO is the only chocolate company to manufacture
chocolate in San Francisco since 1967. The company was
created in 2005 by Timothy Childs, a NASA researcher,
and Karl Bittong, a chocolate industry veteran. A considerable part of the start-up finance was raised by friends
and family, who received equity in the firm. This funding
model allowed the company to be relatively independent
of commercial interests during the supply chain development process and to experiment with a combination of
state-of-the-art technology and traditional production
equipment – including recycled dhal cookers.

An integral element of this open relation with the public
is the company’s location: instead of working from an
isolated business park, TCHO has located its 2,800 sq m
factory on Pier 17, a prominent site in downtown San
Francisco, deliberately chosen because of its high accessibility to the public. Combined with a ‘tasting room’ and
shop – which were recently expanded – the factory aims
to make the production process as transparent as possible. The City of San Francisco played a facilitating role,
enabling permits and permissions once they realised the
potential of this venture to change the mix of activities
on the waterfront.
Changing the supply chain is another part of TCHO’s
approach: not only does it comply with fair trade price
standards but through its pioneering TCHOSource programme it has invested heavily in up-skilling its cocoa
suppliers. It has opened ‘Flavor Labs’ in supplier countries, helping farmers to understand the post-harvest
production process and taste chocolate made from the
beans they have grown – often for the very first time. This
helps them to educate other farmers, creating a virtuous
open-source cycle where suppliers upgrade their skills
and production processes, and obtain a much better price
on the general market.
By rethinking the way chocolate manufacturing takes
place and creating platforms for collaboration both at
source and for the end-product, TCHO has not only been
able to produce substantially better chocolate but has
also opened up the possibility for farmers to move up the
value chain.

TCHO then invited friends, family and investors to test
the beta-versions of four flavours of chocolate, and continued this approach using social media: samples were
sent out to ‘beta-testers’ through an online platform.
Over the course of several years, its chocolate has been
continuously co-developed and improved, to attain top
quality standards. After this thorough start-up and testing period, TCHO eventually started selling its chocolate
in 2009.
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tcho • a participative ‘downtown’ chocolate manufacturer

impact
Less than three years from its first sales, the company is already a commercial
success. It serves most of the US West Coast, its products are sold in major
cities in Europe and Japan, and the company is planning to expand further.
TCHOSource and the Flavor Lab approach have led to substantial gains for
cacao farmers and improved the quality of TCHO’s raw materials. Two TCHO
suppliers came first and third in the 2008 National Cocoa Competition in Peru
– one of them had not even taken part before. More than 10,000 people have
signed up as members of its online Tasters Circle. The tasting room has been
significantly expanded, allowing visitors an even closer look at the production
process, and there are plans for collaboration with a new next-door neighbour,
the Exploratorium science museum, on food and science topics.

key lessons
participation
beyond
consultation

the experience
of place

generating change
through networks

Open-source
product development

Uniting production
and consumption

An open-source
training model

Many innovative product branding
strategies go beyond market research
to allow for customisation and thus
create a ‘collaborative brand’ – TCHO
went further and put its raw input
suppliers at the heart of the collaboration. Therefore they created
the Flavor Labs, a local platform for
product innovation at source that is
also a way of building capabilities
and co-developing a better product.
Instead of focusing on cost reduction
alone, this is a workforce investment
approach; knowledge-transfer to
producers leads to improvement in
quality, which eventually leads to
cost savings, by removing the need to
continuously monitor and intervene
in the production process.

The downtown harbour-front
location is an integral part of
TCHO’s business model. It is worth
the high rent because it reduces
the psychological and actual
distance between producers and
consumers, and makes evident the
company’s ambition to become a
‘new American manufacturer’ of
chocolate. TCHO sees participation
as integral to its market, not
just to create a sensory culinary
experience for visitors but because
ethical transparency is crucial
to building credibility and trust.
Locating production facilities in
the heart of the city changes the
city centre itself, as it maintains
a diversity of functions and
experiences beyond a purely retail
and services landscape.

Just as social networks were crucial
to TCHO’s start-up – its founders
had connections to the tech
magazine Wired and could link
into a wide group of investors and
supporters – the company also uses
networks to spread its benefits. The
Flavor Lab programme is scalable,
as up-skilled farmers can train
others, which helps to create a
cost-efficient training model. The
Flavor Lab is an open-source model
that TCHO hopes other producers
will adopt, thereby making the
continued improvement of cacao
quality a standard industry practice.
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in conclusion
What could a new fusion of production and
consumption look like in the heart of our
towns and cities? TCHO shows that a new
breed of manufacturing companies can
benefit from locating themselves not on any
business park but right within the existing
built fabric. Based on ethical principles and
wide participation through social networks,
they generate jobs and create benefits
across the production chain – and show that
separating land uses often makes no sense.
OTHER EXAMPLES

Osted Dairy, Osted, Denmark,
1997

Midshires Clothing Factory,
Kettering, UK, 2010

Whomadeyourpants?,
Southampton, UK, 2008

…is a dairy and cheese shop housed in a former petrol station, where the public can not
only see the entire production process through
large windows but also step inside the former
car wash space to talk to the staff.

...is a worker-owned clothing co-operative
that manufactures healthcare uniforms,
bags, aprons and high-visibility clothing,
based in a 19th-century school building in a
mixed-use neighbourhood.

...is a worker co-operative that makes ethical
underwear, and provides training, jobs and
socialising opportunities for marginalised,
mainly refugee, women living in inner-city
Southampton.
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tübingen user-led housing • a self- commissioned neighbourhood

A semi-private courtyard in the French Quarter, Tübingen

#25

Tübingen
User-led housing
a self-commissioned neighbourhood
Tübingen, Germany

‘A very different way of going about this project
allowed us to create a viable housing market in what
was a stigmatised area.’
Cord Soehlke, former project director, Tübingen-Südstadt French Quarter

10-20%
cheaper
than
conventional
housing

6,000

1

residents
across two
neighbourhoods

CONTRACT GUIDE
detailing the process
to prospective
self-commissioners
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tübingen user-led housing • a self- commissioned neighbourhood

leading the way
to a different
housing approach
1991

1994

1995

1996

1999

2011

the
idea

the ownership
dimension

the spatial
framework

the first
invitation

the
metrics

the
result

desire to 'do a
different type of
urbanism'

assembles &
more info
sub-divides the
here?
land

creates a loose,
plot-wise
masterplan for
apartment blocks

gives out three
plots to initial
Baugruppen as
proof-of-concept
test allowing first
groups of pioneers
to join process

agrees to sell for
less than maximum
value, instead
using quality of
proposal as key
criteria enabling
wider participation

now 130
Baugruppen

financial
infrastructure

creating an
easy pathway

engages the
mortgage industry
to provide
innovative and
collective finance
arrangements

creates contract
guide to help
potential
self-builders
understand the
process, enabling
wider participation

partnership with
university
urbanists

creation of
aspirational vision

the
enabling
creates
preferential
arrangement to
encourage
Baugruppen over
standard
developers

city policymakers

city urban
designers

pioneer self commissioners

city as
broker

city as
enabler

critical mass of
self- commissioners

The story
A former army barracks area in a
German city has been regenerated
as a diverse urban neighbourhood,
thanks to an experimental
process that gave future residents
precedence over large developers in
commissioning new apartments.

full-time people – throughout the start-up and delivery
phase. The master plan left considerable flexibility as to
the architectural style and density of individual building
projects, stipulating only that ground floors were to be
kept for non-residential use and that courtyards within
the blocks were to be collective space. The collective
decision-making process of individual ‘building partnerships’ led to a diversity in built form as well as content,
creating a wide range of housing types in response to
user needs, as well as workspaces and shared amenities.

The City of Tübingen acted out of a desire to rethink the
development of new neighbourhoods, to make them less
monotonous and instead form more vibrant communities. Given weak market demand for the 65-hectare site,
which had a negative image resulting from its former
use as a French military base, a business-as-usual approach carried significant risk. In 1996, the municipality
therefore decided to play a big role in the redevelopment
process, using its landownership to create a different
housing provision model.

The project was an invitation to the public to procure
their homes through collaboration. The municipality decided not to seek the highest return on its land, instead
selecting development proposals on the basis of a series
of quality criteria such as the planned mix of housing
types, the accommodation of other uses, demographic
diversity, and financial robustness of the Baugruppen.
Together with the removal of private developer profit
margins, this enabled the housing to be affordable. Costs
were also kept down by allowing groups to build at high
density if they so desired, and to contribute their own
labour to the construction process. The combination of
urban design guidance and deep resident involvement
in the design process created a remarkably high-quality
outcome: the Baugruppen proved to be creative and
demanding clients, and the result was a wide range of
apartment styles with high energy-efficiency standards.

An innovative master plan was created for the Südstadt
French Quarter. Instead of giving out large blocks to
single developers, it would allow individual apartment
buildings of four to eight storeys to be developed plot by
plot. Three of the first plots were given over to ‘Baugruppen’, building partnerships of 5-30 households that
would commission the design and construction of their
future homes (and then be disbanded upon completion
of a project).
The success of this pilot showed that the experimental
process could compete with commercial housing. The
master plan was revised, to specify that resident-led
partnerships were to be given preference over commercial developers in most instances. A legal and financial
guidance document was drawn up, to support would-be
residents. The municipality also played a brokering
role in convincing initially sceptical banks to provide
mortgages to the Baugruppen members, though the track
record of early success showed that the proposition was
less risky than feared. Nevertheless, the project required
relatively intensive staffing – a team of four to five
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tübingen user-led housing • a self- commissioned neighbourhood

impact
The Tübingen-Südstadt French Quarter has gained wide recognition both in Germany and abroad
as an economic model and a way of creating an urban quarter with a distinctive character within
a relatively short time span. From the initial three Baugruppen, the number of these partnerships
has grown to over 130. The area has become known for its diverse architecture, engaging public
realm and strong community. A relatively large degree of socio-economic mix has been achieved,
in particular by allowing lower-income building groups to build at high densities, though their
engagement also relied on federal housing subsidies. Though new at the time, the Baugruppen
concept is increasingly being adopted in other municipalities throughout Germany.

key lessons
recognising the
protagonists

participation
beyond
consultation

recognising
where value lies

Public sector as local
market-maker

An invitation to
co-produce

Beyond initial financial
return

The Tübingen municipality acted
as a civic entrepreneur: making the
development happen not through
subsidies but through a brokering
role. This consisted of: assembling
and sub-dividing the site; creating
a master plan to set out the core
spatial and use parameters; agreeing to sell sites at an ‘area average’
price prioritising quality criteria
rather than the highest possible
price; setting a preferential right of
purchase for building partnerships
over private developers; supporting the Baugruppen with practical
advice and support, including a
‘contract guide’ with examples of
legal, financial and construction
management contracts; proactively
engaging mortgage lenders to facilitate the testing of a new product
and process in a risk-averse sector.

The market-making process
prepared the ground for coproduction, which was further
enabled by the master plan for the
area; this created a flexible protocol
that set out minimum guidelines
but refrained from being overly
restrictive. The master plan enabled
a wide range of prospective building
partnerships to understand
the future feel of the area, by
guaranteeing the quality of the
public realm and creating a degree
of coherence within a diverse end
product. Crucially, the guidelines
took a flexible line on site size,
building height and rear building
line, allowing for higher density
projects to enable affordability.

The municipality deliberately
decided not just to enable selfcommissioning but to actively
prefer self-commissioning over
developer-led house building,
because of its wish to create an area
with a different urban character,
based on people’s participation.
Thus, different metrics were
introduced in the process, enabling
very different outcomes. Integral
to this was the decision not to seek
the highest possible price for each
site, to maintain affordability. The
high quality of the development
has lifted property values in what
was initially an area of low demand,
thus generating a better return on
financial investment as well.

164 | Key Lessons and Impact

in conclusion
How do we enable people to play a bigger
part in creating the homes they will inhabit?
A civic economy in the housing sector needs
to be supported by a purposeful public
sector, creating a market within which local
people and businesses can take the initiative
together. Creating this framework for smallscale entrepreneurship is equally relevant in
other sectors, from maintaining public space
to improving social care.

OTHER EXAMPLES

Diggers Self Build, Brighton,
UK, 1996

Springhill Co-housing, Stroud,
UK, 2000

Nieuw Leyden, Leiden, The
Netherlands, 2007

…is a ‘self-build for rent’ eco-housing
project, managed through a tenants
co-operative, where the residents were
strongly involved in the design and actual
construction of the project, although they do
not actually own the homes.

…was the first new-build co-housing
scheme to be completed in the UK, and
houses around 75 people in a highly ecofriendly and fully pedestrianised development that includes a communal kitchen and
three-storey tree hut.

…is a high-density residential project in
the centre of Leiden, supported by the
municipality and a housing association,
where more than half of around 800 homes
are built through self-commissioning.
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1 - See, for a good summary of key figures: Shanmugalingam, C., Graham,
J., Tucker, S. and Mulgan, G. (2011) ‘Growing Social Ventures - The Role of Intermediaries and Investors: Who They Are, What They Do, and What They Could
Become.’ London: Young Foundation & NESTA. and Murray, R. (2009) ‘Danger and
Opportunity – Crisis and the New Social Economy.’ London: Young Foundation
& NESTA.
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lessons learned
This book celebrates the civic economy because we believe that it will
become an increasingly powerful
force for positive change benefiting
people and places in the UK. The 25
inspirational stories in this compendium have strengthened not just
the economy of their localities but
also the quality of the shared public
domain and the very fabric of society – in ways that neither the state
nor the market have been able to
achieve on their own.
They add a new dimension to continuing discussions
about both the ‘Big Society’ and ‘StartUp Britain’. The
civic enterprises explored in this book show how by
linking the two, we can enrich the ongoing debate about
growing and re-balancing the economies of places across
the UK.
Reflecting on the amazing things achieved by both the 25
trailblazers described in this book and the wide range of
other examples we show, six key messages emerge:

The civic economy is re-emerging in a new form
as a vital and growing force for social, economic
and environmental progress.
In the introduction, we highlighted the technological,
cultural and organisational trends that are changing the
fabric of our economy and society. These changes are
combining with deep-rooted traditions of entrepreneurship, community activism and social enterprise. What
results is an emerging set of shifts in behaviour that cut
across the public, private and third sector. The size of the
civic economy itself is hard to quantify precisely because
of its cross-sector nature – but measures such as the size
of the social enterprise sector and investment in ethical

funds and start-ups are all showing significant growth [1].
Many point to the late 19th and early 20th centuries as
the great era of civic pride and vibrancy in the UK – a
period of incredible institutional innovation that shaped
our towns and cities, their economy, and society as a
whole. We now need to recognise that we have entered
a new period of similarly deep change in the institutions
that underpin our economy and the places we inhabit.

Civic entrepreneurship can actively contribute to
increasing the resilience, prosperity and wellbeing of people, places and communities.
Civic entrepreneurs are achieving change by using collaborative and open-ended approaches to solving some
of our most complex societal problems, seeding new
ideas and attracting diverse collaborators to shape their
propositions. They make innovative use of new technology, innovative finance and wider social networks. They
enable better use of undervalued resources whether
physical or social. Most importantly, the ventures they
create are deeply multi-faceted ventures, demonstrating
a range of linked social, economic and environmental
outcomes. If their approach were adopted on a wider
scale, the outcome would be an economy that is more
democratic; locally rooted yet globally networked; richer
in opportunities not just for economic growth but also
for social development; and pluralist, as it invites multiple forms of investment and widens the scope of players
in local economies.

Localities – cities, towns, neighbourhoods
and villages – are the focus for the new civic
economy.
Recent policy shifts have made it unambiguously clear:
it is local places and local people – whether in the public,
private or third sector – that must create the trajectories
towards renewed, sustainable prosperity that we need.
The case studies here give potent examples of the kind
of opportunities this could entail in practice. We all need
to understand how the examples highlighted in this
book relate to local needs and opportunities and how we
can enable similar opportunities elsewhere.
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Enabling the growth of the civic economy will
require different ways of thinking and doing
across the public, private and third sector.

Successfully building the civic economy requires
us to build bridges between the massive and the
micro.

The examples in this book cover a wide spectrum: this
is an economy that is driven by the purpose and energy
of a highly diverse range of protagonists and participants. This means that no single actor – whether the
government, local public agencies, or the private or third
sector – can on its own create the conditions for the civic
entrepreneurs to emerge and flourish. But they all have a
role to play in creating fertile ground.

Across these sectors, the challenge is primarily one of
scale – one could call it the interface between the ‘massive’ and the ‘micro’. Civic entrepreneurs are opening up
pathways for change that enable large-scale organisations or issues to be addressed through small-scale
initiative, generating a distributed capacity to invest,
create, improve, challenge, learn and innovate. Advances
in technology have played an important role in enabling
this – but what we now need is institutional change to
mirror this: a wider culture shift is needed for the massive and the micro truly to interact – whether in user-led
service design, public sector procurement, privatecommunity partnerships or self-provision of utilities. The
wealth of good practice in this book is therefore evidence
both of where this already happens but also of where
additional support is needed.

The role of the public sector will often be to provide
‘servant leadership’ – based upon principles such as
intricate awareness of what goes on locally; devolution of decision-making power downwards within their
organisations and places; the building of communities of
practice; and stewardship over time. This is by no means
easy: it requires leaders in localities not just to recognise
the latent opportunities and capabilities of people and
places but also to re-combine these and bring together
innovative ways of, for example, brokering, co-producing,
financing, commissioning and measuring success.
Fertile ground exists where such disparate elements are
stitched together with a real clarity of purpose.
Equally, many within the private sector already understand the benefits of going beyond corporate social
responsibility (CSR), embedding social and environmental value agendas at the heart of their business. The case
studies hint at the enormous opportunities for those
companies that have been able to build the kind of collaborations that turn them into civic enterprises.
The third sector – in all its diversity, from established
organisations to citizens working together on an ad-hoc
basis – is evidently a hotbed for civic entrepreneurialism. The lessons in this book show ways in which their
dynamism can be supported through addressing the arrangements that govern space, procurement and market
regulation – thus building the new institutional compact
we need to create a more civic economy overall.
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We must develop a better understanding of the
civic economy - and act on it.
Different ways to foster fertile ground are deeply interdependent: this is not a menu of options but an integrated
approach. We must start with a better understanding of
how the civic economy operates. After all, the civic economy behaves differently from an economy dominated by
either the corporate or public sector as we know it.
In the remainder of this conclusion, we outline eight
crucial behaviours of the civic economy, and group our
recommendations accordingly.

In sum:

A. The civic economy is being built by protagonists
who are led by their passion, purpose and personal commitment – and whose key asset is their social networks
and trust they hold.
B. The civic economy is based upon inviting participation from the public at large – which goes far beyond
mere consultation, to create frameworks for a type
of co-production and co-investment that builds deep
democratic belonging.
C. The civic economy is built using an increasing
diversity of finance sources as well as the investment of
a range of other ‘currencies’ – people’s time, trust, and
social networks.
D. The civic economy is emerging from recognising and
re-combining the latent capacity of dormant or underused physical assets, human capabilities and aspirations.
E. The civic economy is focused on generating a holistic experience of place – creating places that tell stories
about their purpose, often surprising and delighting users and helping to generate open conditions for people’s
participation and collaboration.
F. The civic economy although purpose-driven, is being
built not through strategic planning but through openended, agile, incremental and iterative practices – based
on starting small and growing in response to evolving
needs and opportunities.
G. The civic economy is not just deeply local but also
intricately linked to change-makers elsewhere – growing
through networks and adaptation rather than through
replication.
H. The civic economy is based on delivering a
plurality of values and outcomes – which need to be
acknowledged and taken into account in formulating
the objectives and metrics of new policy, projects and
procurement.
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a. Recognising the protagonists:
civic entrepreneurs

social networks
community networks

asset holding
civic
entrepreneur

networked
civic
entrepreneur
BUILD

peer networks

institutional networks
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STRE
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the civic
IntrApreneur

LOCAL SUPPLIER networks

The initiators of the civic economy can be found in many
different places and in a wide range of positions across
the public, private and third sector. They can play many
roles: some create opportunities through the assets
they control, like the parish minister who transformed a
church into a health centre and community service enterprise hub, or the founders of a theatre as open house
of new ideas (Bromley by Bow Centre, Arcola Theatre);
others through their networks, like the organiser of an
intensive process to re-occupy vacant market units or
the initiators of a unique private-community energy
partnership (Brixton Village, Fintry Development Trust);
and others use their embedded role within organisations
to lever change, such as the hospital catering manager
who helped farmers to overcome procurement hurdles
(Nottingham University Hospitals). Irrespective of their
formal role or function, these people are civic entrepreneurs. Their way of working is not dependent on their
job title but rather on their passion, purpose, energy
and doggedness, and how they share this with others –
telling a different story of what is possible and how to
achieve it. What they all have in common is their recognition that no single person or organisation can achieve
change. Therefore they work through personal social
networks, and use trust as a key currency to connect new
ideas and achieve change.

Implications for localities:
To create fertile ground for the civic economy, the challenge is to get better at recognising civic entrepreneurship both within and outside existing organisational
structures: welcoming unexpected change-makers in
unpredictable places, without containing their role in
any organisational silos – whether particular delivery
teams, departments or innovation taskforces.
• Despite the pressure to make savings, both local
authorities and other leaders in localities need to retain
and attract and develop those individuals capable of
providing leadership for the civic economy: those who
recognise local potential or new needs, broker relations
across organisational silos, and can connect emergent
perspectives for change with local policies. Retaining
and enhancing the capacity for what is often called
‘intrapreneurship’ (acting entrepreneurially within larger
organisations) will be a key determinant of success. In

practice, this requires people to work across narrowly
defined roles in (for example) economic development,
town centre management, health and care, and planning
and regeneration.
• Local authorities and other leaders in localities need
to build meaningful collaborations. Success can only
start with the realisation that no organisation will have
all the capabilities in house to act as singularly as ‘the’
civic entrepreneur within an area – the examples in this
book show precisely the kind of fruitful partnerships that
happen when large public or private sector organisations
engage actively and align their purpose with changemakers from outside. As large organisations recognise
they need to be platforms for the initiative of others,
this opens new pathways to change and mutual learning
– a deeply collaborative approach to entrepreneurship
instead of mere ‘consultancy’. Procurement practices
and contracts for such processes need to recognise the
qualities that are likely to lead to success. These include
an ability to connect to emergent initiatives, to work
through informal social networks and with diverse
partners, to broker trust between people, and to host an
agile, open-ended kind of process.
• It has been widely recognised that innovation in wider
public policy and service delivery requires the empowerment of those working at the frontline. This poses a
need for a culture shift towards genuine localism and
distributed decision-making: it is at the local level that
civic entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs, whether a school
leader, a local GP or a development planner, can meaningfully engage with the opportunities and the risks
involved in doing things differently – and manage such
risks through genuine collaboration and mutual learning
instead of avoiding them through focusing only on contractual relationships. This gives those at the frontline
an important role in providing stewardship and creating
space for new ventures to emerge and succeed.
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b. participation beyond consultation:
inviting citizen co-production

us on our
we invite you to join
cers &
journey to be co-produ
munity
com
the
co-investors in

sharing passions & skills
co-investors

peer-to-peer services

co-operator

co-governance
co-producer

The civic economy puts engagement with the public at
its core: instead of seeing citizens as mere consumers of
goods or services, it casts them in the role of co-producers: as commissioning clients for new house-building
(Tübingen User-led Housing), providers of peer-to-peer
services (Southwark Circle), co-developers of youth
communications (Livity), builders of an enriched public
realm (Incredible Edible Todmorden), or active members
of a co-operative shop (The People’s Supermarket).
Co-investment from local people only works where
there is strong backing for new ventures – which is why
civic entrepreneurs spend a lot of time reaching out and
engaging with communities, inviting in their creativity,
time, energy and drive and communicating the diverse
potential rewards. They know they rely on a sense of
common purpose and mutual trust (often called social
capital). In some cases this fertile ground already exists;
in other cases, civic entrepreneurs realise that they must
help build it. Underlying this is a renewed emphasis on
co-production as an organisational and design principle
across public services. Its role in place-making, however,
is still too often underexploited, as practitioners rely on
narrower or less meaningful forms of participation, such
as statutory consultations that focus on the physical
design of places.

Implications for localities:
To create fertile ground for the civic economy, regeneration practitioners need to learn from and work with
the approaches pioneered by civic entrepreneurs and
see participation in the first instance as citizen coinvestment.

where the basis of shared trust and confidence still
needs to be built. This is the only way to create genuine
opportunity for the widest possible participation in the
civic economy.
• The practices of the civic economy go far beyond ‘consultation’ or even ‘co-design’ – people are being invited
to take part not just in decision-making but in the longterm running of spaces, shops and services. As is shown
by The People’s Supermarket, it is the product, not just
the initial process that is participative. Civic entrepreneurs seek to create platforms where deep participation
is permanently at the heart and viability of the venture.
This ‘we will if you will’ approach helps to bond people
in a relationship of mutual trust and accountability.
• Meaningful participation occurs within clear, realistic and low-threshold frameworks. Creating these
frameworks is one of the core strengths of each of the
examples in this book. There are many other examples
of successful approaches that are already becoming
more embedded in mainstream practice – the London
Borough of Haringey is adopting DIY Streets, an approach
developed by the charity Sustrans that lets local people
take the initiative to make streets more welcoming to
pedestrians, playing children and cyclists; and in many
places, local third sector groups along with district and
parish councillors have been at the forefront of helping
local people take over local shops and post offices threatened with closure, providing the political leadership that
is essential to change in localities.

• Amongst the successes shown in this book are the
myriad ways in which change-makers genuinely invite
people to engage – embracing their strengths, sharing
their purpose, showing a commitment to action, and
creating plausible pathways for tangible change. Their
approaches may involve the use of hyper-local websites,
social media, creative events or arts-led approaches – but
it is not the particular medium of such tactics that we
need to learn from. What matters is grounding them
in purposeful approaches that connect intelligently
with local people’s sense of belonging, the grain of their
everyday lives, their aspirations, capabilities and attachment to place – and transcend divisions in communities
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c. financial co-investment:
diversifying funding streams
more

or
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COMMUNITY
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A shift towards more diverse and mixed-mode funding
strategies has already enabled projects as diverse as
Rutland Telecom, The George and Dragon and The Hub
Islington. This rapidly evolving field of co-production
merits separate attention, as it encourages the public to
be actively involved beyond charitable giving. Unlocking
large numbers of relatively small investors enhances
democratic belonging and self-reliance: it builds local
communities of interest around projects with shared
local value and gives them an active stake in success.
Crucially, this approach goes beyond charity or the gift
economy – and also, as shown by the success of Livity,
beyond the CSR budgets of large companies. Such shifts
enable a new generation of civic ventures to become
financially viable, building new shared wealth and a
more democratic ownership structure. Recently, more
examples of innovative finance structures have revealed
the wider appetite for this: the Community Shares pilot
has shown how citizen investment at a micro-scale can
fund local services, community buy-out of shops, and
utilities; and Social Impact Bonds are one amongst many
innovative finance approaches being explored to scale up
social impact investment.

Implications for localities:
To create fertile ground for the civic economy, localities
need to champion, test, enable and incentivise local
and regional co-investment mechanisms that generate
democratic belonging and co-ownership. Creating such
fertile ground for financial co-investment could also have
far-reaching benefits for the development process: by inviting the local community to co-invest in new projects,
‘Not In My Back Yard’ sentiment can be transformed into
a renewed focus on shared interest.
• Localities must become more proactive in the enabling
of new funding frameworks. These could be mixed-mode,
recognising time and in-kind investment in parallel to
monetary contributions. Practically, this could entail
providing public or private match-funding for money
raised through citizen co-investment schemes, as well
as for volunteer time; companies viewing their CSR
budgets not as stand-alone charitable giving but as an
integral part of the much wider potential they have to
create social returns across their investments; localities
promoting and supporting projects that use community

shares or bonds; and (co-)developing enabling technology
such as micro-finance platforms akin to the American
Kickstarter website, which raises finance for creative
ventures through a highly transparent online process. As
the work of Seattle’s Department of Neighborhoods has
shown in the US, providing leadership by widely championing successful new initiatives – and giving recognition
to the entrepreneurs behind them – is integral to this
approach.
• Recent experiences have also shed more light on the
barriers that need to be overcome: we must build a
better awareness of these opportunities and success
stories amongst the public, enable good-practice sharing
between budding projects in what is still an emergent
sector, and find ways of providing affordable capital solutions to ventures beyond their initial seed funding and
start-up capital phases. Greater sophistication within
the growing social finance sector and co-development
of such products with social ventures will help create
resilience and access to larger amounts of capital. Developing greater community financial literacy will also be
an important factor in building a better understanding
of responsible risk-taking and productive asset-building.
Attention also needs to be paid to how people with
lower incomes can invest, such as through ‘subscription
shares’.
• If localities were to have a greater degree of control
over local finances, this could free them to create other
mechanisms to co-invest in the civic economy. In particular, local incentive schemes could vary business rates
according to the civic contribution of new ventures; for
example, when they build co-ownership and belonging,
create local jobs, source local food, and reduce environmental impacts. Increasingly, the public sector must
recognise that it needs to play a catalytic and collaborative role as one investor amongst many: the diversity of
citizen and entrepreneurial co-investments – including
micro-finance, time, intellectual property and reputation
– should also be recognised and accounted for.
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d. re-using existing assets:
recognising latent opportunities

dormant spaces
existing material
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people's capabilities

Most of the examples in this book are based on the
recognition that places have latent assets that are
underutilised or even discarded. They re-occupy buildings and spaces (Studio Hergebruik), make better use of
abundantly available materials and resources (Baisikeli,
Neil Sutherland Architects), create new platforms for
people to share resources such as workspace or cars (The
Hub Islington; Jayride), and devise new ways of fostering
people's skills and capabilities (such as at the Museum
of East Anglian Life). The civic economy often ‘treads
lightly’ where it comes to the use of material resources.
But fundamentally, the prosperity and future resilience
of communities is not just about using less – instead, it is
about recovering more, whether physical assets, human
potential or local aspirations for change. In economic
terms, civic ventures are often remarkably successful at
matching the ‘demand’ of often unmet needs with the
‘supply’ of frequently ignored resources. The innovative
potential of the civic economy therefore lies in rewiring and unleashing what we have and creating better
‘software’: ways of unlocking and re-combining latent
potential, whether through new online technology or
local collaboration. This stands in sharp contrast to a
regeneration approach that has too often been synonymous with the demolition and new-build of ‘hardware’
made up of buildings and physical infrastructure.

Implications for localities:
Localities need to realise that fertile ground for the civic
economy need not be ‘built’ anew or from scratch: the
civic economy requires no expensive business parks or
physical infrastructure. Instead, it is about rediscovering
the resources that already exist, whether physical or
human, and growing them. Therefore we need a shift in
focus that starts with such existing assets, and values
them as seedbeds for a low-cost, low-barrier-of-entry
innovation economy.
• Empty buildings and land should be seen as potential
assets for communities and small businesses. Brixton
Village was primarily seen as a redevelopment opportunity – until Space Makers Agency showed an alternative
approach. They and others like the Meanwhile Project
have addressed the operational challenges of re-occupying empty buildings and sites, which many councils still
struggle to make available for temporary use. However,

this should not be seen as a recession-time-only phenomenon but as part of a healthy approach to regeneration and a start-up economy: permanently maintaining
a diversity of space typologies (in terms of ownership,
unit size, rental levels and lease types) is crucial to make
sure that local ventures can have access to affordable
and flexible space and thus to the wider market at all
stages in the economic cycle. Developers and landowners
should be facilitated and incentivised to maintain or create these conditions both for vacant buildings and new
development projects through, for example, planning
gain conditions (e.g., section 106 contributions).
• Unlocking dormant assets requires a wide awareness
of what is there already. Collaboratively ‘mapping’ the
assets of places (both physical spaces and hidden talents
and learning dreams) is a process that could bring policymakers and service providers together with the wider
public, creating platforms for genuine discussion about
the shared aspirations for places. Such an approach was
at the heart of the Brixton Village project; it has also been
used elsewhere, for example, in the Leeds Love It Share It
project, initiated by a group of local academics, professionals and community organisers. Such engagements
should not be seen as a cost but as means to unlocking
latent potential. Central to this process is the growing of
people's skills and capabilities – adding further weight to
points made already about participation, co-investment
and empowering of frontline staff.
• Enabling more creative and participative use of vacant
buildings and sites also depends on making clear what
the pathway to re-occupation looks like. Allowing communities a right to use and manage local assets initially
during a time-limited period could be one way to enable
this. Furthermore, the rapid expansion in online sharing
platforms can make available assets and resources more
transparent – building on platforms such as the School
of Everything (an online skills-swapping platform),
Mumsnet (a peer-to-peer online advice hub), somewhere
to (Livity’s initiative to unlock access to spaces for youth
initiative) or the growing number of local neighbourhood
websites.
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e. The experience of place:
setting physical and social
conditions
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In many examples in this book, civic entrepreneurs have
paid particular attention to the full experience of a place:
not just the physical layout, materials and aesthetics but
also its social dimensions and narratives. Both are crucial to tell the story and purpose behind a venture and to
invite participation. Both help create a sense of uniqueness, wonder and delight, and gently disrupt users’
expectations. This is evident in the One Love City public
space installation, which functions as a participative
platform; in the ways in which mental barriers to entry
are lowered in Bromley by Bow Centre and the Brooklyn
Superhero Supply Co.; in the way in which the Hørsholm
Waste-to-Energy plant is embedded in the neighbourhood instead of hidden away; or in the ‘hosting’ strategy
of The Hub Islington, which creates an active place for
people to meet and exchange ideas.
These projects are keenly aware of what it is that
buildings and places communicate to people or enable
their users to do. This is not only about the way they
are designed but more fundamentally about how they
are made over time through the contribution of many
and with a keen eye for the details that are crucial to
the story that is told. It is this approach that generates
genuine local pride and belonging.

Implications for localities:
To create fertile ground for the civic economy, localities
need to learn from these practices, recognise the diverse
qualities and value they generate, and promote them
across public, community and private development
projects. Good places are never bought off the shelf,
but arise in an inclusive process built on local ideas,
imagination and aspiration. Short cuts and pre-packaged
solutions fail if they give the message that the longerterm outcomes and processes matter less than the sheer
fact of ‘delivering’ a building or service – an awareness
that should be integral to the brief-setting of any new
project.

sentatives play a crucial role in seeding this culture both
by championing local successes and by inviting people
to participate in debate. Deep community engagement
and involvement is an integral and material condition in
the planning process, seeding co-production not just in
the design phase but also in the operationalisation and
governance of places.
• Public realm strategies should be platforms that enable
the contribution of community organisations and the
public at large. Many participative strategies already
exist; collaborative organisations such as the Bankside
Open Spaces Trust in London have devised pathways for
co-investment in the public realm and created significant
additional tangible and intangible value.
• Even at a time of funding constraints, procurement
practices and design criteria for public or community buildings and spaces need go beyond ‘least cost’
considerations. Good professionals are needed to lead
project teams and apply their skills to reconceptualising
problems and devising creative solutions through collaboration. Ingredients of success can often be achieved
without significant extra cost: for example, the reception
space in the Bromley by Bow Centre fosters sociability
without requiring additional space or staff. What this
means is that the actual day-to-day functioning of a
space must be in sync with its stated purpose; if not,
this impacts on an organisation’s credibility and on the
pride and participation of users, creating a costly waste
of opportunity.

• The examples in the case studies show that successful
places cannot be mandated by planning policy alone:
they need a shared awareness of how great places are
made. This needs to be the subject of open and participative conversations locally. Within the public sector,
planning and regeneration officers and elected repreCompendium for the Civic Economy
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f. An open-ended approach:
frameworks for emergence
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Few of the examples in this book came into the world
as finished products. The civic economy is based on the
incremental ideas and opportunity-spotting of a wide
range of people over time. New ventures often start small
and evolve significantly over time – such as the wealth
of activities in Bromley by Bow Centre, the gradual opening up of the Museum of East Anglian Life and Olinda
Psychiatric Hospital, or the incremental approach to
building a movement in Incredible Edible Todmorden.
The initial steps often serve to build a shared language of
tangible change, building fertile ground for next endeavours – they are an investment in longer-term outcomes.
The true potential of such initiatives cannot always be
‘planned for’ or strategically designed through prescriptive master-planning or output-based commissioning;
instead, we should build the frameworks for them to
emerge, starting small and iterating initiatives through
wide participation. This approach – a form of ‘opensource’ place-making – liberates the power of individuals
and communities to contribute to change, creating new
markets and testing concepts that are hard to prove
through precedent.

Implications for localities:
To create fertile ground for the civic economy, an
incremental approach to the development and revitalisation of places is often more effective than a plan-led
approach. This focuses on, for example, ‘early wins’, to
build confidence in communities; creating space for
experimental and risk-taking ventures; and appropriate
local investment frameworks and tools such as meanwhile licences. More systematically, it demands informed
decision-making capability at the frontline in localities
and always depends on the fostering and brokering of
diverse social networks and diverse opportunities for
participation.

realm interventions and meanwhile uses for buildings
and land show communities that change is possible and
that their contributions are integral to it. Rather than
resulting from statutory and strategic plans, such ‘early
win’ projects should be seen as their precursors.
• Working from the principle of ‘starting small’ may
require change in how investment is managed and how
proposals are reviewed: micro-investments can be needed to support initial projects, along with quick decisionmaking capacity close to the frontline which allows for
iteration and experimentation. Equally, it is important
to enable a degree of open-endedness in reviewing
outcomes, for example, in local authority development
management (which will have to accept that the physical
appearance of civic ventures may be more open-ended
and dynamic than usual), and in selecting and iterating
relevant metrics in reviewing the success of projects. One
crucial metric, for example, is that the governance of
new ventures is open and agile in the long term.
• Open-endedness also implies a series of physical
conditions in the built environment to foster opportunities for civic entrepreneurs and start-up ventures. These
include a fine grain of buildings and different-size floor
plates; the presence of low-rent premises and spaces for
informal meetings; a mix of use classes and of old and
new buildings; and adaptability of open spaces. Developments should include such conditions lest they become
impermeable to change or structurally favour large-scale
users.

• In many places across the UK, particularly under the
current market circumstances, it is more relevant to
show how change can be achieved now, than to rely on
long-term planning. Because of their long and formalised timescales, existing statutory planning tools such
as ‘Area Action Plans’ or masterplans may have little
relevance to enabling the civic economy in the short
term (although they can play a role in ensuring conditions for the long term). Small-scale co-created public
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g. Generating change through
networks: the scaling challenge
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The new ventures of the civic economy may often look
local; in practice, they tend to be highly networked, or at
least part of a broader movement to which they look for
inspiration and know-how. For example, nationwide or
international communities of practice link ventures such
as Fab Lab Manchester, the Brooklyn Superhero Supply
Co., Household Energy Services and The George and
Dragon, to ideas, a globally recognised brand, organisational infrastructure and financial resources. At the same
time, civic ventures themselves have initiated new learning and peer-to-peer advice networks to enable change
elsewhere, such as through TCHO’s Flavor Labs, or the
advice that Rutland Telecom and the Fintry Development
Trust give to other places. This points to different ways
to scale the impact of successful ventures. In this, civic
entrepreneurs tread a balance between the scope and
agility offered by local embeddedness and engagement,
and the fact that they are not immune to the rules of
scale economies.

Implications for localities:
To create fertile ground for the civic economy, civic
entrepreneurs and their collaborators in public, private
and third sector institutions need to understand and
value the nature of these networks – contributing as well
as benefiting from them. In practice, pathways to growth
and development open up when local ventures can
connect to wider support networks offered by national
organisations, potential funding bodies, and knowledge
networks.
• New network-building frameworks are being explored
already: supported ‘social challenge prize’ competitions
such as the Big Green Challenge and the Neighbourhood
Challenge provide a useful format for sourcing and supporting budding ideas, rewarding not just the winners
but also helping to build the ideas of runners-up. Such
collaborative competitions and knowledge exchange
structures could be generated regionally and locally
by working with networked civic entrepreneurs. These
approaches can catalyse innovative communities of
practice in ways the public sector alone cannot.

repetition but through creating the conditions for proliferation by the initiative of others, without a need to reinvent the wheel entirely: by combining local intelligence
and purpose with shared learning, the initial concept
can be translated into locally relevant conditions and
opportunities. This has been called ‘social franchising’ –
however, care needs to be taken that the entrepreneurial
aspect of new ventures is maintained, avoiding a pure
‘replication’ approach. In the same way that the development of civic start-ups needs an open-ended approach,
their further expansion requires testing and iteration of
different potential approaches and models that, in the
end, may change according to local circumstances.
• In some cases, new civic ventures can profit significantly from shared ‘infrastructures’, for example, efficiencies
generated through shared supply chains or back-office
functions, shared raising of finance, and the structured
sharing of know-how. There will be an important role for
the ‘social venture intermediaries’ that facilitate such
shared infrastructures and learning networks: whether
through physically shared spaces or web-based channels,
the challenge is to seed, maintain and grow real communities of practice. As part of this, we need to develop
better strategies to work with and learn from new civic
enterprises that are struggling.
• Southwark Circle’s peer-to-peer service provision and
The Hub Islington’s workspace and business support
model are both examples of organisations that seek to
expand in order to reach long-term sustainability. Local
change-makers and entrepreneurs could tap into this
by developing local initiatives that adopt and adapt
their original ideas. Eventually this could lead to further
proactive involvement of civic entrepreneurs and social
venture intermediaries in co-developing more responsive
financial infrastructures and regulatory arrangements
that enable greater permeability of, for example, public
sector procurement or self-provision of utilities to
smaller providers.

• Many of the case studies can be and have been scaled
through an approach that adopts and adapts their ideas
for use elsewhere. This enables growth not through sheer
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h. Recognising where value lies :
the metrics of change
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Some of the value created by the civic economy can be
measured – such as the new jobs and training delivered
by the Museum of East Anglian Life, the products developed in Fab Lab Manchester, or the carbon and money
saved by the Hørsholm Waste-to-Energy plant. Other outcomes are less clear-cut: the value generated by a more
diverse experience on high streets, by the personal approach of protagonists, by the many ways in which local
people are invited to participate and the confidence and
capabilities this gives them. Both types of value are real
– and both need to be recognised and better represented
in decision-making and commissioning processes, along
with the relevant metrics to measure them. A healthy
competition regime is necessary for economic flourishing but the market in many cases favours established
corporate providers, causing hurdles for ventures such as
Rutland Telecom. Ultimately, it is this institutional shift,
creating a better interface between the ‘micro’ and the
‘massive’, that is required to grow the civic economy.

Implications for localities:
To create fertile ground for the civic economy, localities
need to recognise that if they seek genuine community
resilience, well-being and belonging, this should affect
the way things are done across their operations. This
implies the need for different procurement and commissioning methods and performance metrics. These are
integral to the culture change required to foster the civic
economy.
• The increasing attention at national level to a broader
range of outcomes – including well-being indicators –
is welcome, particularly if it creates opportunities to
question how our economy is structured, owned and
co-produced. Local people must drive the debate about
what local well-being means, how it is related to the
economies of places, and how this affects the metrics
by which we measure progress. In the Scottish town of
Neilston, for example, such debates led to the collaborative creation of a town charter and the development
of new civic ventures. Such processes could be part of
the formal planning system but could also take place
more informally, through dedicated online community
platforms and ‘open government’ web platforms that
enable debate about local opportunities, assets, problems
and risks.

• A better understanding of how new approaches to
social impact investment can inform decision-making
and unlock finance is required so that local authorities
and other local actors can use this tool more proactively.
Innovative finance such as social impact investment
and other mechanisms that encourage positive social
or environmental impact beyond financial return could
unlock private capital for shared purposes and inform
debates about outcome measurement. At the same time
we also need to take into account the open-ended nature
of many successful civic ventures – led by the deep
return on investment of people’s passion, creativity and
drive, which cannot always be captured by quantitative
metrics.
• In order to create a level playing field for civic entrepreneurs, it is necessary to recognise and incentivise
some of the core characteristics and values of the civic
economy over pure ‘best price’ and ‘risk minimisation’.
This requires, on the one hand, civic entrepreneurs to be
increasingly sophisticated in demonstrating the diversity
of value they create – but it also takes public sector
leadership. Public sector procurement policies as well
as regulatory enforcement in sectors such as telecoms
and energy are integral to this. They should be more
actively aware of the role they can play to foster the civic
economy – and the cost of ignoring it. Practical examples
include the stipulation of meanwhile strategies and
affordable workspace provisions as part of planning and
development proposals; tax incentives for civic ventures;
provisions for space to be set aside for independent
operators in retail and office developments; setting aside
a proportion of the services or works for innovative or
alternative providers such as new mutuals; ‘local’ (food/
labour/material) clauses for public sector procurement,
through better accounting for transport miles or carbon
impact; preferencing of small-scale and user-driven
developer types in housing developments; or the preferential treatment of communities over corporate parties
in asset transfer processes.
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Building a civic economy future
Amongst the diverse lessons presented in this chapter,
one shared recommendation stands out: building fertile
ground for the civic economy requires a change in practice across all sectors of society. Providing fertile ground
for civic entrepreneurs is about embedding a different
way of thinking and doing, not about quick fix solutions,
extensive new legislation or huge capital investment
programmes such as in business parks or other physical
infrastructure. A positive, optimistic and collaborative
culture is the most important platform on which the
civic economy can emerge and grow.

the grain of daily lives and respond to local capabilities,
needs and opportunities. In doing so, there is an evident
tension between valuing the civic economy and the pressure to achieve lowest cost in all situations – investment
of creativity, time and intelligence is required to unlock
the latent resources of people and places. However,
wasting these resources is simply not something we can
afford. The UK needs the civic economy to flourish and
grow, and this is the moment to create the fertile ground
for that to happen.

Already, within the current policy context, people have
found ways to overcome constraints in the status quo,
in order to generate collaborations between organisations, foster experiments and broker deals that enable
promising ideas. Such examples of civic entrepreneurship or intrapreneurship show that sometimes it is the
perception rather than the reality of something actually
being impossible that impedes innovation. Nor is this
an issue of the public sector ‘getting out of the way’:
more than anything the civic economy requires a shift in
mindset that welcomes and encourages the leadership
and initiative of a wide range of people both within and
outside established organisations.
We hope that the 25 ventures that we have described will
inspire you, but at the same time it is clear that these
are not templates to cut out and replicate. Creating a
civic economy is not about scaling any one particular approach but creating a broader movement that unleashes
people to create new shared solutions within a collaborative and supportive environment. This is not a mere
dream: our case studies show that where such relations
have been built at a local level, responsibility for change
can also be shared – with unexpected partners from a
wide range of backgrounds.
At the same time we need to recognise that the emerging
civic economy, in all its richness, is still fragile, and we
cannot predict how the civic ventures in this book will
fare. In particular, we have to acknowledge the very
real pressures on people’s lives, whether in economic
terms or because of the many demands on their time,
commitment and energy. That is why the most successful projects and approaches are those that work with
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The 00:/ project team

Timothy Ahrensbach was a researcher and co-author of
this publication. Having joined 00:/ in 2010, he works on
innovation and creativity in urban change and focuses
specifically on the potential for inter-urban learning
across the hemispheres.

Joni Steiner was the illustrator-in-chief of this
production. A longtime member of 00:/, he was project
architect on the Bristol Urban Beach, a collaboration of
00:/ with think tank Demos in the summer of 2007 and is
lead architect on the refurbishment of the Winch youth
community centre in north London.

Commissioning team
Joost Beunderman was a researcher and co-author of this
book. His work at 00:/ straddles research and strategy
from the city level to the intricate social dynamics of
spaces for young people – and much in between.

Alice Fung was lead designer of the Compendium. She
is a co-founder of 00:/ and Hub Make Lab. She works on
strategic design projects that focus on the development
of social institutions and places. She was the lead
designer on The Hub King’s Cross and provides design
and innovation support for the Hub network.

Laura Bunt co-commissioned this book for NESTA,
and has helped to guide and reflect on its content
throughout. At NESTA, Laura's work focuses on social
innovation and innovation in public services. She brings
this perspective to the book, exploring how these vibrant
social ventures have been developed, grown and spread.

Rachel Fisher co-commissioned this book on behalf of
CABE, where she was a Senior public affairs advisor. Now
at the Design Council CABE she is head of policy and
programmes. She's interested in the interaction between
places and innovation, and particularly in how this can
help drive regeneration in towns and cities.

Our collaborators
Copy-editor
Anne-Marie Conway
Indy Johar was producer and co-author of this piece. He
is an architect and co-founding director of 00:/, where his
current work is focused on designing the new economics
of place and re-building 21st Century institutions. Indy is
a Director of the global Hub Association and co-founder
of Hub Make Lab. He is an associate of the think-tank
Demos and a fellow of Respublica.
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Design production
Mimmo Cangiano Belcuore
Printing
Calverts, a social enterprise and workers’ co-operative
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